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16 Scrolls for The Nation of New Zealand (on P10)
DECREE 1). P 2;     DECREE 2). P 4;     DECREE 3). P 5;     DECREE 4). P 7;     DECREE 5). P 8

Index of Scrolls Included for All Those who Dwell in New Zealand (pp 14 – 16)

A.  What is Involved with Caring for A Child?
1. Arms of Adoration (7.6.10) P 45
2. New Life (3.2.11) P 46
3. The Plight of A Child (5.5.11) P 48
4. The Consecration of A Child (25.2.14) P 49
5. The Crying of A Child (27.2.14) P 50
6. The Loving of A Child (4.3.14) P 52
7. The Healing of A Child (5.3.14) P 54
8. The Teaching of A Child (9.3.14) P 55

B.  Can We Have a Rapport with our Youth in Laughter and Happiness?
1.  The Games of Young Men (26.4.10) P 57
2. The Goals of A Young Woman (3.7.10) P 58
3. The Vagrancy of The Youth (19.7.12) P 59
4. The Quest for Happiness (4.10.12) P 60
5. The Sound of Laughter (2.11.12) P 61
6. The Blooming of The Youth (5.12.12) P 62
7. The Variance of Man (12.10.13) P 63

C.  How do We define Integrity within Relationships?
1. A Man of Righteousness (6.5.10) P 65
2. Righteousness (29.12.11) P 66
3. The Barn of Righteousness (22.9.12) P 68
4. Honour Your Family Members - Edict 5 (16.11.12) P 69
5. The Friendships of Man (11.9.13) P 70
6. The Surprises of Man (25.10.13) P 71
7. The Generosity of Man (7.11.13) P 72

D.  How well do We manage our Wealth, Finances & Risk?
1. The Wealth of Man (16.6.09) P 74
2. The Trinkets of The Heart (10.7.09) P 75
3. The Love of Money (11.2.11) P 76
4. The End-time Excessive Wealth of Man (13.4.12) P 77
5. The Storm of the Wealth of Man (6.8.12) P 78
6. The Seeding of Wealth (26.2.14) P 79
7. The Holding of My Gold (2.3.14) P 81

E.  Why aim for a Healthy Body, Soul, and Spirit?
1. The Temple of The Body (12.12.08) P 83
2. The Body of Man 1 - Designed (15.12.08) P 84
3. The Body of Man 2 - A House (17.12.08) P 85
4. The Body of Man 3 - A Temple (18.12.08) P 87
5. The Body of Man 4 - Protected (19.12.08) P 89

F.  How do We experience The Healing of Man?
1. The Healing of Man (2.12.08) P 91
2. The Message of Healing (7.12.08) P 93
3. The Allergies of Man (16.12.11) P 94
4. The Health of My Flock (18.10.12) P 96
5. The Occultists and Sympathizers (28.11.12) P 98

G.  How Can We come to know The Living Loving God?
1. I Love My People (5.9.08) P 99
2. In Love (13.10.08) P 100
3. The God of Love (16.2.11) P 100
4. A Love Note to My Children (11.8.12) P 101
5. No Other Gods - Edict 1 (11.11.12) P 102
6. The Supremacy of Love (20.5.13) P 104
7. A Grateful Heart (2.8.13) P 105
8. The Agape Love of God for Man (18.1.14) P 106
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Quantum Leap… a sudden and significant change 
or increase; something, sudden, spectacular and 
vitally important, a sudden highly significant 
advance… breakthrough!!
!
Isaiah 48:3  NIV!
I foretold the former things long ago, My mouth 
announced them and I made them known; then 
suddenly I acted, and they came to pass.!
!
Prov. 13:12  Unrelenting disappointment can make 
your heartbreak, but a sudden good break can turn 
your life around.

THE VISION OF GOD FOR!
NEW ZEALAND !

&!
ALL WHO DWELL THEREIN!

!

A Quantum Leap Season for 
New Zealand

Deut 23:5. God will turn the curse to a 
blessing for you because He loves you.

The Fullness of The End-time Vision of God

The Quantum Leap

Quantum Leap… a sudden and significant change 
or increase; something, sudden, spectacular and 
vitally important, a sudden highly significant 
advance… breakthrough!!
!
Isaiah 48:3  NIV!
I foretold the former things long ago, My mouth 
announced them and I made them known; then 
suddenly I acted, and they came to pass.!
!
Prov. 13:12  Unrelenting disappointment can make 
your heartbreak, but a sudden good break can turn 
your life around.

THE VISION OF GOD FOR!
NEW ZEALAND !

&!
ALL WHO DWELL THEREIN!

!

A Quantum Leap Season for 
New Zealand

Deut 23:5. God will turn the curse to a 
blessing for you because He loves you.
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Declarations Over New Zealand
• Land of the Long White Cloud!       A Land of Glory! 
• New Zealand - Zee (Dutch) > New ‘Sea’ & ‘Land’ 
!
Revelation 10:1-3  I saw still another mighty angel 
coming down from heaven, clothed with a cloud. And a 
rainbow was on his head, his face was like the sun, and 
his feet like pillars of fire. 2 He had a little book open in 
his hand. And he set his right foot on the sea and his 
left foot on the land, 3 and cried with a loud voice, as 
when a lion roars!!
!
Exodus 16:10  Now it came to pass, as Aaron spoke to 
the whole congregation of the children of Israel, that 
they looked toward the wilderness, and behold, the 
glory of the Lord appeared in the cloud.

1). New Zealand is a Land of Quantum 
Presence… A place for the manifestation of 
the glory and majesty of God. One of the first 
nations to greet each day, New Zealand is a 
land of Awakening & Revival that will awaken 
the dawn and awaken the church in the earth. 
This will be a land of wind and fire! The Wind 
is Blowing over New Zealand! A new season 
of visitation is here! This nation will produce 
a generation of revivalists that will turn the 
world upside down!  

Declarations Over New Zealand

Decree 1). A Land of Quantum Presence

Declarations Over New Zealand
• Land of the Long White Cloud!       A Land of Glory! 
• New Zealand - Zee (Dutch) > New ‘Sea’ & ‘Land’ 
!
Revelation 10:1-3  I saw still another mighty angel 
coming down from heaven, clothed with a cloud. And a 
rainbow was on his head, his face was like the sun, and 
his feet like pillars of fire. 2 He had a little book open in 
his hand. And he set his right foot on the sea and his 
left foot on the land, 3 and cried with a loud voice, as 
when a lion roars!!
!
Exodus 16:10  Now it came to pass, as Aaron spoke to 
the whole congregation of the children of Israel, that 
they looked toward the wilderness, and behold, the 
glory of the Lord appeared in the cloud.
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the glory and majesty of God. One of the first 
nations to greet each day, New Zealand is a 
land of Awakening & Revival that will awaken 
the dawn and awaken the church in the earth. 
This will be a land of wind and fire! The Wind 
is Blowing over New Zealand! A new season 
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a generation of revivalists that will turn the 
world upside down!  
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God decrees a Land of Quantum Presence!!
!

Enemy's Decree… a place of isolation and 
spiritual stagnation. He wants a spirit of 
religion to stay in place as long as the church 
maintains a form but no power.

1 Kings 8:10-11 And it came to pass, when 
the priests came out of the holy place, that 
the cloud filled the house of the Lord, 11 so 
that the priests could not continue 
ministering because of the cloud; for the 
glory of the Lord filled the house of the 
Lord.  

The Significance of The Cloud

The Enemy’s Decree Against

God decrees a Land of Quantum Presence!!
!

Enemy's Decree… a place of isolation and 
spiritual stagnation. He wants a spirit of 
religion to stay in place as long as the church 
maintains a form but no power.

1 Kings 8:10-11 And it came to pass, when 
the priests came out of the holy place, that 
the cloud filled the house of the Lord, 11 so 
that the priests could not continue 
ministering because of the cloud; for the 
glory of the Lord filled the house of the 
Lord.  
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Isaiah 19:1  Behold, the Lord rides on a swift cloud, 
And will come into Egypt; The idols of Egypt will 
totter at His presence, And the heart of Egypt will 
melt in its midst.     !
!
Rom 16:20  And the God of peace will soon crush 
Satan underneath your feet!!
!
Ps 24  Who is this King of Glory… The Lord strong 
and mighty in battle!!
!
Acts 1:8  You shall receive power when the Holy 
Ghost comes upon you… miracles!

2). New Zealand is a Land of Quantum Power & 
Peace!

A people who are not afraid to engage in the 
fight… for their families, for righteousness & for 
a peaceful way of life. This is a nation of risk 
takers who will be willing to stand on the 
cutting edge of all God desires to do in the New 
Reformation. God is decreeing a release of a 
new mantle for a new day in New Zealand… a 
nation mobilized to bring the miracle power and 
glory of the Kingdom of God to earth.

Decree 2). A Land of Quantum Power & Peace 

The Promises of God

Isaiah 19:1  Behold, the Lord rides on a swift cloud, 
And will come into Egypt; The idols of Egypt will 
totter at His presence, And the heart of Egypt will 
melt in its midst.     !
!
Rom 16:20  And the God of peace will soon crush 
Satan underneath your feet!!
!
Ps 24  Who is this King of Glory… The Lord strong 
and mighty in battle!!
!
Acts 1:8  You shall receive power when the Holy 
Ghost comes upon you… miracles!

2). New Zealand is a Land of Quantum Power & 
Peace!

A people who are not afraid to engage in the 
fight… for their families, for righteousness & for 
a peaceful way of life. This is a nation of risk 
takers who will be willing to stand on the 
cutting edge of all God desires to do in the New 
Reformation. God is decreeing a release of a 
new mantle for a new day in New Zealand… a 
nation mobilized to bring the miracle power and 
glory of the Kingdom of God to earth.
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3). New Zealand is a Land of the Quantum 
Prophetic Mantle... This nation will release a 
true representation of the Voice of God in the 
earth. Dreams and Visions will occur frequently 
throughout the land and God will raise up 
Daniels and Josephs to interpret dreams of 
unbelievers. Prophets and prophetic people will 
release a strong prophetic sound but at the 
same time be integrated into strong local 
churches. God's Voice will be heard from the 
Land of The Long White Cloud and it will shake 
nations!

God decrees a land of Quantum Power & Peace!!
!
Enemy's Decree… a land of passivity, 
compromise and complacency. Avoid 
confrontation at any cost, even if it opens the 
door to corruption & pollution of the nation's 
morale. I will keep the people bound by 
depression and addiction so they will never 
believe they can make a difference with their 
prayers. Don't rock the boat by trying to be too 
spiritual.

The Enemy’s Decree Against

Decree 3). A Land of the Quantum Prophetic Mantle

3). New Zealand is a Land of the Quantum 
Prophetic Mantle... This nation will release a 
true representation of the Voice of God in the 
earth. Dreams and Visions will occur frequently 
throughout the land and God will raise up 
Daniels and Josephs to interpret dreams of 
unbelievers. Prophets and prophetic people will 
release a strong prophetic sound but at the 
same time be integrated into strong local 
churches. God's Voice will be heard from the 
Land of The Long White Cloud and it will shake 
nations!

God decrees a land of Quantum Power & Peace!!
!
Enemy's Decree… a land of passivity, 
compromise and complacency. Avoid 
confrontation at any cost, even if it opens the 
door to corruption & pollution of the nation's 
morale. I will keep the people bound by 
depression and addiction so they will never 
believe they can make a difference with their 
prayers. Don't rock the boat by trying to be too 
spiritual.
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God spoke out of the cloud!
!
Exodus 19:9  And the Lord said to Moses, “Behold, I 
come to you in the thick cloud, that the people may 
hear when I speak with you, and believe you forever.”   !
!
Exodus 24:16  Now the glory of the Lord rested on 
Mount Sinai, and the cloud covered it six days. And 
on the seventh day He called to Moses out of the 
midst of the cloud. !
!
Matthew 17:5  (Jesus on Mt. of Transfiguration). While 
he was still speaking, behold, a bright cloud 
overshadowed them; and suddenly a voice came out 
of the cloud, saying, “This is My beloved Son, in 
whom I am well pleased. Hear Him!”    

God decrees a Quantum Prophetic Mantle!
!
Enemy's Decree... Make this as the land of 
Anathoth whose people killed the prophets… 
Land of extremes… either the religious spirit 
will completely shut down the Voice of God 
through His Church or the enemy will stir up 
imbalanced extremes which opens the door to 
occult practices & false signs. The enemy 
would love to claim this land as a stronghold for 
New Age, universalism and false doctrines.

God Spoke Out of The Cloud

The Enemy’s Decree Against

God spoke out of the cloud!
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Land of extremes… either the religious spirit 
will completely shut down the Voice of God 
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4). New Zealand is a Land of Quantum Prosperity...  
A land of Favour, Blessing, Richness & Quality of 
Life… a nation of creativity and innovation, a spirit 
of adventure, and forward thinking. We are blessed 
and highly favoured among the nations.!
!
Enemy's Decree… a land of lack, limitation, status 
quo in poverty.  !
!
!
Proverbs 16:15  In the light of the king’s face is life, 
And his favour is like a cloud of the latter rain.

Isaiah 61:7 (NKJV)!
Instead of your shame you shall have double 
honour, And instead of confusion they shall 
rejoice in their portion. Therefore in their land 
they shall possess double; Everlasting joy shall 
be theirs.!
!
Isaiah 61:7 (Message)!
Because you got a double dose of trouble and 
more than your share of contempt, Your 
inheritance in the land will be doubled and your 
joy go on forever.!

Decree 4). A land of Quantum Prosperity
The Enemy’s Decree Against

Our Shame SHALL (not Will) be Replaced by Double Honour

4). New Zealand is a Land of Quantum Prosperity...  
A land of Favour, Blessing, Richness & Quality of 
Life… a nation of creativity and innovation, a spirit 
of adventure, and forward thinking. We are blessed 
and highly favoured among the nations.!
!
Enemy's Decree… a land of lack, limitation, status 
quo in poverty.  !
!
!
Proverbs 16:15  In the light of the king’s face is life, 
And his favour is like a cloud of the latter rain.

Isaiah 61:7 (NKJV)!
Instead of your shame you shall have double 
honour, And instead of confusion they shall 
rejoice in their portion. Therefore in their land 
they shall possess double; Everlasting joy shall 
be theirs.!
!
Isaiah 61:7 (Message)!
Because you got a double dose of trouble and 
more than your share of contempt, Your 
inheritance in the land will be doubled and your 
joy go on forever.!
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5). New Zealand is a Land of Quantum Promise… 
harvest, fulfilment. As a nation of fields and flocks 
and crops, so God desires to make this a land of 
double portion fruitfulness, spiritual harvest and 
prophetic fulfilment. New Zealand is to be an 
Apostolic nation of sending to and reaping from 
other nations and bringing a last days harvest for 
the Glory of God!!
It is time for New Zealand's Quantum Leap!!
It is time for my Quantum Leap!!
!
Enemy's decree… more delay, disappointment and 
disillusionment. Make this a land of broken hearts, 
broken dreams and broken promises.

Zechariah 9:11-12  (MSG)  And you, because of my blood covenant 
with you, I’ll release your prisoners from their hopeless cells.  
Come home, hope-filled prisoners! This very day I’m declaring a 
double bonus – everything you lost returned twice-over! 
!
!
Job 42:10-11 � Some may feel like Job in this past season. !
10 And the Lord restored Job's losses when he prayed for his 
friends. Indeed the Lord gave Job twice as much as he had before. 
11 Then all his brothers, all his sisters, and all those who had been 
his acquaintances before, came to him and ate food with him in 
his house; and they consoled him and comforted him for all the 
adversity that the Lord had brought upon him. Each one gave him 
a piece of silver and each a ring of gold.!
!
Message – After Job interceded for his friends, God restored his 
fortune… and then doubled it!

A Double bonus is Declared

Decree 5). A Land of Quantum Promise
The Enemy’s Decree Against

5). New Zealand is a Land of Quantum Promise… 
harvest, fulfilment. As a nation of fields and flocks 
and crops, so God desires to make this a land of 
double portion fruitfulness, spiritual harvest and 
prophetic fulfilment. New Zealand is to be an 
Apostolic nation of sending to and reaping from 
other nations and bringing a last days harvest for 
the Glory of God!!
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disillusionment. Make this a land of broken hearts, 
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with you, I’ll release your prisoners from their hopeless cells.  
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!
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fortune… and then doubled it!
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Genesis 9:14  It shall be, when I bring a cloud over 
the earth, that the rainbow shall be seen in the cloud;    !
!
Revelation 14:14-16  Then I looked, and behold, a 
white cloud, and on the cloud sat One like the Son of 
Man, having on His head a golden crown, and in His 
hand a sharp sickle. 15 And another angel came out 
of the temple, crying with a loud voice to Him who sat 
on the cloud, “Thrust in Your sickle and reap, for the 
time has come for You to reap, for the harvest of the 
earth is ripe.” 16 So He who sat on the cloud thrust in 
His sickle on the earth, and the earth was reaped.

Behold A White Cloud – The Time has Come

The Vision of God for New Zealand is Established on the Basis of a Prophetic presentation by Apostle Jane Hamon
8.15 - 9.30 pm, Friday 22nd August 2014 

at the Celebrate Dominion Conference
under the auspices of Prophets Greg & Julie Bailey

http://www.ciaustralia.com/

hosted by Generations Church, Hamilton, New Zealand,
with Pastors Ian and Annette Dixon Presiding,

and being a part of The Acts Church of New Zealand.

The Hamon Family of Florida, U.S.A.,
represent Christian International.

http://christianinternational.com/

Genesis 9:14  It shall be, when I bring a cloud over 
the earth, that the rainbow shall be seen in the cloud;    !
!
Revelation 14:14-16  Then I looked, and behold, a 
white cloud, and on the cloud sat One like the Son of 
Man, having on His head a golden crown, and in His 
hand a sharp sickle. 15 And another angel came out 
of the temple, crying with a loud voice to Him who sat 
on the cloud, “Thrust in Your sickle and reap, for the 
time has come for You to reap, for the harvest of the 
earth is ripe.” 16 So He who sat on the cloud thrust in 
His sickle on the earth, and the earth was reaped.
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The Prophetic Word for New Zealand (1.9.14)

(The white text numbered Decrees need to be decreed!)

DECREE  1).     P 2
DECREE  2).     P 4
DECREE  3).     P 5 
DECREE  4).     P 7
DECREE  5).     P 8

The sun comes up. It's a new day dawning!
It's time to sing your song again.
Whatever may pass, and whatever lies before me,
Let me be singing when the evening comes!

Scrolls for The Nation (16)

1. The Churches in The Mountains (9.9.08) P 17 (Prepare for the Roar of The Lion  P18)
2. Hearing The Voice of God (18.11.08) P 19
3. The New Day (21.11.08) P 20
4. A Land of Plenty (26.1.09) P 21
5. The Plank of A Nation (6.2.09) P 22
6. The Coming of The Spirit (17.2.09) P 24
7. The Clouds of Conquest (21.6.10) P 25
8. The Wind of The Spirit (26.6.10) P 26

9. The Fire of The Harvest (9.2.11) P 27
10. The Secrecy of Governments (10.2.11) P 28
11. The Voice of God (29.4.11) P 29
12. The Land of Goshen (21.7.12) P 30
13. The Wind of My Spirit (30.8.12) P 31
14. The Clouds of Conquest (2) (18.9.12) P 33
15. The End-time Vitality of A Nation (3.8.13) P 34
16. The Government of a People (16.12.13) P 35
4a. Taumarunui in ‘The land of kings’ P 21 Commentary (as a significant place ‘in the mountains’) 

This Divine Vision for New Zealand completed as presented as an A4 printable & indexed pdf file
3.20pm on Monday, 1st September 2014, and may be freely used & shared as desired - other than commercially,

Best read with Adobe Reader - Version 11.0.07 or later

Anthony A Eddy      
Hamilton, NZ  

3.20pm on Monday, 1st September 2014
www.thewebsiteofthelord.org.nz

https://www.facebook.com/TheWebsiteOfTheLord

The 7 end-time PDF indexed books of God may be downloaded without charge from the above website.
All the 780 odd Scrolls are in the 7 books.
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The New Zealand Coat of Arms
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The Previous New Zealand Coat of Arms 1911 – 1956

In this day the Motto was ‘Onward’

Since this date New Zealand has been without a Motto
Motto: a short sentence or phrase chosen as encapsulating

the beliefs or ideals of an individual,
family, or institution.

It is quite rare to encounter a nation that is without a motto

For this Vision from God,
He suggests ‘UPWARD’ as the motto for New Zealand,

with a refreshed Coat of Arms,
with the Crown replaced by The Lion which ROARS,
with the Flag replaced by the Flag of Destiny,

which must never portray the black of death.
with the Southern Cross of four stars,

denoting the Stars of God with their location still incomplete.

Notes of interest: 
… right foot on the sea and his left foot on the land,… P 2, image 3 and recall New ‘Zeeland’ in Dutch.
… as when a lion roars! refer p18, pp37 – 42 for the involvement of the Lion of Judah.
… the significance of The Long White Cloud. God speaks out of clouds: Images 3, 5, 11 ‘Hear Him’, p25, 33
… the occult: image 6 & p98
… Ask and let the Lord empty our prison cells of their hope-filled prisoners: image 15
… Now is the time to arise, to join in the songs of hope; and for Me to make a difference with MY quantum leap 

for joy within New Zealand’s jump to stardom! Let us again be a people of God and set our sights UPWARDS 
as His stars to share in the much better things He has in store for each and everyone of us. We have a destiny 
of delight. Let us lift our heads and turn our gaze from mourning unto celebration.

For Our God will defend New Zealand –
as He did through the 1st World War
as He did through the 2nd World War

as He did through new markets for our produce
as he does through slumps and booms in worldly institutions,

as He will in this the three-fold 7th century by which the wise do measure time.
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Proposed New Zealand Flag (6.2.10)  

RED:                 GREEN:          

C0      R195                    C97      R38  
M90     G58       M28     G92         
Y99      B39            Y84      B6                                            
K0                     K35 

Flag Ratio 
2:1

Present New Zealand Flag

The New Zealand National Anthem

‘God Defend New Zealand’

God of nations! at Thy feet
In the bonds of love we meet,
Hear our voices, we entreat,
God defend our Free Land.
Guard Pacific's triple star,
From the shafts of strife and war,
Make her praises heard afar,
God defend New Zealand.
Men of ev'ry creed and race
Gather here before Thy face,
Asking Thee to bless this place,
God defend our Free Land.
From dissension, envy, hate,
And corruption guard our State,
Make our country good and great,
God defend New Zealand.
Peace, not war, shall be our boast,
But, should foes assail our coast,
Make us then a mighty host,
God defend our Free Land.
Lord of battles in thy might,
Put our enemies to flight,
Let our cause be just and right,
God defend New Zealand.

Let our love for Thee increase,
May Thy blessings never cease,
Give us plenty, give us peace,
God defend our Free Land.
From dishonour and from shame
Guard our country's spotless name
Crown her with immortal fame,
God defend New Zealand.
May our mountains ever be
Freedom's ramparts on the sea,
Make us faithful unto Thee,
God defend our Free Land.
Guide her in the nations' van,
Preaching love and truth to man,
Working out Thy Glorious plan,
God defend New Zealand.

The Website of The Lord
The Advent Charitable Trust

Hamilton, NZ
(Part original content)

Anthony A Eddy      
Hamilton, NZ  

12.43 pm Monday 25th August 2014
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The Prophetic Scrolls Index

Scrolls for The Nation (16)

1. The Churches in The Mountains (9.9.08) P 17 (Prepare for the Roar of The Lion  P18)
2. Hearing The Voice of God (18.11.08) P 19
3. The New Day (21.11.08) P 20
4. A Land of Plenty (26.1.09) P 21
5. The Plank of A Nation (6.2.09) P 22
6. The Coming of The Spirit (17.2.09) P 24
7. The Clouds of Conquest (21.6.10) P 25
8. The Wind of The Spirit (26.6.10) P 26

9. The Fire of The Harvest (9.2.11) P 27
10. The Secrecy of Governments (10.2.11) P 28
11. The Voice of God (29.4.11) P 29
12. The Land of Goshen (21.7.12) P 30
13. The Wind of My Spirit (30.8.12) P 31
14. The Clouds of Conquest (2) (18.9.12) P 33
15. The End-time Vitality of A Nation (3.8.13) P 34
16. The Government of a People (16.12.13) P 35

4a. Taumarunui in ‘The land of kings’ P 21 Commentary (as a significant place ‘in the mountains’) 

The Prophetic Word for All who dwell therein
With Signs, Wonders and Miracles following

Scroll Categories –

Here Follows the scrolls to expand on “As when a Lion Roars” at Image 3 on P2

1. The Lion of Judah Roars (7.9.08) P 37
2. The Lioness and The Lion (29.9.08) P 38
3. The Lion of Judah in Readiness (10.11.08)  P 39
4. The Lion of Judah (15.1.09)  P 40
5. The Lion of Judah Reigns (23.6.09  P 40
6. The Lick of The Lion (31.7.09)  P 41
7. The Purring of The Lion (31.8.09) P 42
8. The Day of The Lion (25.5.10)  P 42
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Here follows His scroll for impact on the lives of – All Those who Dwell in The World at Large –

1. Never Before (22.2.14) P 43

Here follow His scrolls for impact on the lives of – All Those who Dwell Therein –

In New Zealand with His Vision:
A.  What is Involved with Caring for A Child? (8 scrolls) P 45
B.  Can We Have a Rapport with our Youth in Laughter and Happiness? (7 scrolls) P 57
C.  How do We define Integrity within Relationships? (7 scrolls) P 65
D.  How well do We manage our Wealth, Finances & Risk? (7 scrolls) P 74
E.   Why aim for a Healthy Body, Soul, and Spirit? (5 scrolls) P 83
F.  How do We experience The Healing of Man? (5 scrolls) P 91
G.  How Can We come to know The Living Loving God? (8 scrolls) P 99

Scrolls Included for All Those who Dwell Therein

A.  What is Involved with Caring for A Child?

1. Arms of Adoration (7.6.10) P 45
2. New Life (3.2.11) P 46
3. The Plight of A Child (5.5.11) P 48
4. The Consecration of A Child (25.2.14) P 49
5. The Crying of A Child (27.2.14) P 50
6. The Loving of A Child (4.3.14) P 52
7. The Healing of A Child (5.3.14) P 54
8. The Teaching of A Child (9.3.14) P 55

B.  Can We Have a Rapport with our Youth in Laughter and Happiness?

1.  The Games of Young Men (26.4.10) P 57
2. The Goals of A Young Woman (3.7.10) P 58
3. The Vagrancy of The Youth (19.7.12) P 59
4. The Quest for Happiness (4.10.12) P 60
5. The Sound of Laughter (2.11.12) P 61
6. The Blooming of The Youth (5.12.12) P 62
7. The Variance of Man (12.10.13) P 63

C.  How do We define Integrity within Relationships?

1. A Man of Righteousness (6.5.10) P 65
2. Righteousness (29.12.11) P 66
3. The Barn of Righteousness (22.9.12) P 68
4. Honour Your Family Members - Edict 5 (16.11.12) P 69
5. The Friendships of Man (11.9.13) P 70
6. The Surprises of Man (25.10.13) P 71
7. The Generosity of Man (7.11.13) P 72
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D.  How well do We manage our Wealth, Finances & Risk?

1. The Wealth of Man (16.6.09) P 74
2. The Trinkets of The Heart (10.7.09) P 75
3. The Love of Money (11.2.11) P 76
4. The End-time Excessive Wealth of Man (13.4.12) P 77
5. The Storm of the Wealth of Man (6.8.12) P 78
6. The Seeding of Wealth (26.2.14) P 79
7. The Holding of My Gold (2.3.14) P 81

E.  Why aim for a Healthy Body, Soul, and Spirit?

1. The Temple of The Body (12.12.08) P 83
2. The Body of Man 1 - Designed (15.12.08) P 84
3. The Body of Man 2 - A House (17.12.08) P 85
4. The Body of Man 3 - A Temple (18.12.08) P 87
5. The Body of Man 4 - Protected (19.12.08) P 89

F.  How do We experience The Healing of Man?

1. The Healing of Man (2.12.08) P 91
2. The Message of Healing (7.12.08) P 93
3. The Allergies of Man (16.12.11) P 94
4. The Health of My Flock (18.10.12) P 96
5. The Occultists and Sympathizers (28.11.12) P 98

G.  How Can We come to know The Living Loving God?

1. I Love My People (5.9.08) P 99
2. In Love (13.10.08) P 100
3. The God of Love (16.2.11) P 100
4. A Love Note to My Children (11.8.12) P 101
5. No Other Gods - Edict 1 (11.11.12) P 102
6. The Supremacy of Love (20.5.13) P 104
7. A Grateful Heart (2.8.13) P 105
8. The Agape Love of God for Man (18.1.14) P 106

* * * * * * *
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The Churches in The Mountains (9.9.08)

“I speak to the churches in the mountains of the islands of the seas,
                                                                       the isolated islands of the seas,
                                                                       the uttermost islands of the seas,
                                                                       the islands that I have blessed in the presence of The Father,
                                                                       the islands that are prepared for battle,
                                                                       the battle that is Mine.

I know make known,
      by My prophet,
            to the churches that love Me,
                 the churches that I acknowledge before The Father,
                 the churches in which My Spirit rains,
                 the churches with open doors,
                 the churches that cry out to Me,
                 the churches where My Spirit builds:
                                                 a new thing.

            A new thing prepared in the heavens for this time and now declared before the face of man.
I,
  The Lord,
      speak and declare,
           I now unfurl The Banner of My Kingdom over the Islands of the Seas,
                                                                               over the Lands both near and far,
                                                                               over the very Nations of the Earth.

      And now I so declare that this Banner be established by My servants,
           for all with eyes to see;
                 that they may,
                       with seeking,
                 understand and ponder on their destiny.

      So My Banner will descend from the mountains of this land as it covers,
                                                          with Grace and,
                                                                                later,
                                                                  Justice,
                                                                                the strivings of man.
            My Banner will signify,
            My Banner will usher,
            My Banner will mark,
            My Banner will spread,
            My Banner will concern,
            My Banner will frighten,
            My Banner will welcome.

      All those with contrite spirits will run to The Banner of The Kingdom,
                                                                        The Banner of Grace,
                                                                        The Banner of Justice.
      Turn them not away,
                       for I would have them free;
                       taught by My servants;
                       baptized by water and The Spirit;
                       sent forth commissioned in their callings;
                       en-armoured and equipped:
                       to stand and not to fall,
                       to reap and to report,
            the harvest of the Kingdom to be reclaimed from Hell.

      For My servants in the mountains,
                       with wisdom and with care,
                                        shall shepherd all My flock that is established there.

                       With prayer and praise,
                                  in penitence,
                                        shall be the building of the flock;
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                                                      and as the whiteness of My sheep are seen,
                                        as so shall be the gathering of this stock.

      Prepare for the Roar of The Lion
            The Roar of The Lion shall be heard in the mountains.
            The ROAR of the Lion shall scatter the darkness.
            The ROAR of the Lion shall go forth from the rock.
            The ROAR of the Lion protects the pride,
                                                  summons the pride,
                                                  announces the pride.

            All who answer the Roar,
                                      the Call of the Lion,
                                                           are garnered as His pride;
                                                           for the Pride of The Lion prepares the way.

            The pride of the Lion descends as the footsteps of the Lion.
            Mark the way of the Lion.
            Blaze a trail through the forests of man.
            Mark the trail of the Lion.

            Follow the scent of the Lion.

            For the scent of the Lion invades the darkness,
                   the scent of the Lion pervades all His territory,
                   the scent of the Lion is recognized by His pride.
                  The scent of the Lion indicates His presence.
                  The scent of the Lion guides His pride,
                                                     directs His pride,
                                                     marks the path for the pride of the Lion.

            Seek the scent of the Lion.
            Find the scent of the Lion.
                  The pride of the Lion knows His scent.
                  The pride of the Lion loves His scent.
                  The pride of the Lion runs into His scent.

            Acknowledge the presence of the Scent of the Lion.

And I,
      The Lord,
           will bless My people,
                  will watch over them both by day and by night and I will accompany each of them as they place their footsteps 
                                                                                                                                                                           on My mountains,
                                                                                             whether the valleys or the heights,
                                                    carrying My Gospel with their armour and My Banner that both heralds and proclaims.

                  Use My Banner,
                        uphold it,
                        recognize it,
                        look for it in the byways and the cities of this land,
                             for there will be found a refuge and a welcome from My Spirit as each extends a hand.

                  For by it My servants will be known to one another as they travel,
                                                                                                     and in welcome greet,
                                                                                                     and in love a meal may share,
                                                                                   and with interest hear of places near and far away and of successes there.

                  The Sign of the Kingdom may proclaim within the marketplace of man:
                              all those who fear The Lord,
                                             who do not cheat,
                                             have honest scales,
                                                         and do not bring dishonour to the dignity of man.

                  According to each will,
                              All who love The Lord,
                              All who fear The Lord,
                              All who serve The Lord:
                                                          may fly,
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                                                                     on high,
                                                                                the Flag of the Kingdom;
                                                          may mark,
                                                                     by pole,
                                                                                the Standard of The Kingdom;
                                                          may,
                                                                     on items,
                                                                                wear and use the Emblem of the Kingdom;
                                                          may,
                                                                     in hand,
                                                                                proclaim,
                                                                                celebrate,
                                                                                wave,
                                                                                         rejoice with the Banner of the Kingdom and The Spirit of The Lord.”

Anthony A Eddy
Hamilton, NZ

5.26 - 7.33am Tuesday, 9th Sept, 2008

Hearing The Voice of God (18.11.08)

“I,
the Lord,

speak to My servant Anthony and say:
those who desire to hear the word of the Lord must be attentive and incline their ears –

that they may hear My voice that speaks into their spirit.

My voice will not intrude upon their thoughts.

My voice will not be heard above the clamour of the world.

My voice is for My prophets whom I select,
whom I call,
whom I uphold with My raised right hand before the face of man.

My voice is for the sincere in heart.
My voice withdraws from the frivolous.
My voice cascades in fullness when the prophet speaks.

My voice carries its own reward.
My voice is heard and imparted according to the will of God.
My voice is heard in support of My prophets that they may in season seek and know and speak My counsel.

My voice comes forth in speech,
in writing,
in pictures in the mind,
in drawings –

all bearing witness of the will of God made known.

The Fear of God is a key that attunes the spirit to hear My voice when called.

Three keys are required to be present in the spirit to hear the voice of God.

The keys are turned at the will of God upon the servant call of God.
The servant call of God is not made in haste.
The servant call of God speaks to acceptance by the spirit and not the reasoning of the mind.

The reasoning of the mind can only guess at the intent of God.
The reasoning of the mind is subject to attack.
The reasoning of the mind is not impervious to sin.
The reasoning of the mind should accept in faith the gifts and calls of God.”

Anthony A Eddy
Hamilton, NZ

(Unit 11, Twin River Motels, Taumarunui) 5.20 – 6.15am Tuesday 18th November 2008
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The New Day (21.11.08)

“I,
      The Lord,
           speak to the people of this nation.

I,
      The Lord,
           speak to the government of this nation.

I,
      The Lord,
           speak to the councillors of this nation.

I,
      The Lord,
           speak to the stewards of this nation –
                                        all those in positions of accountability to the people of this nation –
                                        all those who oversee and apportion the resources of this nation –
                                        all those in tiers of command that affect the lives of their fellow citizens.

I,
The Lord,

           speak to all the leaders across this land –
                                                      across this island nation –
                                             where the new day of man begins with each rising of the sun.

I state for all to hear –
                      a new day approaches that will usher in a new era never seen before by man.

                      The new day sets new boundaries for man.
                      The new day sets new goals for man.
                      The new day brings fulfilment of hope and the rewards of disbelief.

                      The new day that breaks across the heavens will greet men who take a forward step,
                                                                                             will dismay men who take a backward step,
                                                                                             will greet children as they stand.

                                 Women are not bound to follow men who take a backward step –
                                                                                             who turn their backs and run.

                      The new day brings change and dissolution.
                      The new day brings forth new allegiances.
                      The new day will establish fresh laws of governance.
                      The new day will bring forth the standards and the qualities of the day.

                      The new day will bring safety to the family.
                      The new day will bring honour to each marriage.
                      The new day will bring the voice of God as a restraint upon the bearers of the power of man.
                      The new day will bring the death-throes of laws that are unjust.

                      The new day will bring the sanctifying of The Spirit to this nation.
                      The new day will bring a turning of the minds of man.
                      The new day will bring an opening of heart to this nation.
                      The new day will bring the young to seek and serve.

                      The new day will bring forth wisdom from those who are mature.
                      The new day will bring forth purpose and intent,
                                                                     guidance and direction,
                                                                     exuberance and passion.

           The new day will bring forth the blessings of The Lord upon this nation –
                                                                                                        at a crossroads in time and of opportunity.”

Anthony A Eddy,
Hamilton, NZ

(Unit 11, Twin Rivers Motel, Taumarunui)
5.30am Friday 21st November 2008
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Taumarunui in ‘The Land of Kings’
Taumarunui is a town in the King Country of the central North Island of New Zealand. It is on State Highway 4 and the North Island Main 

Trunk Railway.
It is on an alluvial plain set within rugged terrain on the upper reaches of the Whanganui River, 65 km south of Te Kuiti and 55 km west of 

Turangi. Its population is 5136 (2001 census), making it the largest centre for a considerable distance in any direction.
The King Country (a.k.a. Western Uplands), is a region of the western North Island of New Zealand. It extends approximately from the 

Kawhia Harbour and the town of Otorohanga in the north to the upper reaches of the Whanganui River in the south, and from the Hauhungaroa and 
Rangitoto Ranges in the east to near the Tasman Sea in the west. It is largely made up of rolling hill country, large parts of which are forested. It 
includes extensive karst regions, producing such features as the Waitomo Caves.

The King Country per se is not an entity in local government. It forms part of two local government Regions, Waikato and Manawatu-
Wanganui, and all or part of four districts: Otorohanga, Ruapehu, Taupo and Waitomo.

The area is largely rural and sparsely settled, with no cities or large towns. The most significant townships are the rural service centres of 
Te Kuiti (in the north) and Taumarunui (in the south).

WIKIPEDIA
The Free Encyclopedia

A Land of Plenty (26.1.09)

“Far from the kingdom of God lies a land of plenty.

A land of plenty that sacrifices to unknown gods.
A land of plenty that breeds a cult of worship of gods not known to the Risen King.
A land of plenty that believes it has no need for the God of its scriptures.

A land of plenty that has accepted gods of materialism,
gods of humanism,
gods of idolatries.

A land of plenty full of recriminations,
full of anxieties within its soul,
full of the cravings of its eyes.

A land of plenty that does not value life yet are hypocrites over deaths from the hands of others.
A land of plenty that does not value the marriage bed but approves beds of defilement.
A land of plenty that does not reverence the scriptures in the raising of a child.

A land of plenty that supplies poisons to its youth –
poisoning its soul –
poisoning its future.

A land of plenty that is governed by,
exists within,
slowly dying through,

the destitution of its own morality.

A land of plenty that does not honour any flag in its respect for nationhood,
that staggers as a drunkard with no place to sleep,
that is without direction –

to arrive at only God knows where,
that belches from its stomach the sins of yesterday,
that gurgles down its throat the sins set for today,
that feeds into its soul –

its mind –
the sins that feed tomorrow.

A land of plenty is admired from many shores.
A land of plenty is mired in its own mess.
A land of plenty –

that extends welcomes to its guests.

A land of plenty often claimed to be God’s own.

A land of plenty that harbours great delusions –
no longer in the shelters of God –

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Waikato_Region
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manawatu-Wanganui
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manawatu-Wanganui
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no longer embraces the sanctity of life –
no longer confesses its heritage of Faith –
no longer honours the gifts of children in its midst –
no longer has integrity in those with sporting prowess –
no longer gives voice in concert to prayers of thanksgiving.

A land of plenty is not a land of greatness.

A land of plenty is not a land of wisdom.

A land of plenty is not the harbinger of the Spirit,
is not the harbinger of example,
is not the harbinger of enlightenment.

A land of plenty can yet be the epitome of nationhood,
the epitome of righteousness,
the epitome of Truth.

A land of plenty can yet turn from,
can yet be the antithesis of,

the past –
in the fulfilment of a vision –
as the adoptee of a new beginning –

in this:
the onset of the three fold seventh century by which the wise do measure time.

A land of plenty that once had wisdom can attain it once again.

A land of plenty that knew and shed its blood on a distant land of favour.

A land of plenty that is a friend of God,
that grieves the heart of God,
that walks in the sight of God.

A land of plenty should reset its standards,
should fly high its flags of jubilation,
should uplift its banners of proclamation –

that all may know a purpose re-established –
a renewed belief –
a turning from the past –
a celebration of the future –

the new dawn of righteousness –
the new dawning of things to come.”

Anthony A Eddy
Hamilton, NZ

8.58am Monday 26th January 2009

The Plank of A Nation (6.2.09)

“A nation should rejoice in celebration of its birth.
A nation should know of the purpose for its creation.
A nation should be grateful for a history with a Lion.

A nation’s plank of creation should be an object of thanksgiving,
                                             should uplift the peoples thereby committed,
                                             should give security of tenure.

A nation’s plank of creation holds a vision for the future,
                                              has signatures bound in agreement,
                                              has brevity with wisdom,
                                              has hope laced with trust,
                                              has sharing of resources that neither favour nor deprive.

A nation’s plank of creation is the start of a new beginning.

           The journey of a nation never follows a straight path.
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           The rearward glance at a nation’s footsteps is there for all to see.

           The rearward glance slows a forward journey,
                                             causes a conference of souls,
                                             spreads missions of dissent.

The creation planks of nations rarely have splinters at their birth.
The creation planks of nations are hacked at by the greedy,
                                                 are whittled by the wily.

The creation planks of nations are spliced for expansion,
                                                 are bonded to abstraction.

The creation planks of nations are later heard to utter what the tongues of the signatures never spoke when signing.

The creation plank of a nation is not open to re-interpretation when the journey’s well begun.

The creation plank of a nation is to be honoured without equivocation.

The creation plank of a nation does not change according to discoveries,
                                                                            according to the self-aggrieved,
                                                                            according to the benefits that fall into the hands that labour.

The creation plank of a nation does not fluctuate in intent because of more recent values.

The creation plank of a nation is not to be splintered to rejection,
                                                 is not to be splintered born through malice,
                                                 is not to be splintered born through murmuring from those with their own agendas.

           A nation cannot be of one voice if the plank of its creation is later filled with splinters of injustice.

                      The journey of a nation is as according to the divisions of man.

                      The forward glance at a nation’s future encourages a vision made known.

                      The forward glance shines as a light on a way of life with wonders,
                                                      speeds all to a common goal,
                                                      brings unity of purpose not easily distracted.

The creation plank of a nation is steeped in hallowed ground.

The creation plank of a nation speaks to the present of the past,
                                                 speaks to the present of the future,
                                                 makes possible a vision on a tablet for the herald with which to run.

The creation plank of a nation speaks of The God that first invested in a plank,
                                                                                that invested in the builder of the nations,
                                                                                that was invested with due reverence within the lives of those who knew.

The creation plank of a nation should not be readily overturned.
The creation plank of a nation stood before the faces of men who swore that it was so.
The creation plank of a nation stands before The God who witnessed it and knows.”

Anthony A Eddy
Hamilton, NZ

7.00pm Friday 6th February 2009
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The Coming of The Spirit (17.2.09)

“The coming of The Spirit is not on the timelines of man.
The coming of The Spirit varies with the season.
The coming of The Spirit is auspicious to man.

The coming of The Spirit is an encouragement to the saints.
The coming of The Spirit is evident to the lost.
The coming of The Spirit confirms the actions of the saints.

The coming of The Spirit brings a balcony of fire.
The coming of The Spirit attends those most in need.
The coming of The Spirit shepherds all before.

The coming of The Spirit is as a whirlwind of fire.
The coming of The Spirit neither harms nor hurts.
The coming of The Spirit heals and enlightens.

The coming of The Spirit justifies existence.
The coming of The Spirit hurtles to the fore.
The coming of The Spirit is directed by The Lord.

The coming of The Spirit is attended by many angels.
The coming of The Spirit breaks barriers of time.
The coming of The Spirit brings glory with His freedom.

The coming of The Spirit is never not noticed.
The coming of The Spirit is the luxury of the Word.
The coming of The Spirit frightens and delights.

The coming of The Spirit eliminates all doubt.
The coming of The Spirit enhances faith that captures.
The coming of The Spirit gives meaning to ‘disciples’.

The coming of The Spirit brings frequent falls of ecstasy.
The coming of The Spirit brings mentoring of the mind.
The coming of The Spirit farewells the flight of demons.

The coming of The Spirit brings momentum to the fight.
The coming of The Spirit fortifies the battlements of the temples.
The coming of The Spirit girds with the will to conquer.

The coming of The Spirit is only in the walk with Christ.
The coming of The Spirit does not exist with other gods.
The coming of The Spirit is The Herald of Preparation.

The coming of The Spirit is distinct from an indwelling.
The coming of The Spirit leaves man wide open-mouthed.
The coming of The Spirit seeks the saints who worship.”

Anthony A Eddy
Hamilton, NZ

7.00am Tuesday 17th February 2009
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The Clouds of Conquest (21.6.10)

“The clouds of conquest usher in a new dawn,
usher in a new beginning,
usher in the call of the groom.

The clouds of conquest stretch across the sky,
mark a platform in the sky,
bring a declaration from the sky.

The clouds of conquest unfurl as a ridge-line,
proclaim the breaking of a boundary,
carry import in their shadowing.

The clouds of conquest advance in their covering,
arise in the stillness of a morning,
will not hide the Son.

The clouds of conquest set a stage upon a platform,
set a stage which is uncurtained,
set a stage which sounds the music of the fanfare.

The clouds of conquest are followed by the wind of heaven,
are followed by the hosts of heaven,
are followed by the troops of The Lord.

The clouds of conquest lift up to the stage,
deposit on the earth,
supervise an operation on a special place upon the earth.

The clouds of conquest are framed by the handiworks of God,
support a platform of vast proportions decorated in the heavens,
carry a stage of magnificence furnished for the bride in the opulence fit for kings.

The clouds of conquest are prepared for their assault upon a domain which carried darkness to what was a dominion of the light.

The clouds of conquest are about to initiate the expurgation of the domain of darkness from the confines of the earth.

The clouds of conquest are the dry-cleaners of the earth,
the pressers of the furnishings,
the revivers of all that is contained within the wardrobes of the earth.

The clouds of conquest seal the age of grace.”

Anthony A Eddy
Hamilton, NZ

8.01 - 9.14am Monday 21st June 2010
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The Wind of The Spirit (26.6.10)

“The wind of The Spirit varies in intensity, 
can be a gale of consequence, 
can be a puff upon a cheek.

The wind of The Spirit can bring the source of ignition, 
can kindle a conflagration to sweep across a landscape.

The wind of The Spirit can bring man to his knees, 
can bring man prostrate on the earth, 
can bring man to repentance ready for the ministry of God.

The wind of The Spirit can stir the spirit from passivity, 
can stir a windstorm of activity in the life of man. 

The wind of The Spirit can stir the placid waters of the soul.

The stirring of the waters of the soul brings sin up to the surface ready for the skimming of the soul, 
ready for the removal of the scum, 

the removal of the froth, 
the removal of the monsters which may be lurking in the 

depths.

The stirring of the waters of the soul may be due to an inspection, 
may be due to counsel, 
may be due in preparation for a change of water, 

for a change in depth, 
for the pulling of the drain plug of confession that lays all bare to 

hear.

The stirring of the waters of the soul serves the need for constant care: 
of cleanliness of the waters in which the spirit swims, 

of the waters - 
the waters of life - 

for which the character of man oversees his charge of tending to the welfare of his soul: 
the nourishment of his soul, 
the growth of his soul, 

which does not dwell in a twisting mess of tendrils - 
in a stagnant swamp of darkness.

The wind of The Spirit does not dispel a stench, 
may address the cause upon a fervent call.

The wind of The Spirit is never a draft emanating from an opening, 
is never summoned to a time-table, 
is never at the whim of man. 

The wind of The Spirit comes and goes at The Will of God, 
in confirmation of His intent to make His presence known, 
to accomplish the growth and care of man who is never left alone.”

Anthony A Eddy
Hamilton, NZ

7.39 - 9.52am Saturday 26th June 2010
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The Fire of The Harvest (9.2.11)

“The days of conflagration fall upon the earth,
the days of conflagration seize the earth,
the days of conflagration spread across the earth.

For in these days of the season of My prophets will the fire of My Spirit attend the prophet’s call.
For in these days of the storm of prophecy does the fire of heaven settle to become the storm of fire.
For in these days of the fireball in the wilderness does My Spirit’s torch bring the fire of heaven to the earth.

For in these days does the torch of The Holy Spirit become a fireball from the heavens,
does the fireball from the heavens become a firestorm on the earth,
does the firestorm on the earth become a conflagration across the peoples,

the nations,
the tongues upon the earth.

So the Tongue of Fire ignites across the earth.

Blessed are those of My servants who know,
who can speak,
who can recognize,
who have so practised to construct:

the vocabularies of man in order they may issue as the fire-stream of The Spirit from their mouths.

So the fire-stream of The Holy Spirit will hold each populace in awe,
hold each populace as statues,
hold each populace frozen in position on legs that cannot move.

So they cannot move as they want,
so they do not move as they can;
so they see the fire of God bouncing from head to head,

running down their backs,
running up their arms.

So they see the fire of God –
the drafting fire of God –

testing the faith of man,
testing the commitment of man:

as the fire of God brings some to scream in terror –
to roll upon the earth;

while others leap and dance in the joy of celebration –
with their arms upraised.

So the fire of God separates the dross from what is of value.
So the fire of God divides or multiplies.
So the fire of God both denies and confirms.
So the fire of God dismisses or enrols the heart of man.

For as the fire of God is visible to man,
so the understanding of his heart either shadows his face in terror,

or displays the fulfilment of his walk of triumph –
with his garland firmly on his head –
with his crown in store.

For as the fire of God precedes His majesty,
His power;

so the angel of The Lord,
the semblance of The Holy Spirit,

swings his sharp-edged sickle in the determining of His lowering and of His raising:
of those who brought rejection,
of those who brought acceptance,

to the table of The Lord.

So the mortality of man –
under the casting of the freewill of his character –

brings the replay of his walk:
which either confines the soul to darkness,

or liberates the spirit with the soul into The Son’s light of The Father.”
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Anthony A Eddy      
Hamilton, NZ  

10.18 – 11.04pm Tuesday 8th, 5.45 – 6.32am Wednesday 9th  February 2011

The Secrecy of Governments (10.2.11)

“The secrecy of the governments of man always is the encourager of corruption,
of bribery,
of payment for a service when none should be 

required.

The secrecy of the governments of man invites payments for delivery,
promotes preference in opportunities,
offers selective allocation of a contract,
seeks self-gain garnered from the tables of the planners,
leaks foreknowledge of a rise in value,
imparts foreknowledge of a loss in value,
winks in foreknowledge of an initial approach from the market place of man.

The secrecy of the governments of man puts a cloak upon a corpse,
bears false testimonies galore,
puts a ghost on a follower on a shadow on a tail,
hides dishonesty in connivance,
trumpets a deemed success of little value,
whispers in the galleries to ears attuned to gossip,
primes the windmill of the voters with a foul wind called as fair.

The secrecy of the governments of man employs the unscrupulous to make it so,
contracts to achieve an aim that is undeclared,
frequents the taverns of man in the middle of the night,
uses innuendo to destroy a character in promotion of another,
seeks like with like in the lifestyles of depravity,
burrows in the darkness with agendas which are private,
would have belief in declarations professing the greater good.

The secrecy of the governments of man bury their effronteries deep within the trivial,
bury an objection in the volume of the noise from the mouth,
bury aspirations with the mindsets of the devious,
agree only in cartels which offer something in return,
do not front to answer when the questions are too hard,
always front to answer when the questions are from a mind of feathers,
dip into the public purse with the misnomer of a perk.

The secrecy of the governments of man always is in denial when caught with a hand within a purse,
when caught in animal-like behaviour which is unbefitting,

when caught incapacitated in a lifestyle of excess,
when caught with a lie arising from what is claimed as ‘never said’,

from what is ‘completely unintended’,
from what is ‘clearly misunderstood’,
from what is ‘definitely misquoted’,
from what is ‘simply taken out of context’,
from what awaits the final exit of the rogue: 

that it is ‘unfair’.

The secrecy of the governments of man is as an evil boil for lancing,
is as the repository of iniquity which feeds upon itself,
is advocated by the shameless for the proliferation of misdeeds,
is the absence of accountability from those who claimed they would so be,
is the source file of deceit which bears approval as its stamp,
is the breeding place of blow flies with access to a rotten carcass,
is the shelter sought by the ethics of man in the discarded absence of the morals 

wrought by God.

The secrecy of the governments of man is a cloud of darkness which obscures the light,
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is a flickering of a shadow on a shadowed face,
is a whispered word destined for a non-attributed life without recourse,
is a fox terrier on guard who knows where the fox does dwell, 
is an unlit candle which will not share the flame,
is deaf to the entreaties of the dispossessed for the opening of the door which brings 

the light into the pit of man.”

Anthony A Eddy      
Hamilton, NZ  

6.03 – 6.13pm Wednesday 9th, 7.44 – 9.02am Thursday 10th February 2011

The Voice of God (29.4.11)

“Where life is most prolific,
where man is most reclusive,
where access is most difficult,

there await the peoples of the jungles.

There await the habitations of the jungles,
 there await the ears for the gospel message,
 there await the seekers of salvation,
 there await the ways of man in ignorance of The God of Love.

There await the lives of men in ignorance of the truth,
 there await the troubled souls yet with the buoyant spirits,
 there await the mighty men of God asleep,
 there await the servants of The Lord uncalled.

Awake!
Oh jungles of the earth:

set the leaves to trembling;
set the trees to bow;
set the jungles’ fruit.

Set the walk of man accompanied by his God.
Set the blaze of trumpets to summon all within the jungles.
Set the speakers of the tongues to fulfil their callings of good news.

Teach the body,
soul,

and spirit of man,
that there,

there may become temples fit for The God of Abraham.

Arise!
Go!

Seek!
And you shall find!

Those prepared:
yet still await the message –

from those who carry the voice of God.”

Anthony A Eddy      
Hamilton, NZ  

9.48 – 10.25am Friday 29th April 2011
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The Land of Goshen (21.7.12)

“The fortitude of the saints must not waver under trial,
must not submit to the hounds of terror,
must not flee from the dragon’s breath.

The fortitude of the saints must strengthen and sustain,
must support and uphold,
must respond and skirmish.

The fortitude of the saints must not dwell within a rest home:
must be healthy and vibrant,
must be eager and enthusiastic,
must be pronounced and proclaimed.

The fortitude of the saints must not become inept,
must not become replaced by frailty,
must not become the will of yesterday.

The fortitude of the saints is required to see survival,
is required to escape the foe,
is required to repair the armour damaged in a battle in the land of Goshen.

The land of Goshen is a land at risk,
is a land subject to the eyes of envy,
is a land where peace exists,
is a land where weapons have been turned to ploughshares,
is a land where families are nurturing their young,

where the defences are not great,
where neighbours are quite distant,
where protection is the sea which lies within the power of God.

The land of Goshen is the land where the land is tilled,
where the land grows grass,
where the land is stocked,
where the land from afar appears to be there for the taking.

The land of Goshen is the land of milk and honey,
is the land of smiles and welcomes,
is the land which countenances the handshake borne of greeting and a close-up view of eyes.

The land of Goshen is a land of future wealth;
is a land blessed with the warming of the waters,

with the filling of the granaries,
with the overflowing of the wine skins,
with the presence of the God of grace, 

The land of Goshen fills the cargo ships with produce for distant trades,
has governors who govern,
has scribes aplenty in the multitude,
has stability in the home land,
has been and is surveyed by opportunists awaiting a chance to seize.

The land of Goshen has spoils awaiting exhumation,
awaiting exploitation,
awaiting delivery to willing markets.

The land of Goshen is a prize worth plucking:
for resources buried deep below,
for resources in the distance yet to be unearthed,
for resources in the depths which can both feed and grow.

The land of Goshen is seen as well worth harvesting, 
is seen as a place worth capturing,
is seen as both prolific and unprotected,
is seen as worth the risk of brazen seizure with a display of force.

The land of Goshen is in need of allies of renown,
of allies without threats,
of allies with honest records,
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of allies who are not self-serving,
of allies without encumbrances,
of allies of just cause,
of allies who do not circumvent the law,
of allies with integrity of purpose,

of allies who know the strength in numbers,
of allies who are the masters of opinion,
of allies who can differentiate between the rights and wrongs,
of allies who have not forsaken the golden rule of justice,
of allies who seek partnerships of honour,
of allies who do not visit in the night,

of allies who do not fleece and cheat,
who do not confess to jealousy yet know it very well,
who do not look across the fence then try to move the boundary,

of allies who will not pack and leave with the gathering of the storm clouds,
of allies who know what it is like to be cast aside as victims,
of allies who know what it is like to encounter frost as pressure is applied.

So it is God awaits a call for friendship,
awaits a call of reciprocating love,
awaits a call which moves an anthem in its fullness up onto the stage of life –

for the world at large to see and hear and read.

For as the testimony is borne so will My Spirit move.”

Anthony A Eddy      
Hamilton, NZ  

3.18 – 4.26 pm Saturday 21st July 2012

The Wind of My Spirit (30.8.12)

“The wind of My Spirit is coming as a gale;
will put man on his knees;
will put man in his hiding holes:

before the mighty rushing wind.

The wind of My Spirit gets the attention of man who ponders far too long,
gets the attention of man who ponders not at all,
gets the attention of man who ponders on the wonders and fully understands.

The wind of My Spirit comes to testify of Me:
when others were found wanting,
when others turned aside,
when others were seen as deaf and dumb,
when others would not harvest,
when others would not gather,
when others would not share the living water from within.

The wind of My Spirit blows around and through,
blows over and under,
blows gently and fiercely:

according to the obstruction,
according to the rejection,
according to the recognition.

The wind of My Spirit is scented for the soul,
is received by the soul in declaration,

in commitment,
in discipleship,

is honoured by the soul in wisdom,
is taught to the soul in learning,
is invited to stay by the soul introduced to God.
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The wind of My Spirit comes with a sign to man,
announces His arrival,
departs without a scene.

The wind of My Spirit can recover and repair the damaged soul of man,
can oversee and encourage the distraught soul of man,
can care for and love the lonely soul of man,
can mitigate and and bless the cursed soul of man,
can adopt and encompass the repentant soul of man.

The wind of My Spirit confirms the heart of Godly hope,
confirms the heart of Godly faith,
confirms the heart of Godly practice,
confirms the heart of Godly seeking,
confirms the heart of Godly knowledge,
confirms the heart of Godly commitment.

The wind of My Spirit brings the scent of victory,
brings the scent of gardens,
brings the scent of well-being before The Lord.

The wind of My Spirit wafts and wanes,
encircles and transmits,
guards from molestation.

The wind of My Spirit carries grace before it,
dispenses in like measure of acceptance,
moves on before the tongue can partake in denial.

The wind of My Spirit can impart fire upon the lips ready to proclaim,
can install the tongues of heaven,
can test the heart for purity of intent,
can read the character of the soul,
can assess the progress of the spirit.

The wind of My Spirit knows the disease of Satan:
knows its presence and its actions;
knows its miseries of consequences and its landfalls of results;
knows its methods of attack and the evidence resulting.

The wind of My Spirit attends both the godly and the ungodly,
both the righteous and the carnal,
both the sacred and the secular:

that all may come to know their God.

The wind of My Spirit hastens and encourages;
reports and bears witness; 
teaches and enhances:

the understanding of the things of God.”

Anthony A Eddy      
Hamilton, NZ  

9.07 – 9.18, 9.39 – 10.26am Thursday 30th August 2012 AD
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The Clouds of Conquest (2) (18.9.12)

“The clouds of conquest are to be seen by all upon the earth,
are to be seen within the dawning of a new day,
are to be seen as the culmination of the church age of outreach,
are to be seen as the act of the advent of divinity,
are to be seen as the fulfilment of prophecy upheld,
are to be seen as the bursting forth of My kingdom’s glory over all the earth.

The clouds of conquest bring expectation to the present,
bring a king unto a throne,
bring changes of new being unto the earth,
bring an episode from the past of man into the reality of the here and now,
bring the reality of the scene for embedding into the consciousness of man,
bring the activity of God into full partnership with His saints.

The clouds of conquest pose an instant dilemma for His favoured nation remaining in denial,
His favoured nation outside the covering of grace,
His favoured nation who has continued under law,
His favoured nation who ignored the acceptance of the gentiles,

who ignored the teachings of My disciples in the days that followed My resurrection,
who ignored the apostle,

known as Saul of Tarsus,
becoming Paul under My call and tasking:

to thereby take unto the gentiles the salvation of the cross.

The clouds of conquest spell out the end of grace,
spell out reliance on appeal before the mercy seat,
spell out the commencement of procedures for the judgment of man,
spell out the inauguration of the coming kingdom rule,
spell out man’s coming accountability for his disposition arising from applying his agency of freewill.

The clouds of conquest combine and change,
bring and transfer,
hold and motivate.

The clouds of conquest find some astride the fence of faith,
find some silenced midway through denial as their eyes behold,
find some dancing with rejoicing in their hearts prepared and ready to join the bride,
find some uncertain and hesitant as to their actual status,
find some humble and still in penance as awe so fills their spirits and their souls,
find some determined to protect their places and be right in the front.

The clouds of conquest shatter concepts of the future,
shatter concepts borne of man,
shatter concepts of the idol worshippers,
shatter concepts based on the irrelevance of sin,
shatter concepts arising from the stargazers with the mind of man and ignorance of God,
shatter concepts carrying the hopes of number crunchers to the exclusion of the seeking of God where it 

really matters.

The clouds of conquest cannot have their progress stopped by man,
continue to unfurl the will and might of God until all is as it should be,
continue to install the retinue of God in the location of great sanctity,
continue bringing to completion the installation of The Son.

The clouds of conquest continue in visiting before resting,
in travelling with the dawning,
in uplifting the expectant,
in proceeding as foretold to the land of Abraham and the city of Zion.”

Anthony A Eddy      
Hamilton, NZ  

1.31 – 2.44 pm Tuesday 18th September 2012
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The End-time Vitality of A Nation (3.8.13)

“The vitality of a nation depends on its understanding,
on its wisdom,

both professed and displayed,
on its vision for the future based both on peace and the well-being of its peoples.

The vitality of a nation depends on its relationship with its neighbours,
on its righteousness of rule,
on its perception of the truth.

The vitality of a nation depends on the sanctity afforded life,
the value put on families,
the education of the young.

The vitality of a nation depends on its belief in justice,
its enforcement agencies forsaking violence and beyond the control of depots wearing 

sneers with lies upon their lips.

The vitality of a nation is dependent on productivity;
a workforce who is willing;
a judiciary who does not know corruption;
an ombudsman who is alert and articulate,

who has an open door which leads to accountability.

The vitality of a nation should highly value friendship,
highly value freedom,
highly value The God of Revelation –

The God who lives and loves and who knows The Lion which roars.

The vitality of a nation should swing the trade doors open,
should spread the welcome mat to those who drive the caravans,
should seal the typed documents in honour so the typing can be seen in action.

The vitality of a nation cannot long survive in isolation,
cannot long survive with guns along a frontier,
cannot long survive where the powerful and the rich place their gold in foreign banks of secrecy.

The vitality of a nation flourishes where flowers are valued for their beauty,
where cleanliness speaks volumes to the visitors,
where truth can be shouted from the rooftops,
where the laws are passed by the agreement of the people,
where there is the fear of God abroad and His favour is well known.

The vitality of a nation speaks of a happy nation,
a joy filled nation,
a righteous nation –

where there is no fear of man and each attends his neighbour as himself.”

Anthony A Eddy      
Apartment 402, Tenali, India

10.05 – 10.42 am Saturday 3rd August 2013
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The Government of a People (16.12.13)

“Man is destined to have wisdom in all things.
Seek each in its own season;
grow each in its own season;
harvest each in its own season.

The bodily fare of man is intended to have variance of consumption,
is intended to vary with the season,
is intended to impact on all the senses presently available to man.

Out of season purchases impact on the purse of man,
impact on the taste buds meant for the season’s fare,
impact on the body for both vitality and health.

The seasonal range within a country is ample to supply the needs of its people,
to so feed themselves,
to so benefit from produce under their control,
to so avoid both starvation and gluttony:

which share the same dependency,
which reflect each upon the body’s frame,
which are equally injurious to the health of man.

The government of a people should be active in ensuring,
in encouraging,
in achieving:

the feeding of their people –
from the resources which are bounded within the land –

wherein they are born or settled.

The government of a people should develop its food resources,
should ensure the farmer of his land can earn a living there,

is not encouraged to move into a city –
where his mouth is added to those already dependant on the 

efforts of a countryside,
is seen to have an occupation worthy of much honour and to be 

rewarded so,
is established there as the food provider of a nation with fare both 

generous and fine.

The government of a people should attend to the internal transport under its control;
to move the produce of the land,

while it is fresh and wholesome,
into the cities of consumption:

where the mouths of hunger are forced into acts of defilement of the spirit –
in procuring food for those still contained within a home.

The government of a people fails its people when chasing weapons –
while ignoring the plight of its inhabitants,
while ignoring education health and services,
while not attending to the basic amenities of life:

built upon access to pure water –
uncontaminated by what has been discarded either as a by-product or as waste.

For such as these know first-hand the deprivation:
arising from restriction or denial to participate –

in that which is not widely made available.

The government of a people should concentrate on the health and livelihoods of its people:
not becoming a threat to others beyond its boundaries –

to neighbours,
to those in distant lands,
to those who dwell across the seas.

The government of a people should not feed on corruption by robbing the tables of the poor;
should not open bank accounts in foreign lands with secret access codes;
should find contentment in serving their fellow man:

placed within their circle of responsibility for receiving legislation –
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which brings honour to a country,
which does not impede man’s progress,
which ensures food is plentiful and nourishing.

For there,
in a land of plenty,

will happiness abound,
will freedom raise its joyful song,
will earnestness of endeavour sprout and grow throughout the land in the sunshine of its youth.

So should be the righteous governance of the people for the benefit of the integrity of man.”

Anthony A Eddy      
Hamilton, NZ  

6.28 – 7.10 am Monday 16th December 2013
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Here Follows the scrolls to expand on “As when a Lion Roars” at Image 3 on P2

1. The Lion of Judah Roars (7.9.08) P 37
2. The Lioness and The Lion (29.9.08) P 38
3. The Lion of Judah in Readiness (10.11.08)  P 39
4. The Lion of Judah (15.1.09)  P 40
5. The Lion of Judah Reigns (23.6.09  P 40
6. The Lick of The Lion (31.7.09)  P 41
7. The Purring of The Lion (31.8.09) P 42
8. The Day of The Lion (25.5.10)  P 42

The Lion of Judah Roars (7.9.08)

“The Lion Roars to get attention.
  The Lion Roars to gather the witnesses.
  The Lion Roars in defiance of the darkness.
  The Roar of The Lion precedes His presence;
  The Roar of The Lion brings consternation;
  The Roar of The Lion causes flight;
  The Roar of The Lion settles disputes;
  The Roar of The Lion announces intent to rule;
  The Roar of The Lion is supreme:
               Listen for,
                      run to,
                               shelter in,
                                        the Roar of The Lion of Judah.

  The Lion Roars,
                      offering protection;
  The Lion Roars,
                      declaring His territory;
  The Lion Roars,
                      assembling his pride.”

Anthony A Eddy
Hamilton, NZ

Received 7.30am Sunday, 7.9.08
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The Lioness and The Lion (29.9.08)

“The will of the lioness is to protect her cubs,
                                          to nurture her cubs,
                                          to prepare them for an enduring life as they mature.

The lioness is at the centre of the pride of the lion;
 the lioness is the mantle of the lion;
 the lioness declares,
                            by her presence,
                         the majesty of the lion.

The lioness receives protection,
                    receives comfort,
                    receives counsel from the scent of the lion.

The lioness recognizes the roar of the lion.

The lioness recognizes the Scent of the Lion.

The scent of the lion is to be followed.

The scent of the lion brings wisdom,
                                  brings understanding,
                                  brings unity of intent to both the lioness and the lion.

When the needs of the lioness are made known to the lion they will all be fully met.

Then she will know the scent of the lion signifies the presence of the lion,
                                                                                the caring of the lion,
                                                                                the protection of the lion.

The lioness will expand the pride with confidence supported by the lion,  
                                                                                 approved by the lion,
                                                                                 encouraged by the lion.

At the calling of the lioness the lion roars,
                                                              as needed,
                                                              to dispel the darkness.

The lion roars,
      counting with authority,
           to the approaching dawn.

The lioness without the roar of the lion is fearful of all that she encounters,
                                                                    cautious in the raising of her cubs,
                                                                           with trepidation moves across the territory she surveys.

The lioness without the roar of the lion is defensive of her lair,
                                                                       remains within her lair,
                                                                is moved by force of circumstance to protect its full extent.

The lioness that attempts to roar,
                               usurps,
                               decries the mantle of the lion;
 the lioness that denigrates the roaring of the lion is both lonely and distraught in the wilderness of night.

The lioness will curl up in loneliness,
                               as the pride diminishes,
                               as the scent of the lion no longer pervades the lair.

The lion roars establishing His Kingdom,
                                            His territory,
                                            with The Standard where he governs.

Listen to the roar of the lion that calls the pride to order,
                                              that declares His authority,
                                              that brings all things within His lair under His control.

The Scent of the Lion calls the pride that seeks.
The scent of the lion leads the way to safety,
                                        protects from perils that would beset and from effort that is both wasteful and unnecessary.
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The scent of the lion honours the lineage of the lion,
                                                the record of the lion,
                                                the journey of the lion.

The presence of the pride will accompany the lion to the new location of the lair.

Do not frustrate the roar of the lion.

The roar of the lion is for the benefit of the pride,
                                          the benefit of the lioness,
                                          the benefit of the cubs.

When the lion roars there is peace in the lair,
                                             contentment in the lair,
                                             security in the lair.

When the lion roars into the silence His roar is heard throughout the pride.

When the lion roars His will is actioned by the pride.

The roar of the lion beseeches attentiveness from all the pride.

As the scent of the lion conveys the will of the lion so the scent of the lioness brings comfort to the lion.
The scent of the lioness speaks of acceptance,
 the scent of the lioness speaks of trust,
 the scent of the lioness speaks in truth,
                                                       in love,
                                                with paws that are not crossed.

For the scent,
      both of the lion and of the lioness,
           speaks in one accord the language of each spirit:
                 that each soul may be protected and harmony prevail within the pride.”

Anthony A Eddy
Hamilton, NZ

Monday, 29th September 2008

The Lion of Judah in Readiness (10.11.08)

"The tail of the Lion twitches as he prowls.
 The claws of the Lion are prepared for battle.
 The spoor of the Lion indicates willingness to fight.

 The posture of the Lion is one of might and majesty.

 The mouth of the Lion opens to emit a roar.
 The eyes of the Lion roam both to and fro.
 The ears of the Lion are pricked and alert.
 The stance of the Lion is of readiness to pounce.
 The coat of the Lion has the sheen of oil.
 The scent of the Lion both attracts and dispels.

 The visage of the Lion invokes awe in confrontation.

 The readiness of the Lion is evident to the oiled.

 Behold! -
          The Lion of Judah! -
                    About to leave the lair!”

Anthony A Eddy
Hamilton, NZ

6.27am Monday 10th November 2008
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The Lion of Judah (15.1.09)

“The Lion of Judah prowls the night.
The Lion of Judah puts to flight.
The Lion of Judah is clothed in light.

The Lion of Judah awaits the sounding of a horn.
The Lion of Judah knows of a new dawn.
The Lion of Judah has a garment never before worn.

The Lion of Judah carries himself erect.
The Lion of Judah appears to be at ease.
The Lion of Judah has a sense of destiny.
The Lion of Judah mounts the rock to roar.
The Lion of Judah roars within the folds of time.
The Lion of Judah brings an awe of silence.
The Lion of Judah descends down to a feast.”

 Anthony A Eddy
Hamilton, NZ

Thursday 15th January 2009

The Lion of Judah Reigns (23.6.09)

“The Lion of Judah was where people came to mock;
The Lion of Judah has freed waters from each dam;
The Lion of Judah has opened doors that will not slam;
The Lion of Judah holds keys so gates no longer lock.

The Lion of Judah is at ease in His surrounds;
The Lion of Judah calls to every creature;
The Lion of Judah is prepared in dress of stature;
The Lion of Judah has visited the time of bounds.

The Lion of Judah mingles in the midst of throngs;
The Lion of Judah regally before the crowns;
The Lion of Judah is seated with the ones in gowns;
The Lion of Judah hears an anthem among the songs.

The Lion of Judah has a gown that will endure;
The Lion of Judah is settled to host a feast;
The Lion of Judah greets the great and the very least;
The Lion of Judah has the demeanour of the sure.

The Lion of Judah knows well the Song of the Lamb;
The Lion of Judah marks the anthem of the rock;
The Lion of Judah accepts homage from an epoch;
The Lion of Judah rules in majesty as I AM.

The Lion of Judah achieves the flight of the beast;
The Lion of Judah has redressed all unjust wrongs;
The Lion of Judah overcomes those who beat the gongs;
The Lion of Judah reigns from the west unto the east.”

Anthony A Eddy
Hamilton, NZ

Saturday - Tuesday 20th – 23rd June 2009
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The Lick of The Lion (31.7.09)

“The lick of the lion is the sign of acceptance within the pride.

The lick of the lion gives the licked a bath.
The lick of the lion cleans the coat.
The lick of the lion prevents infection to a wound.
The lick of the lion removes contaminants on the skin.
The lick of the lion removes infestations from the hiding places.

The lick of the lion speaks of love,
                                speaks of care,
                                speaks of the supply of the necessities of life.

The lick of the lion sets an example to be followed,
                                teaches the young of expectations,
                                confirms the presence of paws holding the promise of security.

The lick of the lion leads on to an endowment,
                                accompanies on future journeys,
                                offers protection when in difficulty.

The lick of the lion is confirmation of a loving father,
                                is confirmation of close attention,
                                is confirmation that all is well.

The lick of the lion is accompanied by the growl of correction,
                                is accompanied by the paw that gives a cuff,
                                is accompanied by instructions on behaviour.

The lick of the lion is never far away,
                                is in the proximity of a cuddle,
                                is near a resting place of comfort,
                               ensures protection when asleep.

The lick of the lion is in the presence of good food,
                                is in the presence of other licks,
                                is in the presence of both day and night.

The lick of the lion surrounds the search for truth,
                                directs the thirsty to the water,
                                the hungry to the larder that is never empty.

The lick of the lion expresses knowledge found beyond horizons,
                                expresses knowledge gained for the end of life,
                                expresses knowledge acquired through a life on earth.

The lick of the lion wipes away the tears of misery,
                                                    the tears of hurts,
                                                    the tears of happiness.

The lick of the lion removes the devourers of the body and the soul.

The lick of the lion evicts hyenas from vicinities where the young attend their schooling.

The lick of the lion frees the body,
                                frees the soul,
                                frees the spirit –
                                           frees life to continue in a remote land of plenty.

The lick of the lion is a sacrifice of time,
                                was present at a sacrifice in time,
                                is a sacrifice throughout time.

The lick of the lion stops disease in its tracks,
                                opens the way to unending health,
                                has a lesson in each lick that should never be forgotten.”

Anthony A Eddy
Hamilton, NZ

9.01am Friday 31st July 2009
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The Purring of The Lion (31.8.09)

“The purring of the lion welcoming all the blest;
The purring of the lion greeting every guest.
The Lion of Judah purrs when all is going well.
Others snuggle closer when the great lion does stir;
Story telling comes to life with nearness of the fur.
Visions are imparted in the comfort of a tell.

The purring of the lion is the lion at ease;
The purring of the lion is ruffled by a sneeze.
The Lion of Judah purrs when resting with his pride:
Gathering together for exercise and play times,
When settled, each loves to tell him their much practised rhymes,
Some also regaling with adventures found outside.

The purring of the lion is the sound of blessings;
The purring of the lion is near his bride’s dressings,
The Lion of Judah purrs by those for whom he cares .
The prides are invited there to gather with their keys:
All are most welcome from the lands washed by distant seas.
The lair of his kingdom is the residence he shares.”

Anthony A Eddy
Hamilton, NZ

1.35pm Monday 31st August 2009

The Day of The Lion (25.5.10)

“The roar of the lion greets all as they awake,
all as they arise from slumber,
all as they shed the dreams of yesterday.

The roar of the lion arouses all the sleeping,
calls the cubs to breakfast,
reminds each of the lick -

the washing of each face.

The roar of the lion announces the new day,
prepares all for their callings,
overseas the frontier of the few.

The roar of the lion calls many from the magnitudes to seek as to the source,
to seek as to the reason for the din,
to seek as to the message going forth.

The roar of the lion impounds the pride in service,
impounds the location as reserved,
impounds the good news from interference.

The roar of the lion frightens off the predators,
scares off the scaremongers,
terrifies the terrible.

The roar of the lion seconds the assistants,
calls in the caterers,
affirms the washers-up.

The roar of the lion welcomes the additions to the pride.

The purring of the lion seats the bashful,
draws the penitent nearer to the fire,
encourages the shy to move a little closer.

The purring of the lion confirms his pleasure at the outcome of the day.”
Anthony A Eddy

Hamilton, NZ
8.32 - 8.58am Tuesday 25th May 2010
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Here follows His scroll for impact on the lives of
– All Those who Dwell in The World at Large –

1. Never Before (22.2.14)

Never Before (22.2.14)

“Never before has man been so in danger of eating himself to death.
Never before has gluttony been taken to such extremes.
Never before has such feasting been stuffed into the mouth of man.

Never before has starvation been so numerous.
Never before has hunger been so widespread.
Never before has malnutrition so stunted and deformed.
Never before have those staring at a surfeit of food so ignored those who go to bed without a meal,

who awake and cannot break the fast,
who scavenge and do beg for some morsel for

their mid-day bowl,
who languish in a torpor as the children die.

Never before has constraint been so set free.
Never before has sharing become so unimportant.
Never before has the sun risen and set on so many gluttons feeding to excess and so many who fail to eat even a minnow of a diet.
Never before has man’s response to hunger been so poor and uncaring,

been so argumentative and dispossessing,
been so bound by conditions and subjected to procrastination.

Never before has man’s humanity to man left it open to be questioned.
Never before has man’s inhumanity to man been so evident and on display:

where the indignant are now silent beside the corrupt who extort and steal,
who sell through channels of irregularity,
who thrive in times of crisis,
who hunt the convoys down,
who thwart the plans of distribution to the sick,

the hungry,
to all those in need of a roof upon their head.

Never before has this world seen such activities on the scale now before the eyes of man,
the scale beyond the imagining of man,
the scale which no longer balances the excess of supplies to the calls of the needy,
the scale where hope has long been supplanted by despair,
the scale which must be removed from the eyes of man

so clarity of vision is restored,
so surplus can be transferred to remove the scarcity,
so giving can be handed to recipients as intended,
so the land is not watered by the tears of man as small

graves are dug into the earth.

Never before has the earth been in such a parlous state:
where imbalances are filled at the dictates of the purse strings;
where donors attempt to negotiate benefits for themselves before they let the life-force flow;
where the love of money confirms the intent of evil;
where the brand and stamp determine who is to join a queue and who is to be sent away;
where the allegiance to a majority is a prerequisite to being allowed to share the food;
where those entailed in preparation will determine both the quality and the quantity of the servings;
where ‘Feed the Hungry’ is the cry which is the most likely to fall on the deafest of distracted ears.

Never before has this world seen such a time of plenty.
Never before has this world seen such a time of locational shortage.
Never before has this world seen such a degree of selfishness.
Never before has this world incurred the wrath of God on such a scale.
Never before have so many sacrificed their righteousness unto the throne of greed.
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Never before has Satan had such a committed following.
Never before has Satan seen himself as so popular with man.
Never before has Satan been able to put righteousness under so much of attack.

Never before have the end times come.
Never before is The Bride so numerous.
Never before are the angels so busy.
Never before are the needs of man so great in number,

so great in scope,
so great in magnitude.

Never before is the heavenly attention so focussed on the earth.
Never before have the heavenly hosts been so marshalled for battle.
Never before has God been so exasperated with those for whom He sacrificed His Son:

those who do not go and do that of which they are more than capable in the company of God,
those with shattered vows born of neglect and delay which join the myriad lies of man,
those who know no faith yet still call for the proof of God –

the sceptics and the denigrators will be sorely tested in these end time days.

Never before have the heavens seen the earth so close to the refiner’s fire,
so vulnerable to My Spirit’s multiplication of the fire,
so ready to recognize My Spirit’s imparting presence on the earth.

Never before will the rebound be so great and so final.

Never before will the will of God be so triumphant and far reaching –
as in such as this scenario which is presently unfolding –

in line with prophecies of old;
in line with prophecies of the end time now dwelling in the present;
in line with the climaxing of man’s faith;
in line with the clouds of conquest coming for The Bride:

all which precedes and follows My Bridal actions –
as tribulation is,
as the wrath of God is,
as the Horsemen go at pace,
as the seven angels release their charges,
as the earth receives her quartering,
as grace departs,
as mercy comes,
as Satan is detained,
as The Kingdom of God establishes the rule of righteousness.

Never before has any sequence been of so little relevance to the faithful and the trusting.”

Anthony A Eddy
Hamilton, NZ  

6.18 – 6.33, 7.26 – 8.04, 8.38 – 9.18 pm Saturday 22nd February 2014

* * * * * * *
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Here follow His scrolls for impact on the lives of

– All Those who Dwell Therein –

Within New Zealand in His Vision

A.  What is Involved with Caring for A Child? (8 scrolls) P 15
B.  Can We Have a Rapport with our Youth in Laughter and Happiness? (7 scrolls) P 57
C.  How do We define Integrity within Relationships? (7 scrolls) P 65
D.  How well do We manage our Wealth, Finances & Risk? (7 scrolls) P 74
E.   Why aim for a Healthy Body, Soul, and Spirit? (5 scrolls) P 83
F.  How do We experience The Healing of Man? (5 scrolls) P 91
G.  How Can We come to know The Living Loving God? (8 scrolls) P 99

* * * * * * *

A.  What is Involved with Caring for A Child?

1. Arms of Adoration (7.6.10) P 45
2. New Life (3.2.11) P 46
3. The Plight of A Child (5.5.11) P 48
4. The Consecration of A Child (25.2.14) P 49
5. The Crying of A Child (27.2.14) P 50
6. The Loving of A Child (4.3.14) P 52
7. The Healing of A Child (5.3.14) P 54
8. The Teaching of A Child (9.3.14) P 55

The Arms of Adoration (7.6.10)

“The arms of adoration reach out and enfold: 
take a new child to the bosom, 
take a new child from the birth pangs, 
take a new child into a family, 
take a new child with a promise, 
take a new child of discovery, 
take a new child on a journey.

The arms of adoration reach out with the offer of a refuge, 
the offer of the kindling of kinship, 
the offer of guidance with direction, 
the offer of companionship when needed, 
the offer of acceptance within a nest of love, 
the offer to sustain the trust so placed.

The arms of adoration are supported by the surrounding feast of smiles driven by the grinnings of delight. 

The arms of adoration speak of the experience of motherhood, 
the experience of fatherhood, 
the experience of a sibling round a cradle anxious for a turn.

The arms of adoration examine with great care, 
treat with great respect, 
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know the honour of the hour.

The arms of adoration are never far in time, 
are attentive to a call, 
quickly learn what is required.

The arms of adoration provide sustenance to each child, 
watch growth with interest of continuance, 
check for the welfare of each soul, 

the counselling of each spirit.

The arms of adoration neither drop nor abandon, 
neither beat nor cause a body harm. 

The arms of adoration are stable at the infancy, 
are stable at the youth-tide, 
are stable at maturity.

The arms of adoration carry the gift of teaching, 
carry the gift of training, 
carry the gift of joy - 

with love - 
with blessings within a home.

The arms of adoration receive the gift of blessings of proximity, 
the gift of blessings from far afield, 
the gift of blessings which lead both to a leaving, 

to a return to home.”

Anthony A Eddy
Hamilton, NZ

11.44 - 12.22, 5.06 - 5.27pm Monday 7th June 2010

New Life (3.2.11)

“The well-spring of life is for the benefit of man,
enables visions to be fulfilled,
calls for the carrying of arms,
searches for the dying to self.

The well-spring of life circumvents the clone,
does not trouble the physician,
is inherent in the womb,
secretes the need for life.

The well-spring of life soars into existence,
continues until abatement,
guards the chains of childhood,
furnishes the cherished rooms.

The well-spring of life circles in the midst of time,
knows each cycle from the next,
does not echo in the emptiness,
repeats the generation of new life.

New life is the blessing of the parents,
attaches value to the effort,
provides a purpose to the season,
seeks growth as the stimulant of love.

New life is not a toy within the cradle,
is not a punching ball for fists,
is not a slapping ground for hands of stress,
is not the enemy of man.

New life is the miracle of creation,
is the wonder of the firmament,
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is the saviour of the family,
is the adhesive which completes the bond.

New life is not for handling at the trading post,
is not for dumping in a bag,
is not for hate-filled eyes,
is not to be a by-product of fornication.

New life succours at the breast,
senses the security in enfolding arms,
signals all its needs,
offers so much in return.

New life exercises both day and night,
rests after exertion,
appreciates a smile,
returns like for like.

New life is an extension,
is a present from The Lord of life,
is a gift so carefully wrapped,
is an addition to inventory which should not be lost.

New life is not for ordering from a catalogue,
is not for inspection or rejection,
is not to be limited as to ability,
is always to be clothed and fed.

New life is at the core of happiness,
is the fulfilment of a dream,
is the attachment of a ribbon,
is the preserving of an image.

New life sanctifies a marriage,
is the target of response,
is the victory of restraint,
is the summit of perfection.

New life is not to be bound upon receipt,
is not to be a victim of enslavement,
is not to be sold or purchased at the fair,
is not to be pawned into the care of others.

New life has a right to life,
has a being of existence,
is not to be shattered as a vase upon the floor,
is not to be consigned as trash.

New life seeks to establish a rapport,
seeks to assert position,
seeks to carve out a niche for life,
seeks to honour the birthplace of the loved.

New life is not as a tangled mass of string,
is not a mixture stirred from chance,
is not a happening within a vial of glass,
is not an entity looking for a home.

New life is not for storing from components,
is not for selection after sorting,
is not for culling of a defect,
is not for the registering of availability.

New life is guided and directed,
is supervised and trained,
is taught and corrected,
is encouraged and rebuked.

New life has components unknown to the laboratories of man:
for can man create a spirit,

can man create a soul,
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can man create a character on which the world can write?

Can man construct a tear upon a face,
put a message in a smile,
put a breath within a construct,
design and build a body of delight?

Man tinkers with his hands,
man jingles with his pockets,

man vibrates with exasperation,
man seethes with pride in coveting and gaining high esteem.

Man tries to scratch and peck in emulation at that which is protected as a mystery of God.”

Anthony A Eddy      
Hamilton, NZ  

Thursday 3rd February 2011

The Plight of A Child (5.5.11)

“The plight of a child is not of his making,
is not of his seeking,
is not of his deserving.

The plight of a child calls for alms of rescue,
calls for arms of rescue,
calls for the presence of a loving heart.

The plight of a child can mark a life,
can mar a life,
can set in motion a course of action.

The plight of a child rewards the upholder of his dignity,
rewards his entrance into a place of honour,
rewards the elimination of the cause.

The plight of a child seats each at the mercy seat of God,
seats such upon a knee accustomed to their presence,
seats such within the earshot of a call for help.

The plight of a child is urgent in the need,
is urgent in the sheltering,
is urgent in the presenting of an empty bowl,
is urgent in the finding of a source of love.

The plight of a child requires rescuing from violence,
requires dressing for the weather,
requires supervision at a table.

Blessed are those who alleviate the plight of a child.
Blessed are those who forestall the plight of a child.
Blessed are those who address the plight of a child.

Woe to all who bring to pass the plight of a child.

Woe to all who abandon,
all who mistreat,
all who fail to care,
all who have hearts of selfishness,
all who have inflicted plight upon a child,
all who have ample yet will not share,

yet will not succour,
yet will not support the sanctity of life.

Woe to those who would follow in My footsteps –
yet pass over to the other side with their head averted.

Woe on woe to all who would not assist a child into his destiny with God,
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for such reserve themselves a destiny which will not be to their liking,
for such will share responsibility for what that child becomes,
for such cannot disown what they profess yet do not do.”

Anthony A Eddy      
Hamilton, NZ  

9.20 – 10.00am Thursday 5th May 2011

The Consecration of A Child (25.2.14)

“The consecration of a child is close to The Father’s heart –
together with the consecration of the spirit which waited in His presence:

now before the face of man;
now attesting to a future relationship with God;
now entrusted for the development of the body soul and spirit.

The consecration of a child is a sacred trust,
is a sacred introduction,
is a sacred memory of man within his infancy,
is a sacred celebration of the birth,
is a sacred celebration of the presence,
is a sacred celebration of the imaging of God.

The consecration of a child is an affirmation of the guidance intended by the parents,
intended by the saints:

as both are accompanied by the will of God as intended for My Spirit.

The consecration of a child is a starting point in the godly-centricity of a child,
witnesses the blessings imparted by the faith-filled,
recalls the inheritance awaiting the due time,
stamps the sacrifice of God upon the character in formation,

upon the desire of the heart for righteousness,
upon a reaching out to the journey home.

The consecration of a child stirs the hearts and the consciences of those present in the flesh,
of those present in support,
of those present with their vows,
of those who dwell with the intentness of their faith.

The consecration of a child sets the stage for the expectations of God,
for the development of skills as seen within a blessing,
for growth and development untarnished by the world,
for the blessing of parenthood entrusted by God.

The consecration of a child should be celebrated at a birthday,
should be celebrated at a turning point of life,
should be celebrated with a call to My Spirit for counsel when the road ahead divides.

The consecration of a child ensures a chaperone through life:
a chaperone who guides;
a chaperone who can protect;
a chaperone who mends the broken-hearted;
a chaperone who knows the way;
a chaperone who will help to carry burdens until they are discarded along the way.

The consecration of a child speaks of a holy generation,
speaks of the love of God,
speaks of a future of companionship,
speaks of the assigning by The Lord.

The consecration of a child enhances the faith of parents,
spreads faith across the generations,
grows faith where it is most needed,
ushers in the pathway to the fall of grace.

The consecration of a child can change a related life,
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can concentrate the thoughts on what is missing from a life,
can bring unity of purpose,
can amplify a call for help,
can see a berth secured:

prior to the leaving of a harbour,
prior to setting off for a distant destination,
prior to the close of day with the scheduled stopping of a heart.

The consecration of a child reaches out and blesses,
reaches out and teaches,
reaches out and enfolds the onlookers with a hug.

The consecration of a child brings consideration of the future into the present,
brings an arrival into the present,
takes the promises of the present embedded within the future of a life.

The consecration of a child settles divisions in the faith so faith is seen to grow,
settles divisions in a household so a household is seen to become a home,
settles divisions of status so status is determined by an earthbound temple.

The consecration of a child has no place for an uttered lie,
has no place for falsity or deceit,
has no place for where integrity does not form the basis which carries forth the day.

The consecration of a child focuses the expectations,
focuses the intentions,
focuses the resources,
focuses the abilities of the parents in the nurturing of a child of God.

The consecration of a child results in the safest of safe harbours –
for the development and preparation in mortality –

under the very watchful eyes of The Loving God.

The consecration of a child is measured as a milestone worthy of remembrance:
by God;
by family;
by those present in accord;
by those who witnessed and cherished all which was both seen and heard.”

Anthony A Eddy      
Hamilton, NZ  

3.53 – 4.04 pm Monday 24th, 8.46 – 9.58, 10.14 – 10.32 am Tuesday 25th February 2014

The Crying of A Child (27.2.14)

“The crying of a child signs of something trivial,
signs of something dreadfully wrong.

The crying of a child signs of fright,
signs of fear,
signs of pain endured,
signs of discomfit,
signs of something for the mouth.

The crying of a child signs for attention,
signs for being gathered in the arms,
signs for being comforted or burped.

The crying of a child signs to parents still asleep,
expresses interest in their movement,
awaits the sounding of a voice.

The crying of a child is in the absence of involvement,
is in the cold of night,
is in the silence of a room,
is in the closing of a door.
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The crying of a child cocks the ears of listeners,
brings anxiety to the mother,
leads to attendance of inspection.

The crying of a child changes to a sobbing,
becomes intermittent,
collapses into sleep.

The crying of a child is not a pleasant introduction to the day,
is not a pleasant sound when brought before the table,
is not a pleasant noise when struggling with the clothing,
is not a pleasant time when preparing for the bath.

The crying of a child accompanies a bee sting brought into the home,
accompanies the closeup barking of a dog,
accompanies the startling of a shout.

The crying of a child invites medical attention,
invites diagnosis of the symptoms,
invites an attack upon a fever.

The crying of a child invites a prayer for recovery,
invites a prayer of well-being,
invites a prayer in gratitude.

The crying of a child invokes the call to angels,
invokes the call to be answered by My Spirit,
invokes the call where healing answers faith.

The crying of a child can be the result of bruising,
can be the result of physical abuse,
can be the result of misbehaviour by one who should know better,

by one who is close at hand,
by one who is not sympathetic to the crying of a child.

The crying of a child is far from the face of happiness,
is far from the explaining of the reason,
is far from the naming of the source of the distress.

The crying of a child is the seeking of relief from that which so disturbs,
is the sound signifying someone is in need of help to satisfy a need,
is a cry for help from the helpless soul. 

The crying of a child is the trigger which twists a mother’s heart,
which moves a mother to reach out,
which brings a mother’s comfort mingled with her love,
which provides the mother’s protection from that which poses threats.

The crying of a child arises from the teasing of the siblings,
the grabbing of possessions,
the scattering of painstaking constructions on the floor.

The crying of a child expresses exasperation,
expresses frustration,
expresses domination:

from which escape is not made possible.

The crying of a child is a declaration of boredom within an environment:
which does not change –

where the child cannot reach out,
where the child is stuck where placed,
where the child cannot make connections for development.

The crying of a child should not set up a scene of punishment,
should not set up a scene of banishment,
should not set up a scene where love gives cause to be doubted.

The crying of a child has the angels filling in their records for reference on another day,
comforting both the spirit and the soul,
putting into play divine appointments which benefit the child,
lift and place a wounded child upon the stand-in knee of God.”
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Anthony A Eddy      
Hamilton, NZ  

9.24 – 9.27 am, 1.03 – 1.24, 4.56 – 5.08, 10.41 – 10.55 pm Wednesday 26th,
6.33 – 7.00 am Thursday 27th  February 2014

The Loving of A Child (4.3.14)

“The loving of a child is a sacrifice of self,
a sacrifice of time,
a sacrifice of wealth,
a sacrifice where emotions are at stake.

The loving of a child has overtures of care,
has overtures of teaching,
has overtures of training,
has overtures of correction,
has overtures of nourishment,
has overtures of shelter,

of clothing,
of growth –

in the domain of mortality,
in the domain of the spiritual,

The loving of a child involves respect and honouring,
involves nursing and cleansing,
involves sickness and health,
involves playing and working,
involves quiet times and the rowdy,
involves the boisterous and the gentle,
involves reading and acquiring, 
involves questioning and answers:
involves supplying content for writing on a memory chip preparing to service life.

The loving of a child brings participation with commitment:
calls on patience,
calls on long-suffering,
calls on interruptions,
calls on the submitting of the meals,
calls on resources in a home,
calls on emphasis of the sacred trust which delivers the blessings from divinity.

The loving of a child serves up a time of achievement,
serves up a time of pride,
serves up a time of boasting of the wonder of a child.

The loving of a child shares emotions hard to understand,
shares feelings to do with the value put on life,
shares times when counselling has an attentive ear,
shares wisdom on the handling of wealth,

on its acquisition,
on its disposition,
on its disposal.

The loving of a child knows the value of a chaperone,
the protection from intrusion,
the mixing of the sacred with the secular,
the temptations approaching with the onset of maturity,

with the onset of the questioning of self,
with the onset of demanding answers from the experienced and wise.

The loving of a child requires protection from initial storms,
from trialling which can render damage,
from the assertion of freewill,
from repercussions still unknown and not considered,
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from the impact of the peers where pressure is applied to meet conformity by day and by 
night.

The loving of a child is beset by disappointments:
should not encourage lies;
should have perception so truth is distinguished from the falsehood;

so vanity is not befriended by pride;
so woundings of concern are not permitted to impact on faith where healing is 

disturbed;
so self-worth and righteousness are embedded in a character busied with formation.

The loving of a child prepares an appreciation of the stepping stones of life,
the turning points of life,

instils a first hand knowledge of The Loving God,
instils a willingness to listen to wise counsel,
instils the basis of a personal relationship with God –

set to last a lifetime and on into eternity,
instils the fundamentals of morality which form the stepping stones to faith.

The loving of a child supervises the growth of a testimony which silences ridicule,
sets a glowing face upon a framework built by God,

speaks of the wonder of a walk with God,
of the promises in store,
of the reality of a future in eternity within the loving destiny of choice.

The loving of a child watches and guides,
offers inspiration and acceptance,
encourages investigation where experiments are kept within the bounds as set by God,
encourages the application of freewill as it contributes to a character of integrity:

that which will withstand temptation seen to be without validity or worth.

The loving of a child creates a bond across the generations,
creates respect and honour on a two-way street,
creates a lifetime of fulfilment,
creates the reason for a life.

The loving of a child is an expression of the character of God,
is an expression of the being implanted in the heart of man,
is an expression of the future at the point of origin,
is an expression which carries its own blessings into the maturity of each.

The loving of a child seems simple yet demands involvement,
seems simple yet demands discipline,
seems simple yet carries responsibility,
seems simple yet calls for agapé love,
seems simple yet needs the tenderness of grace,
seems simple yet seeks the counselling of God.

The loving of a child shares in the love of God,
shares in His blessings and His gifts,
shares in His resources and His welcome participation:

as He adopts each child into the family of God.

The loving of a child comforts the arms which bear a child back into the presence of The Living God –
where recognition of the spirit by The Spirit remains a source of wonder and delight.

The loving of a child continues in mortality while the arms of support know the breath of God;
continues in eternity at a reunion arranged by God;
continues in the being of His family prepared within mortality:

for ever and for ever and for ever as resulting from His grace.

Anthony A Eddy
Hamilton, NZ

7.38 – 8.20, 8.28 – 9.04 am Tuesday 4th March 2014
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The Healing of A Child (5.3.14)

“The healing of a child is the blessing of delight,
is the blessing of being upon a knee,
is the blessing which testifies into the future,
is the blessing which affirms the faith of a child,

the faith full and running over,
the faith of full commitment,
the faith which towers down on the rest,
the faith which moves the mountains,
the faith not marred by unbelief,
the faith which moves in bringing to pass the desires of such a heart.

The healing of a child is not a metronome in action,
is not a tick-tock on a wall,
is to be ministered by My servants with care and understanding,

where they do not set eyes upon a measurer of time,
where they consider in depth what a word of knowledge so declares,
where they attend to their tasking with wisdom served through thoroughness,
where they continue until My Spirit affirms completion,
where they are sheltered from the interruptions of man.

The healing of a child is orderly without imparting fear,
is sacred without touching on the secular,
is spiritual without calling on the worldly.

The healing of a child restores the health of a child:
ensures the organs are behaving as intended;
validates the senses of the child for sensitivity to receiving and emitting;
examines the appearance of the child that no item begs attention;
notes the presence of structural defects needing realignment of the bones –

to change the crippled and the damaged presentations of the flesh upon the skeleton;
deals with the curses of disease,

of sickness,
of allergies,
of inheritance,

from generations of the past –
as My servants,

in obedience,
proclaim the word of God.

The healing of a child removes the deepest of concern from the heart of God;
voids the sideways glance of sympathy,
prevents the lengthy stare,
stops the awkward questions,
makes obsolete the contraptions of man;
blesses the troubled parents who have been seeking a solution –

which excludes the need for money.

The healing of a child puts smiles upon the faces,
puts hugs upon the chests,
brings rejoicing to the hearts,
creates testimonies of wonders and of miracles:
presents those who love and cherish before The God who hears;

before The God who heals,
before The God who changes the world in which a child must dwell,
before the God –

in gratitude and in giving thanks –
for how He changes the situation of a child,

of a family,
between the dawning and the dusk of the day set for a divine appointment.

The healing of a child speaks to the heart of God,
speaks of a future set free from the curses,
speaks of a future set for progress with the removal of the stumbling blocks –

those which would hinder and forestall the body soul and spirit –
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in the quest for companionship in the walk of life.

The healing of a child celebrates with the giftings of My Spirit to adorn a temple of The Risen Lord.

The healing of a child should witness the end times gift of tongues as a gifting promised by The Father.*

The healing of a child witnesses the rewards of the faith of innocence,
the presenting of the reality of The Living God,
the upholding of the spoken word declared by My servants,
the prospect of abounding grace within a life,
the changing of darkness into light,
the follow-on of the retelling of the testimonies to those who remain in need.

The healing of a child banishes despair,
banishes pain,
banishes a search for victory,
banishes the effort and the tears,
banishes the anxiety and the problems,
banishes the battles and the war.

The healing of a child banishes the demonic influences from their scene of misery:
banishes the defeated and the heartless,
banishes the hate filled with the occupiers,
banishes the stronghold from existence with the evaporation of the causes.

The healing of a child is a joy to behold:
removes the burdens,
installs the blessings,
carries the signature of The Loving God.”

Scribal Note: * The Bible, NKJV, Joel 2:28-29

Anthony A Eddy      
Hamilton, NZ  

9.46 – 9.55, 10.09 – 11.38 am Wednesday 5th March 2014

The Teaching of A Child (9.3.14)

“The teaching of a child is not as simple as it sounds,
is not as simple as it seems,
is not as simple as imagined.

The teaching of a child is complex and enduring,
is satisfying and rewarding,
is emotional and disturbing.

The teaching of a child tends the stream of living water,
tends the receiving of a vision,
tends the potential as a child awaits instruction.

The teaching of a child can extend past the hours allotted in a day,
past the attention span of a child seeking knowledge,
past the meal times of a body:

as a spirit and a soul commandeer the attention of a teacher.

The teaching of a child seeks resources for imparting,
seeks attention to the truth,
seeks attention to the giftings of a child.

The teaching of a child should measure the progress built on study,
the progress built on practise,
the progress built on interaction with the world at large.

The teaching of a child should involve a child in inspections of the senses –
in reporting all is well.

The teaching of a child should unearth impediments encountered –
which would pre-empt such difficulties from prejudicing the environment of a child.
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The teaching of a child is where the baseline of enquiry strives to reach up to the bar heights of success.

The teaching of a child repeats until the dawning of understanding surfaces on a face,
surfaces in confirmation from a mouth,
surfaces through the excitement displayed

by a body soul and spirit.

The teaching of a child should be exhilarating with the passing of experience,
the growth within abilities,
the preparation of a life of insight and of worth.

The teaching of a child includes the vanquishing of self-doubt,
the installing of self-esteem,
the confidence of presenting before a group of peers.

The teaching of a child is not a treadmill from which a child cannot escape,
is not a joyless situation where boredom is to the fore,
is not built on expectations which outperform the development of a child,
is not a process of frustration where sternness imposes barriers to the self-expressions of freewill, 
is not the be-all and the end-all of what it means to be a child.

The teaching of a child should know when not to pat a back,
when not to heap false praise,
when the effort is deserving of rebuke.

The teaching of a child is an imposed responsibility,
is an accepted responsibility,
is responsibility for a child’s success in life –

for the standards of behaviour,
for the social graces,
for the handling of wealth,
for the establishing of relationships,
for understanding the ways of commerce,
for the analysis of problems,
for the ability to work,
for an attitude of gratefulness in both the receiving and the giving,
for an appreciation for the welfare of a spirit and a soul within a shell of man.

The teaching of a child needs to be comfortable with the hiccups of distraction,
the absenting through illness,
the evaluating of the effect of intrusion of freewill –

by those held close and dear.

The teaching of a child should include righteousness of character,
a relationship with God,
the pathway of faith with the gifts of God,
the goal of the destiny within the family of God.

The teaching of a child will surely be remembered by a child,
will surely be the springboard to a life of wonder and great beauty,
will surely be fulfilling to both a teacher and a child:

as a child,
with knowledge and wisdom’s access,

sets out on a journey in a temple of endowment –
with a companion promising to go before and so light the way.”

Scribal Note: So a child receives the love of God.
So a child receives a testimony of the reality of God.
So a child in maturity walks in the footsteps of The Lord.
So a child in maturity appreciates the inheritance of Christ.

Anthony A Eddy      
Hamilton, NZ  

2.00 – 2.37, 3.31 – 3.47, 4.09 – 4.14pm Sunday 9th March 2014

* * * * * * *
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B.  Can We Have a Rapport With our Youth in Laughter and Happiness?

1.  The Games of Young Men (26.4.10) P 57
2. The Goals of A Young Woman (3.7.10) P 58
3. The Vagrancy of The Youth (19.7.12) P 59
4. The Quest for Happiness (4.10.12) P 60
5. The Sound of Laughter (2.11.12) P 61
6. The Blooming of The Youth (5.12.12) P 62
7. The Variance of Man (12.10.13) P 63

The Games of  Young Men (26.4.10)

“The games that young men play speak of a waste of time, 
speak of a waste of lifestyle, 
speak of a waste of manhood.

The games that young men play in the shadows of antennae waste the youth of man, 
waste curriculums of study, 
waste the abilities inherent in the spirit of man. 

For such games carry introductions to the caverns of man’s hell, 
the caverns of man’s violence, 
the caverns of man’s pornography. 

Beware the caverns of man which prostitute the eyes of man, 
which feed the habits of man, 
which capture the soul of man in the outposts of isolation. 

Young men should show wisdom in the games they play: 
games with the intent to build the spirit, 

to stretch the soul, 
to empower the body; 

games with the intent to share in active fellowship, 
to share in building memories, 
to share in the rewards of friendship. 

Young men show their folly when involved with games that feed the coffers of the giants, 
games that have no merit of instruction, 
games justified with reasons borne of addiction, 
games that withdraw a candidate from the qualities of life, 
games that seesaw endlessly, 

that have no reality of support, 
that are created to breed the smitten for the promises on notes 

within their pockets.

Beware of the pouncing of the foe upon those allowed to roam in the jungle of an enclave - 
the jungle of an enclave encountered in the springtime of their lives as worthy of attention regardless of the cost. 

The Spirit says to man this day, 
‘As man’s body is trained so he will become adept, 

as man’s soul is taught so he will experiment, 
as man’s spirit is succoured so he will establish honour.’

The games of young men should be monitored in love, 
guided by experience, 
overseen for their welfare - 

that they may grow to maturity without a character developed by the greed of man.”

Anthony A Eddy
Hamilton, NZ

Monday 26th April 2010
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The Goals of  A Young Woman (3.7.10)

“The goals of a young woman can leave tears upon a pillow, 
can leave tears upon a handkerchief, 
can leave tears upon a shoulder.

The goals of a young woman should not be bedded in her tears.

The goals of a young woman can be easily imposed, 
can be easily implanted, 
can be easily impaired, 
can be easily over-ridden, 
can be easily uprooted, 
can be easily transplanted.

The goals of a young woman change with the coming of maturity, 
change with the opinion of her peers, 
change with the counsel of a home.

The goals of a young woman change with the scheming of a sibling with a goal, 
of a friend of taunting, 
of a robber, 
of a vandal, 

in the presence of deceit. 

The goals of a young woman change with the scheming of an acquaintance in the guise of honeyed lips.

The goals of a young woman should not fluctuate with the season, 
should not fluctuate for profit, 
should not fluctuate with dreams, 
should not fluctuate with a broken promise, 

with a broken heart, 
with a broken dream.

The goals of a young woman should be set upon resilience, 
upon the integrity of truth, 
upon the skip within the spirit, 
upon the footsteps of the dance.

The goals of a young woman should be upright within a steadfast purpose, 
should be determined within the counsel of the wise, 
should be sought within a step that does not waver - 

that all may be accomplished; 
that all may be attained; 
that all may be achieved: 

within the honour due a face lit by The Spirit from within.

The goals of a young woman should be set to honour self, 
to honour her complexion, 
to honour the face that has a smile, 
to honour her development within the power of grace.

The goals of a young woman should be to honour the radiance of her inward beauty expressed throughout her form,
expressed through her lips of discourse, 

through her eyes of meaning, 
through the gestures of the loved.

The goals of a young woman must not be subject to impatience, 
subject to the rampant passion of arousal, 
subject to the stupidity of the moment.

The goals of a young woman are not found in a net pulled up upon a shore - 
which is full of stunted seaweed, 

in a net cast far and wide - 
that catches without discrimination the dregs within the sea, 

in a net that searches in the caves of darkness, 
under every rock, 
into a growth of thorns - 

where iniquity is practised to the sorrow of her soul.
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The goals of a young woman achieve their seeking of companionship by -
 the lighting of a lamp within a spirit of contentment, 
the lighting of a lamp that speaks of the values of the spirit, 

that asserts the aura of significance - 
the qualities of distinction - 

which brings the knock of friendship, 
which opens doors of revelation, 
which will greet the one with the kindred spirit.

The goals of a young woman coincide with the future hopes of man: 
within the marriage covenant, 
within the surroundings of a family, 
within the security of a promise of the spirit - 

the promise which does not have betrayal waiting in the wings.

The goals of a young woman should not be based on a lonely walk, 
on a hopeless journey, 
on a future of desertion.

The goals of a young woman are to seek: 
the wonderful in full fullness of the measure, 
the miraculous upon a fervent quest, 
the nurturing of her children in an atmosphere of love, 
in an environment of grace, 
in company with the God of love - 

who once dwelt within an earthly family and knows what can surely be.

The goals of a young woman are sustainable and true, 
are possible and successful, 
are valid and exciting, 
are to leave handprints on eternity - 

after a trail of footprints that rise-up from the grave - 
the new covenant of claim which the God of love awaits to honour - 

as each young woman with a vision walks her homeward path: 
to be seated amongst the covenantal promises established so long ago.”

Anthony A Eddy
Hamilton, NZ

4.15 -  5.31pm Friday 2nd, 7.35 - 8.22am Saturday 3rd, July 2010

The Vagrancy of The Youth (19.7.12)

“The vagrancy of the youth speaks of a further generation becoming lost to God,
becoming lost to their parents’ order,
becoming lost to all authority –

both guiding and directing.

The vagrancy of the youth speaks of lack of drive,
of motivation,
of a standard in their lives.

The vagrancy of the youth has toes that kick the dust,
has the daring of their peers,
has little self-control when gathered in a group,
has no respect for others with all which that implies.

The vagrancy of the youth knows the effects of alcohol guzzled in excess,
knows the beat of rhythms where the words reflect their lives,

where the risk of abandonment rises with the time,
where the speech does not enhance a standing before the God who hears.

The vagrancy of the youth is shallow in responsibility,
is the products of their parents,
is accustomed to curse and swear,
is loose in their behaviour,
is not encouraged in the home,
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is half-hearted in the effort to fend off the distasteful and the wayward.

The vagrancy of the youth builds to the iniquity of man;
the discord of the youth leads to the homeless and the careless;
the slyness of the youth brings disparagement –

with despoilment to the fore.

The vagrancy of the youth brings machinations before the courts,
speaks of stupidity in action,
brings curfews down on heads,
starts the cars without the keys,
lives the chase without concern,
brings disasters on the heels of rebels without a cause.

The vagrancy of the youth can shatter and destroy the hopes of generations,
can violate a promise as easily as the breaking of a bottle,
can resort to violence in the taking of possession,
can dictate with a swagger and a leer upon a face,
can rush to hide in an instant at the turning of the tables,
can resort to bringing harm when freedom is impaired.

The vagrancy of the youth circulates in a culture without caring;
ripens for entrance to a gang,
practises in their youth for adeptness in maturity.

The vagrancy of the youth trains ability to take,
does not teach of giving,
restricts the attitude of sharing.

The vagrancy of the youth is a pipeline to the extremes of selfishness,
expounds on ‘I see I want I take’,
may be a passing phase when rescue is attempted,
may be the precursor to a life filled with correction.

Beware the vain and the proud:
for theirs is a lonely walk.

Beware those still uneducated for mixing in society:
for theirs meets frustration head on with a lack of words,

with a lack of understanding,
with a lack of writing and of skills.

Beware the poor in spirit where most is out of reach.
Beware the soul despairing which manifests in anger.
Beware the storms which gather with the recruits prepared.
Beware the vagrant youth of man where respect is un-instilled,

where the night is as a playground for the soul,
where freewill is built on the mischief of success.

The vagrancy of the youth meets with a turning point in life on encountering The God of love.”

Anthony A Eddy      
Hamilton, NZ  

1.06 – 1.51pm Wednesday 18th, 10.16 – 10.39am Thursday 19th July 2012

The Quest for Happiness (4.10.12)

“The quest for happiness needs a life of progress,
requires the facilities for progress,
seeks understanding of the goal.

The quest for happiness is attainable and joyous,
brings peace from endless searching,
brings realization of success at hand,
imparts fulfilment to the heart.

The quest for happiness can be a lifelong ambition never realized,
can be a driving force with success denied,
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can be the be-all and the end-all of existence,
can be a trail traceable to the far-flung corners of the earth.

Beware of never-ending quests which bring no satisfaction,
carry no rewards for all the effort expended,
are remindful of forever circling a mountain never climbed.

The happiness of man is the fullness of contentment of the soul in partnership with the spirit and in health with the body.

The quest for happiness should not appear as a struggle to achieve,
as a tiring chase of attempting to catch up,
as a recipe for ingredients remaining slightly out of reach.

The quest for happiness does not bypass the onset of frustration,
should not result in entering a zone of failure,
will not be a partnership of flesh,
can never be in the absence of God,
can be sidetracked by the devil into a siding with no exit –

where reverse remains unknown.

The quest for happiness should be the quest for wisdom in the application of freewill.

The quest for happiness can over-ride the devil’s flag –
the black flag of death –

while freewill is not held captive by the habits of the body,
by the addictions of the soul,
by the love for needles as the enhancers of reactions by the spirit.

Beware of the black flags of the world –
which carry the devil’s markings on display in each disguise.

Flee from the black claim to territory which only carries curses,
which only inundates the head of man to drown in sorrow and despair.

Flee from black areas where happiness knows no existence,
where nothing there is helpful,
where nothing speaks in truth of love,
where nothing cares for anything except the greed for wealth,
where nothing knows how to uplift from the perceived drudgery of life,
where nothing prevails but the lies of man.

Flee to the peace of righteousness,
flee to the home of gratitude,
flee to the outpouring of love,
flee to the presence of the truth,
flee to the fall of grace.

The quest for happiness terminates with God,
opens up a new vista of belief,
discovers a new purpose for each life,
endows with the beauty of the ages,
aligns with the wisdom arising from eternity.

The quest for happiness encounters the ways of God –
for the ways of families –

in the way of time.”

Anthony A Eddy      
Hamilton, NZ  

12.05 – 12.54 pm Thursday 4th October 2012

The Sound of Laughter (2.11.12)

“The sound of laughter is not within the languages of man,
is not with the languages of the heavens.

The sound of laughter breaks forth from within the vocalities of the heavens,
breaks forth from within  the vocality of man.
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The sound of laughter is within the vocality of man along with the giggles and with the chuckles,
the sniggers and with the snorts,
the guffaws and with the screams,
the sneezes and with the coughs,
the crying and with the sobbing,
the sighing and with the gasps,
the grunts and with the groans.

The sound of laughter can be spontaneous or strained;
can be long or short-lived;
can be nervous or constrained;
can be heavy or restrained;
can be forced or carefree,
can be loud or soft,
can be contagious or checked,
can be choked or on the verge of tears.

The sound of laughter pricks the ears with curiosity for;
motivates the eyes to discern the source of;
encourages the soul to stand and watch:

the happiness bringing forth the outbursts from both the gleeful and the joyful,
from both the jolly and the amused,
from both the presence of the joker and the teller of the tales,
from both the lovers of endearments and the whisperers –

with too much breath in ears.

The sound of laughter can come in gales,
can come and be difficult to stop,
can come and be stifled at its birth,
can come to be subject to a shush,
can come to be subject to a glare,
can come to be subject to a sideways stare,
can come and continue when the mouth is tightly closed:

as it turns into a snigger with the face becoming red.

The sound of laughter is infectious and can spread,
carries an invitation to join the source of merriment,
can leave one helpless rolling on the ground,
can leave one gasping and feeling out of breath.

The sound of laughter can be sudden and unexpected,
can be disabling and leaning for support,
can be repetitive in the recycling of the memory,
can be embarrassing when it will not stop.

The sound of laughter brings smiles of goodwill to the onlookers,
is medicine both to the weary spirit and to the downcast soul.

The sound of laughter is a tonic to the body,
can accompany the clapping of the hands and the dancing of the feet,
is the signing of the festive revelries of man,
is the signpost to the joyful celebrations of man,
is a measure of the level of the relating unto his fellow man,

of the reconciliation of man unto his God.”

Anthony A Eddy      
Hamilton, NZ  

2.12 – 3.26 pm Sunday 2nd November 2012

The Blooming of The Youth (5.12.12)

“The blooming of the youth can be in their response to the first falling of the call of God,
of a life thereafter filled with service and of rectitude,

with purpose and achievement,
with knowledge and commitment.
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The blooming of the youth can be seen early in their lives with the confirmation of their living God,
with the presence of My Spirit,
with the boldness of the dedicated spirit and the soul.

The blooming of the youth speaks of the bloom of God upon each spirit and each soul:
with each body gifted with the carrying of the kingdom’s keys,
with growing familiarity in their applications found in use,
with the imparting and the applying of the will of God made known.

The blooming of the youth does not overwrite freewill,
enhances a life at an early stage,
safeguards a life from temptation where life experiences are still not strong.

The blooming of the youth brings the days of pentecost into their days with God,
fills their tongues with wonder,
fills their hearts with love,
fills their faith with strength,
fills their bodies to speak forth all which God so shows when wisdom should declare.

The blooming of the youth gives ready access to their testimonies,
puts faith and grace in the forefront of their lives,
brings change as the heart desires,

as the spirit requests,
as the soul concurs.

The blooming of the youth separates those with and those without relationships in their individual walks with God,
separates those ready and those still waiting as they reach into maturity,
separates the willing and the hesitant in the acceptance of their callings.

The blooming of the youth sees excitement with their God,
sees enthusiasm on display,
sees growth in the company of faith.

The blooming of the youth sees witnessing spreading before a hungry world,
sees the prayer life unfolding with the opportunities,
sees healings increasing as the platform for the miracles is opened wide and freed.

The blooming of the youth augurs well for the future of each life,
indicates the gathering of the jewels for each treasure chest in heaven,
ensures such will readily pass through the test of the refiner’s fire.

The blooming of the youth sees the start of the adorning of the gowns of life,
sees the goats sorted from the sheep,
sees a life set to walking within the righteousness of God.”

Anthony A Eddy      
Hamilton, NZ  

9.12 – 10.10 am Wednesday 5th December 2012

The Variance of Man (12.10.13)

“The variance of man confirms stability of purpose,
stability of existence,
stability of development:

stability within the window frame of God. 

The variance of man cycles across all aspects of his being.

The variance of man is for the benefit of man,
is for the fellowship of man,
is for the development of man,
is for the family of God.

The variance of man determines his abilities:
his specialties,
his weaknesses,
his dependencies,
his needs,
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his constructions,
his food,
his education,
his reasoning.

The variance of man determines his skill set in facing life:
his wisdom to learn from others;
his wisdom in knowing when to share;
his wisdom in protecting his advantage;
his wisdom in the quest for happiness;
his wisdom in evaluating resources;
his wisdom in establishing his boundaries.

The variance of man is subject to long term trends:
how he interacts,
with whom he shares his bed,
the parameters set for families,
how he fills his days,
his beliefs and superstitions,
his faith and idolatry.

The variance of man causes friction amongst man,
cause bloodshed amongst man,
causes enmity amongst man;
causes envy amongst man,
causes pride amongst man,
causes judgments of superiority and inferiority amongst man.

The variance of man is dependent on his long term positioning on the earth,
on his long term needs to cope with his environment,
on his long term variance necessitated in order to survive.

The variance of man,
safe in his own shell,

has no authority either to question or to discriminate –
on the basis of a history which is leading to survival.

The variance of man should create a sense of wonder and thanksgiving for the beauty of man there beheld,
should create a sense of togetherness and belonging to the fraternity of man,
should create respect and admiration of how others have solved their problems,
should create kindred spirits as they all gather in unity of purpose to worship their God of Love,
should create awe and wonder for and at The Living God –

He who brings redemption with salvation unto the understanding of man;
should create an earnestness to accept the gift of grace within its time set for acceptance.

The variance of man is not as a result of randomness –
progressively acting as an agent of intelligence:
progressively installing life with increasing ability and thought,
progressively installing self-awareness and social order,
progressively gifting thought patterns of originality leading to new horizons,
progressively endowing man with capabilities not then needed for survival,
progressively enhancing the intellect of man –

as he seeks to journey back to from whence his spirit came.

The variance of man perceives randomness demolishing back to componentry.

So randomness never puts a footprint on a beach;
never is the generator of life;
never can design a construct of ultimate simplicity –

as seen in the cell of life:
fitted with its powers of reproduction,

of memory,
of duplication –

wherein man is seen to tinker with his claims.”

Anthony A Eddy      
Hamilton, NZ  

7.52 – 8.11, 8.53 – 10.21 am Saturday 12th October 2013

* * * * * * *
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C.  How do We define Integrity within Relationships?

1. A Man of Righteousness (6.5.10) P 65
2. Righteousness (29.12.11) P 66
3. The Barn of Righteousness (22.9.12) P 68
4. Honour Your Family Members - Edict 5 (16.11.12) P 69
5. The Friendships of Man (11.9.13) P 70
6. The Surprises of Man (25.10.13) P 71
7. The Generosity of Man (7.11.13) P 72

A Man of Righteousness (6.5.10)

“The conferences of man rarely settle on the will of God, 
rarely discover the will of God, 
rarely seek the will of God. 

The conferences of man confess the ideas of man, 
the will of man, 
the motivating heart of man. 

Be aware of the counsel of the conference that did not attempt to listen to, 
to acquire, 
to prepare for, 
to discern, 
to transmit, 
to institute, 

the will of God. 

Be aware of the counsel of the conference that does not know: 
to heed; 
the wisdom of; 
the reason for; 
the effect of; 

the counselling of God. 

Be aware of the perils implicit in the decisions carried by coercion, 
carried by the voice of dominance, 
carried by the pit of camaraderie - 

far from the word of God, 
far from the ways of God, 
far from the will of God.

Be aware of the counsel of the conference designed to curry favour, 
to not resolve the issue, 
to bring procrastination from the devil’s courtyard - 

the courtyard that does not know the counsel which could be construed as for the benefit of man.

For a man of righteousness has a lonely walk, 
has few who can counsel within the will of God, 
has even fewer who can see a vision laid before them; 
has many who will decry a performance of great merit, 
has many who would decry the effort expended to achieve an outcome sourced from angels,
has many who, 

without direction in their lives, 
shut down the dreams of others - 

the others - 
reaching out to wonders in the callings of their God.

For a man of righteousness has the strength of character, 
the boldness of his spirit, 
the support of his soul, 

to overcome, 
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to conquer, 
to lay waste, 
to bring to no avail - 

the plots, 
the schemes, 
the waywardness, 
the roadblocks, 
the dead-fall traps, 
the falls from grace - 

all of which - 
in the time of his dominion - 

Satan prepares as a roadway for the strewing of the dead of heart.

For a man of righteousness has a vision of the future, 
has the empowering of The Spirit, 
has the oversight of God. 

A man of righteousness sidesteps the lure of lust, 
 sidesteps the emblems of envy, 
 sidesteps the march of mountains, 
 sidesteps the income of iniquity, 
 sidesteps the catching of calumny, 
 sidesteps the peril of the promise.  

A man of righteousness sidesteps a visit of vacuity, 
the bleating of a body, 
the idleness of indigence, 

 sidesteps the needling of a net, 
the call of confidence, 
the wishes of the winsome. 

A man of righteousness sidesteps the snares of Satan, 
the dessert of devils, 
the feasting on the fallen. 

A man of righteousness has the stride of sovereignty, 
has the vision of the victory, 
has the scroll of sequence - 
has his body, 

his soul, 
his spirit: 

seeking the flag of freedom; 
the landscape of the loving; 
the promises to the pardoned.”

Anthony A Eddy
Hamilton, NZ

12.06 - 12.40, 1.10 - 1.43pm Thursday 6th May 2010

Righteousness (29.12.11)

“Righteousness is a prerequisite for entry into the presence of God.

Righteousness enables trust within the truth.
Righteousness prevails against the intent of evil.
Righteousness is the source of a relationship with God.

Righteousness surmounts the temptations of depravity,
the temptations of iniquity,
the temptations of debauchery,
the temptations of dishonesty,
the temptations of deceit,
the temptations of idolatry,
the temptations of man deemed by God as sin.
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Righteousness is built on faith,
is anchored on faith,
is established on faith.

For as righteousness exists within the character so it is ascribed as measured within the soul.
For as righteousness calibrates the influence of the spirit so the soul is plumbed to the depth ascribed.
For as righteousness surmounts the mountaintop of faith so sin is vanquished from the temple ascribed to God. 

Righteousness is the backbone of existence,
is the central concept within a life,
is the keynote of exploration,
is the harbinger of peace.

Righteousness walks hand in hand with God.

Righteousness does not straddle a fence of separation,
does not promote a shadow,
does not frequent the shade.

Righteousness is a companion to the son light,
is a companion to The Spirit’s counsel,
is inherent in The Father’s outlook.

Righteousness is an acquisition of the soul,
is an attribute of the justice of Divinity,
is a requirement issuing from the throne room of God.

Righteousness imparts strength into a character,
imparts strength to withstand temptation,
imparts strength to deflect the fiery darts of demons.

Righteousness is not kindled in the spirit,
is not transmitted to the soul,
is not manifested by the body:

by the pursuance of the temptations of man.

Righteousness imparts knowledge to pursue the wisdom which enables access to the counselling of God.

Righteousness is achievable through faith,
is achievable through freewill,
is achievable by a mindset of repentance,

a mindset of forgiveness,
a mindset of commitment,
a mindset which walks the morality of God.

Righteousness develops in a storyline of truth which rests upon a life as it learns the ways of God.

Righteousness develops as a life changes the contents of its shopping,
of what it carries home,
of what it chooses to consume,
of what it then discards as bitter to the tongue.

Righteousness follows the cleaning of a house,
the forsaking of idolatry,
the disposing of the dross which is not transmitted through the fire.

Righteousness abounds within the temple known to God,
is secure when cared for by The Spirit of God,
is protected when subjected to an unwise decision in the presence of God.

Righteousness is essential in the preparation of The Bride,
in the being of The Bride,
in the qualifying of The Bride.

Righteousness is at the forefront of discussion in the selection of The Bride,
in the encouraging of The Bride,
in the rejection of those who have delayed their preparation beyond the day of man.

Righteousness is not hidden in a stoppered bottle pending its release;
is not awaiting at the summit of a mountain built of glass and ice;
is not dependant on a list of do’s and don’ts;
is not a substance of the senses which puts a burden on a back;
is not the acquiring of a password which guarantees success;
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is not the sequencing of activities which builds a rope to heaven.

Righteousness is not proclaimed by man,
is not fettered by the freewill of man,
is not achieved by those without commitment.

Righteousness affects the heart of man,
affects the welfare of man,
affects the future of man,
affects the compassion of the love of man,
affects what becomes the centre of the affection of man,
affects the willingness of man to serve.

Righteousness is the gate which is opened by The Spirit of God in the presence of the faith of man:
as faith so dwells within the soul of man.

Righteousness has no weight to carry,
brings joy with exhilaration,
settles a life with clarity of perspective,

with understanding of the purpose,
with fulfilment bound within a new covenant in force.”

Anthony A Eddy      
Hamilton, NZ  

5.55 – 6.23pm Wednesday 28th,
9.21 – 10.55am Thursday 29th December 2011

The Barn of Righteousness (22.9.12)

“The barn of righteousness should be full and growing in the presence of My saints.

The barn of righteousness is built for expansion,
is built to be expanded.

The barn of righteousness has no limits as to height,
as to width,
as to length.

The barn of righteousness is limited by time.

The barn of righteousness has neither doors nor windows for peeping in and out,
for going in and out.

The barn of righteousness holds the accounts of God with The Holy Spirit placed in care.

The barn of righteousness rarely needs downsizing,
is seen to be expanding.

The barn of righteousness is the centre of rejoicing for the weak and the wasting,
for the hungry and the starving,
for the homeless and the aimless,
for the trusting and the faithful,
for the loving and the comforting,
for the foundlings and the orphans,
for the widows and the mothered.

The barn of righteousness feeds the spread of peace within the soul of man.
The barn of righteousness establishes and proceeds with the spreading of peace before the face of man.
The barn of righteousness is surrounded by the wealth of trade.

The barn of righteousness sees that none are robbed,
sees that none fail to improve their status in escaping from the valley of despair,
sees that the namesake of the barn is both secure and active.

The barn of righteousness is active in the time set for the daylight,
in the time set for the moonlight,
in the time as set for man.
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The barn of righteousness shines and glistens in the day,
glows and sparkles in the night.

The barn of righteousness emanates the sound of angels,
radiates the music of the heavens,
imparts the songs of God:

in the calls to man.

The barn of righteousness can be seen in a vision dressed in wonder,
in a vision of great beauty,
in a vision built for peace,
in a vision established for the end-time of man,
in a vision to be seen by many,
in a vision of the future disclosed within the present.

The barn of righteousness is known by the qualified of My Spirit,
is known in confirmation of such standing before The God who knows the home,
is known as a signing of My Spirit among the way stations of The Lord.”

Anthony A Eddy      
Hamilton, NZ  

9.38 – 10.21 am Saturday 22nd September 2012

Honour Your Family Members – Edict 5 (16.11.12)

“Edict Five from The Heavens unto The Earth.

Honour your parents;
honour your grand parents;
honour your siblings,
honour your children,
honour your grand children,
honour your in-laws:

that all may be well within your family –
both within the bounds of time and within the bounds of eternity.

For if man cannot love his family whom he knows,
how then can he love the wider family of God?

So as it is written under My final sacrifice so that shall be done by man:
to love one another as I have loved you,
to treat one another as you would be treated,
to honour the worth and value of man’s fellow man.

So it is required of man to forgive and not to keep account,
to overcome and not to avenge,
to build and not to tear down,
to guide and not to ignore,
to establish and to proclaim:

the relationships due the honouring of man among the family of man;
the relationships due the honouring of man among the family of God.

For love casts out all which hinders man:
brings righteousness with peace,
brings growth with development,
brings security of tenure to all within the family,

casts a canopy of protection over each who loves.

For love banishes evil intent from the soul of man –
as love grows and spreads;

banishes the need of imprisoning with locks –
as truth and trust in God replaces the fear and the dread of man.

For love is the final polisher and the buffer of the soul of man –
as love conquers all.

For love addresses strangers to become as neighbours and as friends,
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as brothers and as sisters,
under the citizenship of the reign of God.

For love shall be necessary in order to dwell within the kingdom of God upon the earth. 

For love shall be seen upon the earth of God –
as the days of My bride are no longer numbered in time,
as the days of My bride are extended in fulfilment on the earth in the presence of The Living God.

For love shall be seen as the very essence of God –
and of man within His likeness.”

Anthony A Eddy      
Hamilton, NZ  

5.14 – 6.37 am Friday 16th November 2012

The Friendships of Man (11.9.13)

“The friendships of man are often wary and unconciliatory under the strain of issues tied to health,
of issues tied to wealth,
of issues tied to stealth:

where warning signs are not immediately apparent,
where the loss is sudden and unforeseen,
where an attack on rectitude is unexpected yet effective.

The friendships of man are not established lightly,
are cautious in approach,
are in retreat upon a hurt,
are damaged by rejection,
are intended to survive the grave.

The friendships of man are tested from many perspectives,
are not affirmed by a handclasp of declaration,
are not affirmed by a lie embedded in a memory,
are not affirmed by a lack of attention when it is most needed.

The friendships of man are trivialized when centred on self-promotion:
then have foundations built on straw;

see the calls ignored while current;
see fewer visits on the timeline of a friendship;
see an initial friendship become but an acquaintance of the day.

The friendships of man can last a lifetime,
can last a season,
can result in mourning for that which has been lost.

The friendships of man can extend unto his pets of trust,
can extend unto the animals for which he cares,
can extend across the distances as families move or expand.

The friendships of man are magnified by love,
are magnified as a history develops,
are magnified as families grow together,
are magnified through shared experiences –

ones surviving through the storms so to flower in the sunlight of great joys.

The friendships of man see personalities interact,
see characters of like interests,
see kindred spirits resting at their ease,
sees souls drawn to one another because of shared beliefs,

because of shared goals,
because of shared knowledge of the past and wisdom for the future.

The friendships of man answer a call for help,
answer a need for food upon a table,
answer a call where counsel is required,
answer a call for a season in a life,
answer a call for comfort in a loss.
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The friendships of man are bound within the will of man to his fellow man;
are bound by the will of man to his loving God;
are bound through the three-way stranded cord which weaves honour and integrity intermixed with love:

this as a standout sign pointing to the heavens from where eternity is shared.”

Anthony A Eddy      
Hamilton, NZ  

6.58 – 7.11 am, 3.01 – 3.56 pm Wednesday 11th September 2013

The Surprises of Man (25.10.13)

“The surprises of man fall upon him unexpectedly,
fall upon him with suddenness of expression,
fall upon him to overload his senses in the moment of application.

The surprises of man are varied and far reaching,
are dramatic and minor,
are impelling and major.

The surprises of man may be life changing and intimidating,
may be awaited and appreciated,
may be random and peculiar.

The surprises of man occur both night and day,
occur both in fear and in appreciation,
occur both for his welfare and to his detriment.

The surprises of man may be welcomed or rejected,
may be true or false,
may be expensive or tawdry,
may be bright or dull.

The surprises of man can affect all aspects of his life,
can apply to all aspects of his death.

The surprises of man can be amicable or distasteful,
can emanate from the sacred or the secular,
can bring happiness or dreariness,
can cause exertion or relaxation,
can quicken or retard the perception of time.

The surprises of man are conveyed by the presence or the absence of the senses of man,
by the action or inaction of the senses of man,
by the reaction speed which dwells among the senses of man.

The surprises of man are sprung by Satan in usurping vengeance:
are sprung where faith is difficult to find,
are sprung on the dissonance of man,
are sprung without relief in sight.

The surprises of man are sprung by God:
when faith is immersed by the commitment of man,
within the mortal folds of time,
to enhance the fear of man,
to highlight the gifts of favour,
in bringing faith materialised upon the body before the spirit and the soul.

The surprises of man can make a heart beat faster,
can make a heart appear to miss a beat,
can make a heart be stilled.

The surprises of man evoke memories in need of grading,
in incidents worth discarding,
in recollections worth correcting.

The surprises of man have occurred down through his ages,
will continue in his future,
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will startle him in the present of his enduring.

The surprises of man lead him to discoveries he might not have otherwise had,
lead him to his turning points in life,
lead him to an accounting with God,
lead him to the understandings of God,
lead him to the forbidden zones of man,
lead him to sin without remorse,
lead him to acquire a habit to his pleasing,
lead him to seek the help of God.

The surprises of man often lead to a new beginning,
to the crossing of a threshold,
to the waiting arms of matrimony,
to the promises of surprise,
to the wonder of surprise,
to the miracle of surprise,
to the prayer curtain of surprise,
to the reconciliation of surprise.

The surprises of man are not the surprises of God.

The surprises of man are not the surprises of Satan.

The surprises of man are not the surprises of the onlookers,
are not the surprises of the attendants,
are not the surprises of the hosts.

The surprises of man are tempered by his attitude to life,
are tempered by his wish list,
are tempered by his character,
are tempered by his will,
are tempered by his prayers.

The surprises of man need to be reconciled with category,
reconciled with relevance,
reconciled with impact on the spirit and the soul,
reconciled with the welfare of the body.

The surprises of man are events of importance:
carry messages which should be understood,
impart knowledge missing from experience,
inlay the chords of memory in preparation,
introduce certainty in the presence of uncertainty,
warn man of imminent attack;

should neither be ignored nor seen as of little consequence when the attention span is stretched.

The surprises of man come without prior indication,
come as a drop of rain from a cloudless sky,
fall on the head of man even when sheltered by a hat.

The surprises of man are at their best when originating from God:
when serving the purposes of God,
when conveying the will of God,
when landing on man for the benefit of man.”

Anthony A Eddy      
Hamilton, NZ  

7.53 – 8.10 am Thursday 24th, 9.45 – 10.10 am, 3.37 – 4.08 pm Friday 25th  October 2013

The Generosity of Man (7.11.13)

“The generosity of man is not without reward –
as the accounts of heaven would be updated by his tithes and fruits –
as they may be gathered into the storehouse of The Lord:
as the windows of heaven illuminate the storehouse of The Lord,
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as My word is spread by My servants drawing from the storehouse of The Lord.

The generosity of man may contribute to my fare laid upon my table:
where the multitudes of man may so dine and feast.

The generosity of man may pay the fares of man incurred by My servants,
may pay the expenses attributed to their movements,

to their feeding and to their accommodation both of the day and of the night.

The generosity of man can soften the responsibility of those who guard the purse strings of My church,
of those who would balance the weight against demand,
of those charged with administering the funding along the guidelines established 

for My church –
in meeting the needs of those who come before Me in honour and in righteousness:

from their history with a lamb.

The generosity of man forms a beacon in the sky,
centres a spotlight before his footsteps,
lights the trail he treads in righteousness.

The generosity of man can endow his blessings upon the grateful,
can share more than he is asked,
can know his treasure and where he would want it stored,
can seek the affirmation of God as a relationship establishes.

The generosity of man does not close his hands upon a hoard,
does not rejoice at an increase in his wealth,
is wise to acknowledge the source from whence it came,
becomes aware of to whom it should belong.

The generosity of man startles the unjust,
surprises the greedy,
can lighten the way forward for the stars of God.

The generosity of man becomes familiar with the generosity of God,
becomes familiar with the objective of his life,
becomes familiar with the target which enlarges on approach,
becomes familiar with the guidance and the directions of The Lord.

The generosity of man does not succumb to envy,
does not become a victim of false pride,
does not wait upon the liars,
does not frequent the presence of the drunkards,
does not place wagers on the tables weighted to select a winner.

The generosity of man should deal in truth and righteousness,
should honour both God and man,
should testify of his encounters and of what The Lord has done.

The generosity of man can surface at The Spirit’s counsel,
can encounter the voice of God,
can carry a potential temple where e’er he goes,
can prefer the light to the darkness,
can be aware of the call upon his life.

The generosity of man becomes stable and selective,
becomes equipped with wisdom built on the gifts of God,
becomes fluent in his tongues,
becomes pure in his speech,
becomes a recipient of grace,
becomes known as a son of God.”

Anthony A Eddy      
Hamilton, NZ  

8.57 – 9.38 am Thursday 7th November 2013

* * * * * * *
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The Wealth of Man (16.6.109)

“The wealth of man is easily measured by man.

  The wealth of man is easily measured by God.

The disparity in the wealth of man is seated in the values of assessment –
                                                                           the basis of assessment –
                                                                           the core of the assessment.

The wealth of man,
           as measured by man,
                    counts accumulations,
                    counts deposits of his riches,
                    counts the things with which he plays,
                                the things that he has shed –
                       the enticements of the world that may masquerade as the wealth of man.

The wealth of man,
           as measured by God,
                    values the reasons for accumulations,
                               the reason for deposits and whether they are locked,
                               the reasons for the things with which he plays.

The valuation by God of the wealth of man is impacted by:
      whether the heart is tabulated with the values of the world or is softened to hear the quiet impartation from a counsel that may 

disclose a need;
      whether the soul still beats a chest in its rampage of the self or has learnt obedience and no longer shouts ‘I shall’;
      whether the spirit’s voice is silenced in despair or is permitted to grow a character that appeals from within the grave.

The valuation by God of the wealth of man is magnified by the treasures accumulated in heaven –
                                                         those that adorn the gown of life –
                                                                                   the gown worn within the grave –
                                                                                   the gown seen there only by the angels –
                                                                                   the gown that clothes upon transformation from the grave in preparation for 

eternity that faith and hope reward.

The valuation by God of the wealth of man has:
           a process that is not secret;
                 a benefit revealed –
                 a prize greatly to be esteemed;
                                        has a declaration at a seat of justice.

The valuation by God of the wealth of man is always extremely accurate –
                                                                      does not forget –
                                                                      does not overlook –
                                                                      does not undervalue.

The valuation by God of the wealth of man knows the gateway of repentance.

The valuation by God of the wealth of man is not subject to exaggeration,
                                                                      is enabled to accompany man beyond the grave,
                                                                      is the only wealth the wise endeavour to accumulate.
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Beware of the wealth of man that burns as straw thrown on the fire –
                                               that does not survive the burnishing of the grave –
                                               that does not trouble the hardened heart.

Beware of the wealth of man that is not present on a gown when needed –
                                               that stays within a vault –
                                               that always is left behind.

Beware of the wealth of man that is present only for an instant –
                                               that leaves a vacuum in the future –
                                               that screams of the paucity of man.”

Anthony A Eddy
Hamilton, NZ

Tuesday 16th June 2009

The Trinkets of The Heart

“The trinkets of the heart are gathered one by one.

The trinkets of the heart are not gender sensitive.

The trinkets of the heart testify of the gods of each heart.

The trinkets of the heart are obtained without approval,
                                        have not had a blessing sought,
                                        will not bestow good health upon a body.

The trinkets of the heart are not known as the desires of the heart.

The trinkets of the heart are the wants of the soul.

The trinkets of the heart are seized upon a moment,
                                        are acquired to satisfy the eye,
                                        are sought to deafen the ear of the spirit,
                                        are designed to appeal to the body as the armour of that soul.

The trinkets of the heart invade the homes of man,
                                        make statements of idolatrous belief,
                                        speak volumes to a guest,
                                        deny the spoken words in opposition.

           Beware of the trinkets of the heart that are garish,
                                                                   that distract the ear,
                                                                   that desecrate the body,
                                                                   that invade the presence of the nose.

           Beware of the trinkets of the heart that speak of other gods,
                                                                   that pervert the soul,
                                                                   that dampen down the spirit,
                                                                   that squander the time of man.

           Beware of the trinkets of the heart that will bring curses from their origins,
                                                                         will barter with the soul for right of occupation,
                                                                         will bring blasphemy to the lips,
                                                                         will stem the seeking of the spirit after truth.

           Beware of the trinkets of the heart that capture the neck of man,
                                                                                       the wrist of man,
                                                                                       the flesh of man,
                                                                                       the extremities of man.

           Beware of the trinkets of the heart that capture the wealth of man in collections without merit.

           Beware of the trinkets of the heart that will not festoon a gown of great importance.

The trinkets of the heart confess no shame upon an injury,
                                        use vanity to clothe the proud,
                                        declare self-righteousness to the uninhibited.
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The trinkets of the heart tear at the heart of God,
                                        decompose the bearings of the Cross,
                                        lead the wayward along paths they should not choose.

The trinkets of the heart cannot bind the saints of God,
                                        cannot establish dominion within the guidance of My Spirit,
                                        will not tempt the righteous who know fellowship with God.

The trinkets of the heart will become as ashes at the grave.”

Anthony A Eddy
Hamilton, NZ

4.28pm Friday 10th July 2009

The Love of Money (11.2.11)

“Money is the creation of man,
is his token of exchange,
is his deeming of set values,
is of worth only while trust is unimpeded,
is for the holding only when trust is likely to continue,
is of use only if it can be exchanged.

Money has a value when with the backing of gold,
 money has a value when governments do not defraud the saver for the benefit of taxes,
 money has a value in times of stable prices,
 money has a value when coins retain their value of exchange,
 money has a value as citizens are honest,
 money has a value,

as a store of constant wealth,
when the coinage of the day purchases the goods of yesteryear.

Money loses its value through the knavishness of man in discovering how legally to rob,
 money loses its value through the knavishness of governments in discovering the wealth within the printing press,
 money loses its value within the spectre of inflation,
 money loses its value with the loss of ability to purchase that which it once could do,
 money loses its value in the pensions of the elderly and the infirm,
 money loses its value as wages struggle to keep up.

So the money of the world chases the highest offer,
chases the roguish promise,
chases the filling of the coffers before the cut and run.

So the money of the world shies from the slightest risk,
seeks safe haven for the gains,
seeks public dispersal of the losses.

So the money of the world accrues in offshore accounts in distant lands of secrecy,
 so the money of the world accrues to the unjust with their dark transactions,

accrues to the wealthy as a total they can no longer count,
accrues in vaults on paper which is not worth a match,
accrues as it is cycled in circles round and round,
accrues to the vultures of the vestiges who leave nothing on the bones,

nothing in the shell,
nothing in the vault:

but a wave of broken promises which are dumped upon the tearful.

So the rich are the richer,
 so the poor are the poorer,
 so the foolish are the wiser:

so the blind begin to see,
so the deaf begin to listen,
so the dumb begin to question.

Lo!
The conquistadores of the century ride off to their bolt-holes with their bags of plunder gone before.
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Such as these,
who have no scruples,

need a change wrought upon their soul if they are not to stand,
within the courts of justice,

before a great white throne –
whereon sits He who holds the keys to hell.”

Anthony A Eddy      
Hamilton, NZ  

2.51 – 4.11pm Friday 11th February 2011

The End-time Excessive Wealth of Man (13.4.12)

“The end-time of the success of man in compiling wealth beyond his needs is of witness in itself –
as fortunes vaporize as if held within a fog bank in the dawn,

are lost upon the sun rise of the fraud,
are not reborn upon the appearance of the dusk.

The end-time excessive wealth of man gained without a purpose dissipates as jelly on a road baking in the sunlight,
as water through a sieve without a pail,
as water on a sandy shore without a scoop,
as when washed without a screen in a raging torrent which 

carries all before.

The end-time excessive wealth of man speaks of how it is obtained by overcharging,
how it is generated by foolish valuations,
how it is condoned by the gearing wheels which multiply,
how it is found hidden for discovery,
how it is created in the networks of ones and zeroes,
how it is frittered from a game of chance.

The end-time excessive wealth of man speaks of how it is interred in the vaults of darkness:
as if marooned from the life of the sun.

The end-time excessive wealth of man is only rarely earned,
is only rarely justified,
is only rarely knighted by a blessing.

The end-time excessive wealth of man often demonstrates commonality in accumulation,
often demonstrates commonality in dispersal.

The end-time excessive wealth of man can come and go without appreciation for opportunities not realized,
not taken-up,
not foreseen in wisdom for what they 

really are.

The end-time excessive wealth of man can damage reputations in its accrual,
can bring the honouring of man in its allocations to the cause of merit.

The end-time excessive wealth encountered by man is a challenge in disposal where happiness is the goal of life,
is a challenge in sharing where many hands are opened,
is a challenge in keeping where the soul becomes endangered,
is a challenge before the courts of man where fragmentation is the goal,
is a challenge from with-holding where justice is not served,
is a challenge to success where guarding becomes the prime objective.

The end-time excessive wealth is handled correctly by the walk of righteousness,
by the heart which seeks the light of truth,
by the soul which knows its destiny through choice,
by that character of man which acknowledges the powers of good and evil:

and can perceive the value in the difference.”

Anthony A Eddy      
Hamilton, NZ  

12.51 – 1.10pm Thursday 12th, 8,24 – 8.40; 8.45 –  9.15am Friday 13th April 2012
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The Storm of The Wealth of Man (6.8.12)

“Behold,
the storm of the wealth of man gathers as the dust clouds in the desert,

gathers the pressure cells in combination,
gathers the despair of man for circulation on the earth.

The storm of the wealth of man awaits the pressure build-up,
awaits the festering and the spreading of concern,
awaits the wind change from within the deserts bringing dust unto all the seas.

The storm of the wealth of man is building on the debt of man perceived as due to be dishonoured,
on the indebted paper of a nation accumulated in the east,
on the debt of a nation where no-one wants its paper,
on the debt of a nation whose collateral is out of reach of creditors,
on the debt of a nation who uses its printing press to paper over the cracks growing by the 

day.

The storm of the wealth of man is a storm of self-destruction,
is a storm with repeated echoes,
is a storm which blows the paper of man before it in the dust where no-one picks it up.

The storm of the wealth of man is the outpouring of a loss of faith,
the final surfacing of what has become the time of unbelief,
the opening of the barn doors as the hoarding,

infested with the nests,
is expelled together with the rats and mice.

The storm of the wealth of man reaches the final tipping point as the storm demolishes the houses built with cards,
the paper trails which move in circles,
the signatures not called to account for the end 

result,
the artful use of paper whose value no longer 

is able to be established,
whose value only makes it fit for origami.

The storm of the wealth of man ends with dreams in tatters,
ends with retirement plans destroyed,
ends with false wisdom after the event.

The storm of the wealth of man envelops all within the dustball out in front,
catches the herd completely unaware still enmeshed in promises,
catches the bulls upon the cattle stops of driveways to the mansions,
catches cows upon the cowcatchers at the forefront of the freight trains,
catches the slickest and the slowest before they have the time to move,
catches the greedy and the foolish with their stockpiles unprotected:

their stockpiles which wither as they watch.

The storm of the wealth of man breaks upon the moving of a second hand upon a timepiece held by man,
is in full flood well before the closing bell of desperation,
resurges at the day break of new venues frozen in the fright,
overcomes the barriers intended for protection of the bank roll of a nation,
surges round the earth gathering momentum –

as the shops put up their shutters,
as the shops call out to the landlords,
as the shops go up for sale,
as the shops are seen to have no back-stops for when the emperor is seen to have no clothes.

The storm of the wealth of man brings the castles tumbling to the earth;
lets the moats be forded when the water is seen to be but ankle deep;
lets the gates be opened as the inhabitants surrender before the folly evident as undressed –

with the discovering of the myth propounded;
lets the ransacking of the castles continue unabated –

as the lemmings of the world of finance rush unto the cliffs knowing there are no ladders down.

The storm of the wealth of man has the speed of conquest,
defies the speed of man,
is tied to the tail-end of the shadow as it is seen to cross the earth.
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The storm of the wealth of man has horrific consequences on the seats of commerce:
in the thorough loss of trust;
in the widespread suspicion of the folding coinage of the sovereign realms;
in the demanding of repayment of all the forms of debt;
in the loss of value bound to all collateral within the instruments of exchange.

The storm of the wealth of man is held in check as it bypasses –
looks on from a distance without touching or infringing –

the golden sheen in safe keeping;
the golden metal with a history of success in trade;
the golden target which paces the spiking of inflation,

which defies the cutting edge of deflation;
the storm-proof golden holder of the value of the day:
the safe and golden harbour holding the gold of God.

Wise is man,
wise are the saints:

who know the gold of God is held safely un-pledged within each storehouse –
able to withstand the firestorms affecting the wealth of man:

when the paper inscribed by man is not worth the chasing,
is not worth the catching,

as it blows away.

The storm of the wealth of man teeters within its own gestation;
as the machines of man spit out the ink-demanding balances of numbers;
as qualified by the trailing zeroes which man can no longer count unaided,

can no longer redeem,
can no longer swap,

can no longer sell,
can no longer either value or access the collateral of the day as it changes by the night.

Foolish indeed are they who sleep without concern for what the day will bring.
Foolish are they who procrastinate their way to ruin.
Foolish are those driven by the quest for wealth without the knowledge of the market –

in which they choose to play.

Wise are those who pursue their visions in linkage with the hand of God,
in linkage with the counsel of His Spirit,
in linkage with the destiny of wonder.”

Anthony A Eddy      
Hamilton, NZ

8.14– 8.55 am, 3.44 – 5.16 pm Sunday 5th, 9.02 – 9.11 am Monday 6th August 2012 A.D.

The Seeding of Wealth (26.2.14)

“The seeding of wealth by planting seeds which are unrelated,
of different kinds,
of different fruit,

will not return that which is expected to a heart of double-mindedness,
to a heart of uncertainty,
to a heart of trial and error.

The seeding of wealth can be a concept allied to the fortune hunters of the past,
can be a concept both misused and misquoted,
can be but a scheme of immaturity which shakes within its setting,
can be but as a reservoir of water watched as it soaks into the sand,
can be but a dissipation of that which was gathered with great care,
can be but a measure of the wisdom currently installed.

The seeding of wealth is a practice where the intent is all important,
with the guidance going on before.

The seeding of wealth is the secret to independence from the Shylocks of the world,
is the secret derived from inbound wisdom,
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is the secret evident in denial by the shaking of the head,
is the secret formulated for success,
is the secret worth remembering by those who would climb the ladder:

those with righteousness and purpose;
those with commitment and sustainability;
those with initiative and drive;
those who do not break the bounds in achieving

long term goals;
those who value their integrity and keep it to the fore.

The seeding of wealth brings about accretions over time,
compounding interest accruing every period,
doubling of capital with a frequency determined by the interest rate and rest.

The seeding of wealth is a recipe known by the wise,
is used by the wise,
is a law accepted by the wise.

The seeding of wealth knows the law which yields the secret of the doubling frequency:
the interest rate calling on division into 72.

The seeding of wealth knows the law which blesses wealth creation;
knows the law behind the fortunes which have changed the world –

for better and for worse;
knows the law which sustains philanthropy;
knows the law which feeds the charities;
knows the law which builds foundations filled for teaching;
knows the law which services families,

hierarchies,
princes,
kingdoms;

knows the law which invites embezzlement and fraud.

The seeding of wealth is well known to the wise as a viable objective,
accounts for any bite stolen by inflation,
accounts for any chunk taken by taxation,
accounts for the amount within a trust.

The seeding of wealth knows the value of discernment,
knows the value of protecting nest eggs –

from rust and vermin in their guises –
from attacks upon the future –

in guarding the nest egg in the present so the objectives of the future can accumulate without impediment:
to not be pilfered on the way.

The seeding of wealth is at its fastest when contributions are the greatest in the early years,
before interests lends a hand,
before interest starts to match,
before interest overwhelms.

The seeding of wealth is most dramatic for the young,
is most effective when not tapped,
is most dramatic when the interest far exceeds the draw-off in maturity.

The seeding of wealth can be dependent on bricks and mortar,
can be dependent upon the gleam of gold,
can be dependent upon securities of paper held within the vaults,
can be dependent upon demand in the presence of a customer,
can be dependent upon addiction,
can be dependent upon monopolies,
can be dependent upon dishonesty involving much deceit.

The acquiring of wealth can absorb the will of man,
can bring its own addiction,
can make a miser of a multi-millionaire.

The acquiring of wealth is made difficult for the employed,
is assisted for the self-employed.

The acquiring of wealth is not a means without an end,
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should not be a knot which binds the wealth seeker to an early grave,
is not sufficient cause for the neglecting of a family,
has an endpoint of sufficiency as independence is acquired:

as freedom accepts an invitation to attend.

The acquiring of wealth knows the passing of the years,
knows how the nest egg grows or shrinks each day,
knows the cost of everything:

yet rarely seeks the valuable.

The acquiring of wealth covers both the sacred and the secular,
should result in an even balance:

with confirmation of no tipping of the scales.

The acquiring of wealth is a blessing from The Lord when deemed to be held in trust and righteousness prevails within the soul.”

Anthony A Eddy      
Hamilton, NZ  

3.00 – 3.04, 4.24 – 5.40 pm Tuesday, 5.22 – 6.48 am Wednesday 26th February 2014

The Holding of My Gold (2.3.14)

“The holding of My gold is a sacred charter of preservation,
is valid when the heart is cleansed,
is valid when greed is widely present and deceit is perceived to rule in places built on trust,
is valid when the promise on the paper is no longer held in faith,
is valid when the promise is turned into a humming lie –

from keeping the presses running hot until all the paper is used up,
is valid when the banks of man prepare to activate the process of foreclosure,

the sharing of the projected shortfalls,
the seeking of relief from the last resort,
the close examining of contracts where the type is at its 

smallest.
The holding of My gold is a safe harbour while the storms play out,

while the deceitful are still trying to deceive,
while the innocent are being set up to be fleeced on the grandest of grand scales,
while values once considered safe are mined for all which can be squeezed,
while paper is still tendered for acceptance in the pretence of having value.

The holding of My gold should be based upon perception:
should be based upon opinion considered independent;

considered reliable;
considered truthful in all aspects of a given situation –

where papered value is being questioned in advance.

The holding of My gold is for when the bulwarks of value are most likely to come crashing down:
are not likely to be able to withstand the collective refusals

of the proffered paper;
of the coinage;
of the shocks and scares;

are not likely to survive the pressure of collective selling;
are not likely to be able to continue purchasing when inflation spirals 

skywards by the day;
are not likely to meet the needs of life as supplies are detained through 

resources growing scarce.
The holding of My gold should be placed well out of reach of those without entitlement.

The holding of My gold should be preserved for when it is able to compensate for that which has been lost,
has been taken,
has been misplaced –

by those who no longer qualify as the repositories of trust.

The holding of My gold is the last bastion of value on the earth,
the last bastion accepted by the people,
the last bastion which has stood the test of time,
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the last bastion of trading which will not be seen to fail,
the last bastion which will not be questioned,
the last bastion which will be readily accepted as a modicum of exchange.

The holding of My gold is simple and succinct,
cannot be destroyed,
needs no polishing to shine,
is not difficult to count,
holds value as determined by limited supply and acceptable demand.

The holding of My gold is taken from My storehouse of the earth,
is lent until return,
is claimed by man when understanding does not dawn,
can be passed from hand to hand via short term possession with ownership not established,
can be passed in as scrap ready for the refiner’s fire –

for such is the peculiarity of the gold of God.

The holding of My gold is often regarded as treasure,
is often used to decorate,
is often used to reward the senses,
is often the cause of admiration in displaying the skill of the goldsmith –

as he works to make the emblems of success.

The holding of My gold at length does not arise through envy,
does not arise in pride,
does not arise through selfishness,
does not arise in greed.

The holding of My gold arises in being held in trust by man;
of willingness to relinquish within the will of God;
of willingness to subordinate the gold entrusted to being made available under divine decree;
of willingness to seek the seconding of the will of God –

prior to allocation to a cause,
a need,
the servicing of tasking from The Lord.

The holding of My gold should be a more common occurrence in the lives of My people,
should be seen as a necessity in these end times,
should be seen as a means of bartering at the forefront of a queue,
should be a safeguard for My people when threatened by the coming knaves,
should be seen as a personal storehouse of much value when surrounded by the dross.

The holding of My gold,
My eternal gold,

sees man with a hand upon eternity,
a hand upon the gold of God,
a hand with the knowledge to know the source of wisdom,

to know the power of the spoken word,
to accept and dwell within the fear and sanctity

of a relationship with God.”

Anthony A Eddy      
Hamilton, NZ  

2.04 – 4.47 pm Sunday 2nd March 2014

* * * * * * *
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E.  Why aim for a Healthy Body, Soul, and Spirit?

1. The Temple of The Body (12.12.08) P 83
2. The Body of Man 1 - Designed (15.12.08) P 84
3. The Body of Man 2 - A House (17.12.08) P 85
4. The Body of Man 3 - A Temple (18.12.08) P 87
5. The Body of Man 4 - Protected (19.12.08) P 89

The Temple of The Body (12.12.08)

“I,
      The Lord,
           speak to the people and say none can travel the thoroughfare to heaven without repentance.

                                          None can travel the thoroughfare to heaven without an entry in The Lamb’s Book of Life.

                                          None can travel the thoroughfare to heaven without understanding,
                                                                                                                without acceptance,
                                                                                                                without acknowledgement.

           Listen to the prompting of the spirit,
                          the prompting of the conscience –
                                        that incubates the sprouting of the seed of faith.

           For faith will lead to the presence of The Spirit and the learning of the Wisdom of God.

           The wisdom of God,
                      the counsel of The Spirit,
                                 will lead man home to dwell in the presence of God.

           Man is led along a narrow way beset by temptation on every side during his mortality.
                      But after the crossing point is reached,
                            man sets foot on the thoroughfare to heaven or the pathway to hell.

           Man is not intended to take the pathway to hell.

                      Avoid temptations of the soul,
                                 indulgences of the soul,
                                 entertainment of the soul –
                                             avoid the feeding paths and roadways that lead man to travel the pathway to hell.

           Read My Word and testimony that builds a hedge of protection around the soul.

           Procure and attain the knowledge that is necessary.
           Listen and enquire from those able to instruct.
           Implement the changes that have an eternal reward.

          Turn from the ways of man.
          Greet the ways of God.
          Repent of all that shames the spirit.

          Receive a new beginning –
                           erasing all the records by immersion –
                           welcome the presence of God within the temple of the body.

          The temple of the body reacts to the presence of My Spirit.

          The temple of the body has a new direction.
          The temple of the body sets foot on a different route.
          The temple of the body is guided by My Spirit.

          The temple of the body has company that upholds,
                                                                      that supports,
                                                                      that sustains.

          The temple of the body denies the flesh.
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          The temple of the body reaches out for truth,
                                                                    for light,
                                                                    for a destiny that is complete in every way.

          The temple of the body is preserved,
                                                 will be renewed,
                                                 will be exalted in a different form.

          The temple of the body should not be sacrificed to man.
          The temple of the body should not be sacrificed to the foe.
          The temple of the body should not be sacrificed to idols.

          The temple of the body should be preserved by man for a higher use.

          The temple of the body has yet to attain full glory,
                                                       yet to reach its pinnacle,
                                                       yet to be furnished in The Kingdom of God.”

Anthony A Eddy
Hamilton, NZ

10.06am Friday 12th December 2008

The Body of Man 1 – Designed (15.12.08)

“The body of man is a masterpiece of construction.

The body of man has built in talent.
The body of man has attributes of speciality.
The body of man has uniqueness of abilities.
The body of man has expansion capabilities.

The body of man has the power of self-repair.
The body of man has the power of self-determination.
The body of man has the power of self-belief.
The body of man has the power of self-assessment.
The body of man has the power of self.

The body of man has the authority to wander.
The body of man has the authority to stray.
The body of man has the authority to meander all his days.

The body of man has the gift that orders his steps,
                                               that aligns his steps,
                                               that brings structure to his steps.

The body of man has the right to be preserved,
                                   the right to be renewed,
                                   the right to be eternal.

The body of man has a destiny with the soul,
                                   a destiny with the spirit,
                                   a destiny with the mind.

The body of man has an existence that has been planned,
                                   an existence that develops,
                                   an existence that has a forward extension.

The body of man has potential not yet realized.
The body of man has potential for a time hidden behind the future time of man.
The body of man should be treated with all honour.

The body of man should be consecrated to God.
The body of man should be baptized by man.
The body of man should be baptized by The Spirit.

The body of man needs to receive the promises of God that arise from a second birth.

The body of man has need to be prepared for the third birth –
                                  the passing through the grave –
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                                  the life event of death.

The body of man is conveyed on the voyage of discovery by the promises of God.

The body of man is in the image of God.

The body of man did not evolve by error,
                                              nor by trial.

The body of man was created by the spoken word of God.

God does not rely on chance to carry out His will.

God has no need for cause,
        has no need for effect,
                                    in validating the spoken word of God.

The scholarship of man has failed in apportioning the glory of creation to the assumed sequencing of time.

Time is not random –
 time is not consistent –
 time is not continuous –
 time is multi-dimensioned –
                                  within the scholarship of God.”

Anthony A Eddy
Hamilton, NZ

2.09pm Monday 15th December 2008

The Body of Man 2 – A House (17.12.08)

“The body of man is prepared as if a temple.
The body of man is intended to be a temple.
The body of man is a temple when in-dwelt by My Spirit.

The body of man stands in honour as the temple of The Spirit.
The body of man stands in shame at the abuse of the enemy of man.
The body of man should not be required to suffer shame.

The body of man cannot withstand the onslaught of the enemy of man.

The body of man cannot withstand onslaughts with permission,
                                                         onslaughts of connivance,
                                                         onslaughts of premeditation.

The body of man cannot withstand onslaughts bred through compliance.

The body of man cannot combat repeated abuses of the halls of access.
The body of man cannot handle the duress of contamination within the halls of access.
The body of man cannot prevent the transference of control that opens the halls of access.

           The halls of access open to rooms that are all occupied,
                                                   to rooms that function according to the plumbing,
                                                   to rooms that recognize the handshakes offered by the rooms.

           The halls of access are emptied and cleaned.

           The halls of access lead to all the rooms.

           A room that refuses a handshake causes trouble in the halls,
                                                                           trouble for the room refused,
                                                                           trouble for the housekeeper.

The housekeeper quarantines the occupant of the offending room.
The housekeeper sends a team of friends to attend the occupant.

The housekeeper is most distraught when encountering an occupant who still refuses to shake hands,
                                                                                                              who shakes hands weakly,
                                                                                                              who lets his grasp slip to the floor.

The housekeeper partly closes the door to such a room.
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An occupant who is recalcitrant vexes the resources of the housekeeper.
An occupant who is sleeping does not vie for the attention of the housekeeper.
An occupant who is sick can cause a life event of contamination.

An occupant of uniqueness cannot have the room’s door closed,
                                             cannot have the plumbing blocked,
                                             cannot prevent the attention of the housekeeper.

The occupants of the rooms are at home throughout the house.

The occupants of the rooms chatter constantly.
The occupants of the rooms discuss their levels of activity.
The occupants of the rooms talk of workloads that come and go.

The occupants of the rooms can each call for attention,
                                              can pretend to go to sleep,
                                              can exercise in a frenzy.

The occupants of the rooms grow and develop,
                                              are strong and virile,
                                              age and weaken.

The occupants of the rooms become tired and ask for little sustenance,
                                                                          offer little sustenance,
                                                                          produce little sustenance.

The housekeeper watches very carefully the sustenance available,
                                                                 the sustenance accepted,
                                                                 the sustenance rejected.

           The halls of access have defences along their corridors.

           The halls of access have defences that are continually surveyed,
                                                                  that are continually inspected,
                                                                  that are continually maintained.

The housekeeper is responsible for the level of security,
                                                         the maintenance of security,
                                                         the breaches of security.

           The breaches of security are serious and real.
           The breaches of security may be minor or massive.
           The breaches of security may be physical or spiritual.

           The breaches of security ring alarms,
                                                   are reported,
                                                   call support.

           The breaches of security scares the housekeeper,
                                                   prepares for attack,
                                                   brings support to the fore.

           The breaches of security may be of short or long duration.

           The breaches of security may lead to the establishment of a foreign colony of a single warlord.

           The breaches of security grow worse when not repaired –
                                                                       when not foiled –
                                                                       when not rebutted –
                                                                                       on the first alarm.

The author of the house does not attack the house.
The author of the house has a different agenda.
The author of the house desires to convert houses into temples.

           The enemy of man failed to become a co-author.

           The enemy of man inflicts his enmity on the house of man,
                                                                             the shell of man,
                                                                             the glove of man,
                                                                             the habitation of man,
                                                                             the body of man,
                                                                             the temple of man.
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           The enemy of man has forces that can breach the security of the house,
                                                            that can rampage down the halls of access,
                                                            that can lay waste the rooms of residence.

           The enemy of man must be kept outside the house,
                                          must be promptly evicted when found at home,
                                          must not be tolerated while in the process of destruction.

           The enemy of man is too dangerous to invite in as a guest,
                                                                      to concur with in agreement,
                                                                      to ignore when in the guise of innocence.

           The enemy of man desires to destroy the temple prior to rebirth,
                                                       to destroy the house before conversion,
                                                       to capture the soul while still vulnerable.

           The enemy of man is correctly so called,
                                          is serious and determined,
                                          attacks with ferocity and vengeance,
                                          never rests nor sleeps.

           The enemy of man selects the weakest point,
                                           delays attention,
                                           uses stealth.

           The enemy of man is the master of procrastination,
                                          is Satan in his guises,
                                          is the prince of darkness,
                                          is Beelzebub,
                                          is the fallen angel,
                                          is the inquisitor of the heavens,
                                          is the current ruler of the earth.

           Foolish,
                      indeed,
                                 are those who are likely to condone;
                                                 who deny his existence;
                                                 who believe the lies of centuries;
                                                 who don’t defend themselves;
                                                 who fail to take up the weapons of defence;
                                                 who don’t cry out for assistance –
                                                                        to the allies of man –
                                                                        to the friends of man –
                                                                        to the readers of the Book –
                                                                        to the author of the house –
                                                                        to the author of the temple –
                                                                        to the author of the Book:
                                                                                        the book that has as author the Name above all Names.”

Anthony A Eddy
Hamilton, NZ

1.40pm Wednesday 17th December 2008

The Body of Man 3 – A Temple (18.12.08)

“The enemy of man would stalk the halls of entry of the body of man.
  The enemy of man is no respecter of man.
  The enemy of man records each success.

           The enemy of man is not easily repelled,
                                          is not easily evicted,
                                          is not easily overcome.

           Overcoming the enemy of man restores function to the body,
                                                              enables full recuperation,
                                                              confirms the restoration as a gift of God.
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           Pain is the signature of the enemy of man,
           infection running wild is the signature of the enemy of man.
           Failure of the function of a room is the signature of the enemy of man.

           The signature of the enemy of man can be erased from that on which it is written.
           Man should not carry the signature of the enemy of man.
           Man should crave for freedom from the signature that convicts.

Man can regain freedom with care and understanding,
                                                obedience and defiance,
                                                faith and repentance.

Success does not come through the shortcuts of man.
Success does not come from the anguish of the soul.
Success does not come from partial movements of the lips.

Success comes from the desire of the heart,
                                  the contriteness of the spirit,
                                  the warmth of the welcome,
                                  the mastery of the soul.

The house with all its rooms or the temple with its chambers,
                                                                       can both be cleansed and purified from the virus of the foe.

           The virus of the foe comes in many different clothes.
           The virus of the foe should not be placed in wardrobes.
           The virus of the foe should be seen for what it is.
           The virus of the foe should not be let to incubate.
           The virus of the foe has a deadliness of purpose.
           The virus of the foe does not accept responsibility.

The house should be repainted.
The house should be refurnished.
The house should be trimmed to size.

The house should be re-piled.
The house should be maintained so function is retained.
The house should be made inviting for a guest that may come and stay.

The temple has a guest that is at home.

The temple should be maintained so function is retained.

The temple may need to be renewed,
                   may need a coat of paint,
                   may need water-blasting first.

The temple has foundations that need to be reinforced.

The temple has walls that may need straightening.

The temple has a roof that may sometimes leak,
                                    that may result in the catching of a cold,
                                    that may give reason for reflection.

The temple should not lean,
                   should be erect,
                   should not cast a shadow.

The temple should not harbour a rubbish bin within.

The temple should not have a signature hidden in a wardrobe.

The temple should be full of light,
                   should be fitted with loudspeakers that broadcast to the world,
                   should be a lighthouse to the ships at sea,
                   should point to a safe haven in a foggy world.

The temple is protective.

The temple carries honour.

The temple is worthy of admiration,
                       worthy of a future,
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                       worthy of great care.

The signatures of the foe can be erased through a fourfold pronged attack that repents,
                                                                                                                             confesses,
                                                                                                                             evicts,
                                                                                                                             renews or repairs:
                                                                                                                        by repentance for the lack of maintenance,
                                                                                                                                                     the lack of care,
                                                                                                                                                     the lack of appreciation of the home.

Repentance is a change of heart,
                          commitment to repair,
                        an urgency to clean,
                                          to prevent contamination,
                                          to keep the defences of the halls of access in pristine condition.

Confession of repentance is announced by the lips,
                                             gauged by the actions,
                                             confirmed by the heart,
                                             rejoiced over by the spirit,
                                          modifies the soul.

           Confession of faith is the adjunct to repentance.

The eviction of the foe is by the commanding prayer of faith,
                                              the commanding prayer accepted,
                                              the commanding prayer of completion issued with authority in the Name above all Names.

           The evictor does not need to converse with an evictee.

The renewal or repair of the house and of the temple is the will of God manifested in the life of man.

           Renewal or repair is accomplished by the prayer of earnestness,
                                                                                         of sincerity,
                                                                                         of righteousness.

                     The prayer that is as incense in a golden bowl.

                      A prayer that is in agreement reaches past the heavens.

                      A prayer that requires,
                                     that seeks,
                                     that deserves,
                                               a miracle in the life of man is carefully considered by The Word.”

Anthony A Eddy
Hamilton, NZ

11.43am Thursday 18th December 2008

The Body of Man 4 – Protected (19.12.08)

“The body of man is not endowed to flee.
The body of man is not endowed to scent the wind.
The body of man is not endowed with a skin of camouflage.

The body of man is endowed to think.
The body of man is endowed to wield.
The body of man is endowed to take dominion.

The body of man is not endowed to crawl,
                            is not endowed to slither,
                            is not endowed to swim.

The body of man is not endowed to fly,
                            is not endowed to lie in wait,
                            is not endowed for stealth.

The body of man is endowed to talk,
                            is endowed to sing,
                            is endowed to play.
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The body of man is endowed to stand,
                            is endowed with self,
                            is endowed with the awareness of God.

The body of man is for a wondrous journey.
The body of man can change form and appearance.
The body of man is for supervision and command. 

The body of man has been prepared by God.

           The soul knows the potential of the body of man.
           The spirit regards as precious the body of man.
           The mind must learn the value of the body of man.

           The foe has the body of man targeted for destruction prior to its transition to a higher state.

           The target for destruction is again to separate man from God,
                                                                  to nullify the sacrifice of God,
                                                                  to make forever permanent the loneliness of man.
           The enemy of man has no mercy.
           The enemy of man is constant in harassment.
           The enemy of man has successes when he shouldn’t.
           The enemy of man has a future that is foretold.

           Foolish are they who befriend,
                                              accommodate,
                                              do not evict the entity of spirit whose future has been so declared.
                         The entity of spirit,
                                     the immortal entity of spirit,
                                     the enemy of man,
                            has a place prepared for him that is not to his satisfaction.

           Foolish are they who choose to follow the vicious entity of rebellion to that place preserved,
                                                                                                                         to that place reserved,
                                                                                                                         to that place that imposes,
                                                                                                                                              that inflicts,
                                                                                                                                              that exacts,
                                                                                                                                      just tribulation for decisions made.

           Foolish are they who do not recover while they can,
                                      who do not listen when they hear,
                                      who do not decide to act without procrastination.

           The foolish will regret –
                                             the stupidity exhibited in their mortality –
                                             the misspending of their youth –
                                             the loss of opportunity –
                                                  as they stand before a judgement throne that is unlikely to reprieve.

           The foolish are in denial of their God,
                              have chosen other Gods,
                              have accepted the fate of Satan.

           The foolish are called to repent,
                                               to walk a higher path,
                                               to build on their potential within the framework of creation that leads home to an existence in the
                                                                                                                                                                    presence of the Three-in-One.

           The foolish are in mortal danger of allowing the stealth of procrastination to remove their opportunity of Grace.”

Anthony A Eddy
Hamilton, NZ

10.20am Friday 19th December 2008

* * * * * * *
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F.  How do We Experience The Healing of Man?

1. The Healing of Man (2.12.08) P 91
2. The Message of Healing (7.12.08) P 93
3. The Allergies of Man (16.12.11) P 94
4. The Health of My Flock (18.10.12) P 96
5. The Occultists and Sympathizers (28.11.12) P 98

The Healing of Man (2.12.08)

“The life of man within his mortality is beset with damage to his flesh,
                                                                         with damage to his bones,
                                                                         with damage to his body.

The body of man is of interest to The Lord.
The body of man has perfection of function.
The body of man heals upon necessity.
The body of man suffers extraneous force,
                                        extraneous force that pre-empts the timeline set for healing.

The timeline set for healing may be hastened or extended according to the knowledge of man.
The timeline set for healing may be indefinitely extended by the foe of man.
The body of man suffers pain as a warning of the foe’s attack upon the timeline set for healing.

Pain is the signal for when the body of man calls for help.

The signal can be cancelled when help is offered and accepted by the body of man.
The signal can be cancelled upon re-establishment of the timeline set for healing when voided of the foe.
The signal can be cancelled according to the knowledge of man.

Man has applied knowledge without wisdom when the signal is cancelled without quenching the foe’s attack.
Man has applied knowledge without wisdom when his arsenal of medicine is applied throughout the body without the power
                                                                                                                                                                            of directed prayer.
Man has applied knowledge without wisdom when he answers an evidenced call for help that ignores the quest of the spirit
                                                                                               for freedom from the foe’s attack upon the timeline set for healing.

     Directed prayer from a called servant who seeks,
                                                                          declares,
                                                                          looses,
                                                                          binds,
                                                                          commands,
                                                                          sets free –
                                                      in the Name above all Names –
                                       resets the timeline set for healing according to the need of the body,
                                                                                                                  the call of the spirit,
                                                                                                           and the state of the soul.

Pain is not of Me.
Malfunction is not of Me.
Suffering from within the body of man upon his mind,
                                                                        his spirit,
                                                                 and his soul is not of Me.

                    For in perfection was man created,
                     for in perfection was man given dominion,
                     for in perfection will man again yet be.

          Man may be healed within the counselling of My Spirit.
          Man may be healed within the prayers of My servants.
          Man may be healed within the confines of his medicines.
          Man may be healed within the skills of his surgeons.

          Man may be healed within his body, 
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                                                            mind,
                                                            soul and spirit through deliverance that goes to completion.

          Man has applied knowledge without wisdom when deliverance fails the test of completion.

                    Failure of completion is the failure of authority,
                                                           the failure of command,
                                                           the failure of preparation for the battle of the fall –
                                                                                                         the battle with the foe of man.

          Man has applied knowledge without wisdom when committing to a battle unprepared.
          Man has applied knowledge without wisdom when joining a battle unprotected by his armour.
          Man has applied knowledge without wisdom when believing faith alone is sufficient in the battle with the foe.
          Man with wisdom and My Spirit will always defeat the foe.

          Man with knowledge,
                  with wisdom,
                         and with My Spirit will have deliverance liberate,
                                                                                     according to the utterance,
                                                                                                         that signifies completion.

                              The joy of liberation is on the visage of those previously oppressed.
                              The joy of liberation is the temporal reward of My servants.
                              The joy of liberation is recorded in the soul as a turning point of man.
                              The joy of liberation speaks to a diminishing of a kingdom and the enhancement of a Kingdom.
                              The joy of liberation has eternal consequences when protected and retained.
                              The joy of liberation speaks to man of the reality of two kingdoms in their struggle for the soul of man.

          Man has insufficient knowledge –
                   is without wisdom –
                         if he does not forsake,
                                                renounce,
                                                reject,
                                                     the kingdom of darkness –
                                                     the kingdom of the foe –
                                                     the kingdom of the outcast prince.

         Instead,
               man is called to embrace the Kingdom of God that grants citizenship through grace,
                                                                                          that sets a light before his feet,
                                                                                          that welcomes those who so confess the way of The Lord.

         The healing of man is the will of The Father,
                                             the call of The Son,
                                             the delight of The Spirit.

The divine healing of man does not proceed by the pleading of man,
                                            does not proceed by the promises of man,
                                            does not proceed by the status of man.
The divine healing of man does not proceed by the abilities of man,
                                            does not proceed by the wealth of man,
                                            does not proceed by the begging of man.

The divine healing of man proceeds in the love of God,
                                            proceeds in the justice of God,
                                            proceeds in the mercy of God,
                                            proceeds in the sovereignty of God.

The divine healing of man testifies of answers.
The divine healing of man is circumscribed by prayer.
The divine healing of man is verified through results.

The divine healing of man is not limited by the reasoning of man.

The divine healing of man sheds light and health and truth.

The divine healing of man upholds the Word.
The divine healing of man upholds the Rhema of My Spirit.
The divine healing of man upholds My servants in their callings.

The divine healing of man will increase.
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The divine healing of man will call through testimony.

The divine healing of man verifies the validity of a faith in God,
                                                                           of the existence of God,
                                                                           of the intent of God,
                                                                           of the nature of God.

The divine healing of man speaks I AM to man.”

Anthony A Eddy
Hamilton, NZ

11.24 – 11.39am, 12.10 – 12.51pm Tuesday 2nd December 2008

The Message of Healing

“The pinpricks of man are of little consequence.

            The pinpricks of man are a nuisance in themselves.
            The pinpricks of man niggle at the surface.
            The pinpricks of man do not compare with the pinpricks of heaven.

The pinpricks of heaven have a message to make known.
The pinpricks of heaven carefully select a site.
The pinpricks of heaven are accurate and precise.

The pinpricks of heaven study well the consequences of their strike.

The pinpricks of heaven mark the strike-place of their pin.
The pinpricks of heaven deliver their message to the depths of the mark.
The pinpricks of heaven declare a message of healing to the surroundings at the mark.

The message of healing has an immediate effect.

The message of healing sets to work with a will.
The message of healing overcomes the venom of the foe.
The message of healing repairs the damage of the foe.

The message of healing stays around as needed,
                                       calls for reinforcements,
                                       rejoices at success.

The message of healing is vital to the longevity of the body,
                                                       the health of the blood,
                                                       the strength of the muscles.

The message of healing dresses the surface of the bones.

The message of healing heals the heart of man of the pinpricks of man –
                                                                               injustices of imagination –
                                                                               offences stored within the soul –
                                                                               denigrations that retract the spirit.

The message of healing cares for the emotions of man,
                                                      the feelings of man,
                                                      the depressions of man,
                                                      the elixirs of man.

The message of healing attends the stability of man –
                                                   the predictability of response –
                                                   the socialising of behaviour.

The message of healing reaches out to comfort,
                                       stretches out to soothe;
                                       pacifies the restless spirit,
                                       calms the troubled soul.

The message of healing is a blessing in disguise.
The message of healing is easily conveyed.
The message of healing is not always understood.
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The message of healing can lack appreciation.
The message of healing may not be well received.
The message of healing always achieves its purpose.

The message of healing has certainty of access.
The message of healing brings realization to the mind.
The message of healing originates from God.”

Anthony A Eddy
Hamilton, NZ

6.20pm Sunday, 7.19am Monday 7th & 8th December 2008

The Allergies of Man (16.12.11)

“The allergies of man are bound in a single source,
are found within a single cause,
are wound upon a single spool.

The allergies of man expand and multiply in an environment without correction,
in an environment where the source is not identified,
in an environment where the solution is selected from a patchwork offering.

The allergies of man are free to come and go when only the symptoms are addressed,
when the root is left to thrive,
when the vine within the woods is only pruned and left in place.

The allergies of man are many and varied,
are vicious and antagonistic,
are anchored and can grow.

The allergies of man are parasitic in their nature,
have varied fruits arising from the root,
have a rootstock born of centuries,
have varieties grafted on upon a whim.

The allergies of man are not for the benefit of man,
are as the spewing to the surface of what is hidden in the depths,
are the signs of man being used as a playground in the absence of his knowledge,

in the absence of firmness of control,
in the presence of a trivial objection which is easily dismissed.

The allergies of man ride a seesaw of attention,
gallop to the front,
depart slowly to the rear,
link hands in an attack,
withdraw for a new stand.

The allergies of man thrive on the palliatives of man.
The allergies of man thrive on the ignorance of man.
The allergies of man thrive on the inaction of man.
The allergies of man thrive on the complacency of man.
The allergies of man thrive on the secularity of man.
The allergies of man thrive on the acceptance of man.

The allergies of man cross the generations of man,
cross the generations of inheritance,
cross the generations where ignorance prevails,
cross the generations to the detriment of man.

The allergies of man cause irritation to the life of man,
bring termination to the life of man,
bring fear with stress into the life of man.

The allergies of man are not dependent on the age of man within mortality.

The allergies of man bring dread into the quest for well-being,
bring tears to the eyes of the loving,
bring frustration to the seekers of solutions,
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bring consecutive rounds of testing,
of prodding,
of examining,
of swabbing –

for what appear to have no end.

The allergies of man are not superficial in appearance,
are not superficial in the causes,
are not superficial in effects,
are not superficial in the results,
are not superficial in their nature,
are not superficial when formulating the process of recovery.

The allergies of man require the full attention of man.
The allergies of man require extensive preparation.
The allergies of man require a time-table set for confrontation.
The allergies of man require knowledge of the past.
The allergies of man require access to assistance.
The allergies of man require surety of completion.

The allergies of man require single-mindedness of purpose,
require fervency of intent,
require the utterances of resolve.

The allergies of man concede,
vacate,
disperse,

in the presence of the servants prepared for battle –
with appointments to the day.

The allergies of man can be made to pack their bags and leave,
can be made the invaders subject to defeat,
can be made to ensure the dwelling is fit for habitation.

The allergies of man do not have permanence of tenure,
do not have the ability to resist eviction in the face of unwavering determination,
 do not have authority to stay when met head-on by the binding power of knowledge applied with wisdom.

The allergies of man can create mayhem in the health of man,
can create doubt of the effectiveness of the cross,
can create an estranged walk with God.

The allergies of man need to be vanquished from a venue,
need to be castigated for the imposing of their will –

where it is not welcome,
need to be forbidden to return.

The allergies of man obey the promise of the cross,
obey the servants with authority which supersedes the foe of man,
obey the firestorm invoked as The Refiner’s fire,
obey the firestorm which advances against the foe of man.

The allergies of man are curses rendered down the generations of man,
are out-workings of demonic influence,
are invasive in the absence of a firewall built upon the rock.

The allergies of man cannot surmount the firewall of great height,
cannot burrow through a non-existent crack,
cannot access a circular enclosure,
cannot tunnel under the foundations built of jasper, *

of emeralds, *
of the canon of the word.

The allergies of man must not be allowed to build upon the permissions granted in the past,
to stake their claims upon inheritance,
to gather at the frontiers of passivity,
to strengthen the acceptance of their presence,
to develop the influencing of a soul,
to impact upon the spirit’s plight.

The allergies of man are not an end unto themselves,
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are not permanent in their fixtures,
can be thrown out with the rubbish.

The allergies of man are not inherent features in the being of man,
are not permissive features within the landscape set by God,
are not features set by a loving God to bring suffering to the life of man.

The allergies of man arise from the voyeurs of iniquity,
from those who would gaze upon the inflicted with smiles of satisfaction,
from those who build on the opportunities arising from the past.

The allergies of man need to be dealt with for what they are,
must not be misdiagnosed if release is to be attained,
must not be treated lightly as if a touch of sunburn between the clouds,
must not be ignored in the belief they will go away.

The allergies of man are rampant,
are extensive,
are prolonged,
are painful,
are disfiguring,
are distorting,
are inflicting,
are crippling.

The allergies of man are often bound to the food of man,
are often targeted at the senses of man,
are often aligned to the surroundings of man.

The allergies of man are not contagious on discovery,
are self-erasing on dismissal,
do not mount repetitive attempts at later reinstatement.

The allergies of man are of concern to God,
are within the wisdom of My servants,
are within the matters dealt with at the cross,
are within the validity of prayers submitted to the heavens –

for action on the earth,
are within the binding and the loosing –

in freeing either the body or the temple for life within its fullness.”

* Scribe’s Note – Cross Reference
Divine Commentary on the Book of Revelation 21:19

‘God Speaks in His Scrolls – On The Website of The Lord’

Anthony A Eddy      
Hamilton, NZ  

9.49 – 11.08am, 2.35 – 4.11pm Friday 16th December 2011

The Health of My Flock (18.10.12)

“The health of My flock is to be guarded and secured,
is to be checked and determined,
is to be administered to and cured.

The health of My flock is not to be impaired by Satan,
is not to be troubled by his cronies,
is not to be fraught with hangers-on,
is not to be a stamping ground for demons,
is not to be a fishing ground for souls,
is not to be bisected by those intent on another journey.

The health of My flock is in the care of those who should know better –
than to tolerate the intolerable,
than to look the other way from that which is visible and seen by all,
than to pretend to be in ignorance of activities renowned for their unwholesomeness,
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than to check the trivial and bypass the major,
than to think they are too busy to attend to the stitch in time,
than to be inattentive to all which their callings are expected to entail.

The health of My flock is expected to be overseen with care,
is expected to surmount the quest for purity,
is expected to be counselled and advised,

to be shorn and to be dagged,
to be drenched and dewormed.

Beware the worms which burrow from within out of the sight of man.

The health of My flock is expected to be overseen by those expected to deal with infestations on the spread:
to the crippling of the soul;
to the silencing of the spirit;
to the limping of the body.

The health of My flock is expected to be examined when one is seen to linger in the bushes,
is known to have lost its appetite,

complains of being cold when lying in the sunlight,
asserts he is fine even as the fever rages,
is willing to stay silent when once he was as a babbling brook as the waters flowed,
where he has lost his place at the meal table at which he is no longer hungry.

The health of My flock is of great concern to God,
is under constant attack,

often cannot recognize the attackers for who they really are,
often do not believe they need to be chased away,
often are happy with the status quo,
often are in denial of the attack at all.

The health of My flock is disturbed when gathered by the rumour mill of Satan:
which mixes a taste of truth with the exaggerated lies of man,
which conducts a witch hunt for the gullible and voluble then sets them captive and empowered with 

discontent,
which hides behind the mask of confidentiality in a conspiracy of doubt,
which starts with a simple question as the lead-in to the opening of the attack upon the soul.

The health of My flock,
where the care is excellent,

is evident from progress in the ridding of slothfulness,
is evident from the confidence in repeating what they have been taught,

what My pulpit has imparted to the listening and the attentive,
what has been heard and seen and sensed in the presence of My Spirit,
what has been brought as My Spirit moves to shell the nut –

so the kernel can be broken forth.

The health of My flock is vital to the works of God,
is vital to the works in progress,
is vital to the outcome of achievement,
is vital to the graduation call,
is vital to the labourers in My fields,
is vital in avoiding the mislaying of a soul.

The health of My flock is not expected to be sickly and withdrawn,
is not expected to be drawn and pale,
is not expected to be malnourished and underfed.

The health of My flock is expected to reflect the provisioning of God,
is not to reflect the provisioning of man –

where the provisions have been intercepted and not passed on,
have been tampered with and had their labels changed,
have been unaccepted with the labels all in disarray.

Beware My flock where My Spirit is heard yet believed to whisper weakly –
as ears are mostly deaf and none anoint with oil.

The health of My flock is tested on the prayer pathways leading to the harvest:
on the prayer gateways so each is standing open,
on the prayer fields where all are carefully cropped and marked,
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on the prayer fields where water is controlled as the crop is set to ripen,
on the fields of God where His crop-in-waiting is ready to be brought into His barns.”

Anthony A Eddy      
Hamilton, NZ  

10.26 – 11.34 am Thursday 18th October 2012

The Occultists and The Sympathizers (28.11.12)

“The occult sympathizers have grace awaiting at the doorstep,
have grace available when understanding dawns,
have grace in place when a new commitment reigns,

when the discards due the past are jettisoned from dwelling within the soul,
from impinging on the spirit,
from the branding of the body as an evil residence.

The occultists of the earth require a change of heart,
require the forsaking of their figurehead of evil,
require the turning to the light with the forthright quitting of the shadowland of darkness.

For such as them grace awaits as light surmounts the darkest of the dark,
as light envelops the curtained of the day,
as light subscribes its light into the corners in need of cleaning where the residues would linger.

The occultists of the earth are playing with the likelihood of fire which can consume –
until nothing remains but the broken shells,

are playing with the likelihood of the destruction of their spirits,
are playing with the likelihood of the unending imprisonment of their souls.

The occultists and the sympathizers should take steps to avoid The Great White Throne judgment of God,
should not delay the recanting of their activities resulting from patterning of belief on the vain 

and proud,
should not forbear to testify of what they have been through before the rescues were put in place.

For as time moves forward so the time of man decreases.
For as time is misused so the shortage looms.
For as time ends so it becomes too late to change the destiny awaiting.

For the wise and the forthright will choose and change their destiny while it is today.

For only the fool will procrastinate until time catches the new victim by surprise and the lot is cast.
For only the fool will stand and ignore the counsel of My Spirit which tends the seed of faith in every heart of man.
For only the slave will follow his master into hell.

So man may bring honour to his freewill choice of being in the companionship of God.

So man may demand respect for his freewill so going to where unwilling feet are dragged.

So as the tune is called by man,
so the tune is either honoured or respected by God.”

Anthony A Eddy      
Hamilton, NZ  

12.51 – 1.03, 1.39 – 2.15 pm Wednesday 28th November 2012

* * * * * * *
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G.  How Can We come to Know The Living Loving God?

1. I Love My People (5.9.08) P 99
2. In Love (13.10.08) P 100
3. The God of Love (16.2.11) P 100
4. A Love Note to My Children (11.8.12) P 101
5. No Other Gods - Edict 1 (11.11.12) P 102
6. The Supremacy of Love (20.5.13) P 104
7. A Grateful Heart (2.8.13) P 105
8. The Agape Love of God for Man (18.1.14) P 106

I Love My People (5.9.08)

“I, 
The Lord Jesus, 
           speak to My people with love and understanding that they may prosper in all they do, 
                                                                                                                              in all that they attempt, 
                                                                                                                              in all that they dream of achieving in their lives.

For My desire is that they live in joy, 
                                                 in happiness and with My Spirit in their time on earth. 
I would have them know Me, 
      speak with Me and tell Me of their troubles, 
           the troubles that beset their hearts.

And I will comfort them. 
        I will enfold them in My arms. 
        They can know that they may rest their heads upon My breast and I will bless them, 
                            their families and their homes. 
They can be My children and I will be their God. 
      They can overcome all things and rejoice in the friendship of My Spirit as they can speak with Me and I will speak with them.

I love My children. 
I adore My children. 
I value My children above all the imaginings of man. 
      More than the grandest aspirations of man; 
           much greater than the greatest love man knows within his family. 
My love for My children is so gentle and so true and I still shed My tears, 
           in secret now, 
      away from the eyes of man.

Come to Me, 
      My children, 
           let Me wrap My arms around you, 
           call you each by name: 
           for I would bless you, 
           and would know you, 
           on that wonderful day, 
           as sons and daughters of the living God. 
And I, 
      and all the heavens, 
           would rejoice as I install you as members of God’s household in the company of the faithful. 
           God’s household where I would fellowship with you and you would fellowship with Me as we sup together at the table I have 

prepared and I say, 
                                                                       with all My love, 
                                                                               to you, 
                                                                       ‘Welcome home’.”

Anthony A Eddy
Hamilton, NZ

8.18am Friday, 5th September 2008
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In Love (13.10.08)

“I,
      The Lord,
           love My people,
           everyone,
                 no exceptions on any basis.
           I love them each individually.

I know each by name.
I know their strengths and their weaknesses as they each walk their path on earth.
I know both their loves and their hates –
                 the choices they either select or reject.

           In love,
                 man was created for an eternal destiny in the presence of his God.

           In love,
                 man is bestowed a gift of agency –
                                             a gift of freedom to act according to his will –
                                                                         to choose and not be forced,
                                                                                                           without appeal,
                                                                                                 to a fate he would not want.
           In love,
                  man is not left alone;
                                  for I have unlocked the door.

           In love,
                 I have sent a comforter to counsel and advise and within the guidelines of His leading the way is ascertained.

           In love,
                 I have ensured the cross has sanctified and man is free to choose.

           In love,
                 I have assured all those who call to Me will not be left within the grave of man.

           In love,
           in truth,
           in glory,
                 lies the destiny of man –
                            for that he was created by his God –
                                            so he may dwell for ever in surroundings fit for kings –
                                            so he may be welcomed home at the end of his mortality –
                                            so he may see and live and witness what a loving God has planned.”

Anthony A Eddy
Hamilton, NZ

Monday 13th October 2008

The God of Love (16.2.11)

“The God of Love affirms the way of the righteous. 
  The God of Love affirms the sanctity of life – 

which clings to the body with the spirit and the soul. 
  The God of Love affirms the triune nature of His being – 

as disclosed to man.

The God of Love professes His koinonia for man. 
The God of Love professes man now stands within the shadow of his God of Love. 
The God of Love professes the heavens are unfolding as they ought. 
The God of Love professes all is well with man when he stands within the shadow of proximity. 
The God of Love professes His deep concern for those not sheltered by His grace. 
The God of Love professes the completeness of His effort to encourage man’s repentance.
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The God of Love is not drawn with Aquarius, 
is not drawn from the new age of man, 
is not drawn from the confusion of religiosity, 
is not drawn in stone, 
is not drawn from within a shrine, 
is not drawn as being under the dominion of man.

The God of Love is a heart in tune with the welfare of man, 
is a heart of reconciliation, 
is a heart once stilled, 
is a heart of reaching out to man, 
is a heart without recrimination, 
is a heart – 

beating as The Father’s – 
carrying The Covenant of The Cross.

The God of Love knows of an inheritance awaiting for the claimants, 
knows of a city awaiting the inhabitants, 
knows of the gardens awaiting for the travellers, 
knows of an eternity awaiting for the reconciled, 
knows of the heavens awaiting for the visitors, 
knows of all things so prepared for the delight of man.

The God of Love will not welcome the sins of man, 
will not permit the presence of the sins of man, 
will not be pleaded by the sinful, 
will not be bargained by soliciting.

The God of Love is accessible to all, 
has no discrimination, 
has no jostling for position, 
offers grace in all its mercy, 
has forgiveness without the record, 
has no gate of entry other than by The Covenant of The Cross.”

Anthony A Eddy      
Hamilton, NZ  

9.20 – 10.28am Wednesday 16th February 2011

A Love Note to My Children

“A Love Note to My Children is as a song birthed and freed within the stars of God,
is a song committed between hearts,
is a song which only those with love can sing,
is a song of goodness sent to smiling hearts in tune.

A Love Note to My Children is a song within a song:
is the song which never ends within the song of action,
is the song of inspiration within the song of tenderness,
is the song of love within the song of sacrifice,
is the bridal song within the song of vows,
is the song of laughter within the song of joy,
is the song of man within the song of God.

A Love Note to My Children is written on each heart,
is spoken by My Spirit to each spirit awake and well,
is heard by each soul attuned to the will of God.

A Love Note to My Children carries a reminder of an appointment:
the promise of return;
the proximity of the wedding;
the presence at the wedding feast;
the departure of the earthbound;
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the arrival of the earthbound unto the presence of the being of man;
the arrival of the earthbound unto the presence of their God.

A Love Note to My Children carries a reminder to be ready,
to be prepared,
to be certain of the gown selected –

clean and pressed and ready –
for the soul already washed and bathed,
for the spirit filled to overflowing.

A Love Note to My Children warns of no disruptions,
warns of no going back for that which is not brought,
warns of the need to dress correctly for entrance to the bridegroom,

for access to the altar of The Lamb,
for progression unto the enthroned of God.

A Love Note to My Children is signed and sealed by God,
confirms an invitation extended long ago,

is valued for uplifting from His table whereon His body and His blood do rest.”

Anthony A Eddy      
Hamilton, NZ  

9.11 – 10.27 am Saturday 11th August 2012 A.D.

No Other Gods – Edict One (11.11.12)

“Edict one from The Heavens unto The Earth.

There shall be no other gods before the face of man.
There shall be no other gods on the tongue of man.
There shall be no other gods in the hands of man.
There shall be no other gods taught by man.
There shall be no other gods acknowledged by man.
There shall be no other gods in the sight of man.
There shall be no other gods on the earth of God.

There shall be no other gods imaged by man;
praised by man;
worshipped by man;
held high by man;
handed down by man;
revered by man:
enticing man to his ignominy.

There shall be no other gods listened to by man;
obeyed by man;
frequented by man;
encouraged by man;
created by man;
restored by man:
shelved by man outside the will of God.

For outside the will of God lies the groundswell of accountability;
lies the onset of the call for mercy;
lies the call-out for attention by those finding themselves in need;
lies the resolution of the conflict between the freewill of man and the will of God;
lies the assimilation of the freewill of man into the righteousness of God;
lies the prospect of eternal separation of man from God:

when the freewill of man leads him beyond the field of mercy.

The field of mercy is filled with mounds and depressions –
from where the view increases,
from where the view diminishes.

The field of mercy is free of snares for the feet,
is free of entrapment of the soul,
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is free of conflicts for the spirit,
has no limits imposed upon the freewill of man,
offers insights into where the journey ends,
offers ways opened for retreat from the edge of the abyss.

The field of mercy is very large,
can only be travelled with pauses for reflection,
can only study the view of a life from a mounted mound or from the depth of a depression.

The field of mercy can not be revisited once the mercy portal is acquired.

The field of mercy is a lonely walk with reflection to the fore,
while contemplation settles on the selection of the balance of the walk of man:

with all which that entails.

The field of mercy does not dwell in the presence of the field of grace.

The field of grace requires the field of faith –
are bound one to the other –

does not prevail without the other;
does not prevail in the absence of the other;
does not prevail in the absence of the needs,
does not prevail in the absence of the circumstances.

The God of Love,
of Faith,
of Grace,
of Mercy,
of Creation –

is alive and well;
is prepared and ready for the confirmation of His Bride;
awaits His inheritance upon the earth as The King of kings:

with His Kingdom so decreed.

The God of man calls His people home;
calls the multitudes to receive the promises held in trust;
calls those who worship what they should not,

who speak to the non-answering,
who pray to the uncaring,
who offer up to the ungrateful,
who conjure up from the soul of man the false imaginings of plastic,

of metal,
of stone,
of wood,
of nature,

who would bow before the constructions of man which never did,
nor ever will,

walk the earth with a message of divinity.

The God of man and all The Heavens tracks admission bequeathing access to The Holy Spirit:
so His Spirit may precede and counsel the family of God –
as the family dwells within His Kingdoms in The Temples of His Spirit.

The God of man calls man away from the false gods of antiquity which have never spoken since they were installed,
which have been of no use except to those who dwell within their shadows –

to those who lead The Trusting into a life of servitude under those which have no 
hearts which beat.”

Anthony A Eddy      
Hamilton, NZ  

9.47 – 10.10 am, 3.33 – 4.19 pm Saturday 10th, 7.05 – 7.58 am Sunday 11th November 2012
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The Supremacy of Love (20.5.13)

“Love overcomes all.

Love opens doors.

Love protects and caresses,
uplifts and supports,
cuddles and sustains,
encourages and cheers.

Love sings the love song of the heart.

Love is reliable and trustworthy,
is simple and direct,
overlooks the slips,
does not count the wayward steps,
does not validate the lies,
does not act the fool in matters of the spirit.

Love is full of joy,
carries exuberance for the downcast,
measures rations for the hungry,
seeks healing for the injured and the hurting.

Love trusts within the word of wisdom not confounded by the word of knowledge.

Love shares the gifts of God,
the providence of God,
the testimonies of God,
the companionship of God.

Love imparts the gift of tongues under the love of God.

Love shares the lives of sacrifice on a higher plane.

Love brings comfort to the uncomfortable,
brings beauty to the ashes on a face,
carries the miracles of God right up to the gates of hell.

Love redeems the pledges of the penitent,
restores the lonely and the impoverished,
replaces the secular with the sacred.

Love varies little in its response,
varies little in its approach,
varies little in its reality of the day,

in its reality of the night,
in its reality of a relationship in time,
in its relationship within eternity,
in its relationship between both God and man.

Love chastises without offence,
leaves the bonds intact,
draws from a storehouse of wealth which pays the price of all that is asked without equivocation.

Love surfaces in the sea of doubt,
stirs the waves of splendour,
laps gently at the shoreline of honour and respect.

Love knows no boundaries of reproach immune from an apology,
knows no hindrances qualified to impair,
knows no shame that would cause a head to hang,
knows neither bitterness nor gall grow as the fruit of understanding.

Love cycles in the expressions of the heart,
in the expressions of the face,
in the expressions of the tongue,
in the expressions of the body,
in the expressions of the soul,
in the expressions of the spirit,
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in the expressions of the tongues.

Love values life in all its beauty,
values the home of man in all its creativity,
values all the features of the earth which give man cause to marvel at the wonders placed before his eyes,

placed before his ears,
placed before his mouth,
placed before his nose,
placed before his feet,
placed before his reach:

all placed carefully in confirmation so man may come to know,
by awareness,

the very presence of his Loving God.”

Anthony A Eddy      
Hamilton, NZ

4.46 – 5.20, 8.45 – 9.45pm Monday 20th May 2013

A Grateful Heart (2.8.13)

“A grateful heart should always be protected for it is of much worth,
it is as a beacon to all that are free and true,
it is as a receptacle of where gratitude rests and is at peace.

A grateful heart sings a song of thankfulness,
sings a song of appreciation,
sings a song of love,
sings a song of stardust from the stars,
sings a song of heaven in the presence of the guests,
sings a song in truth of the wonder of receiving.

A grateful heart knows the beat of praise,
knows the hymn of worship,
knows the fellowship of man,
knows the gift of grace,
knows the welcome to the bride.

A grateful heart does not speak of rejection,
does not speak in anger,
does not speak against The Spirit who records.

A grateful heart suffers injustice from the flock,
suffers indignities from the foolish,
suffers slurs without debate from the lips of the loose and the careless.

A grateful heart has the favour of The Lord,
has a character of renown,
has a soul of righteousness,
has a spirit ministering My Spirit with His wisdom to the tongue,

the lips,
the mouth,

where blasphemy is unknown.

A grateful heart steers the way through the minefields of life,
lifts the shadows from where the feet are placed,
uplifts the spirits of all those with divine appointments for their souls in need.

A grateful heart is blessed by God without request,
is blessed by God in freedom,

in righteousness,
before the presence of The Father,

is blessed by God with the consent of My Spirit at a way station of eternal life.”

Anthony A Eddy      
Apartment 402, Tenali, India

9.34 – 10.00 am Friday 2nd August 2013
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The Agape Love of God for Man (18.1.14)

“The agape love of God for man is in the lightning bolt of intensity,
is in the thunder clap of confirmation,
is in the solidity of the mountain seen in awe.

The agape love of God for man is witnessed to by the divine sacrifice,
is witnessed to by the divine testimony,
is witnessed to by the divine presence of The Father,
is witnessed to by the divine ministry of The Spirit of Truth,
is witnessed to by the acceptance of man,
is witnessed to by the faith of man,
is witnessed to by the miracles of God within the environment of man.

The agape love of God for man is carried in the word by The Word,
is carried by The Holy Spirit exactly as committed,
is carried by the freewill of the spirit of man,
is carried down the centuries of man,
is carried by The Spirit’s tongues,
is carried by The Spirit’s gifts,
is carried in the access to The Loving God as an inheritance for man.

The agape love of God for man lays the ground rules for acceptance,
lays the ground rules for commitment,
lays the ground rules of obedience,
lays the ground rules of relationship,
lays the ground rules for the receipt of grace,
lays the ground rules for exaltation,
lays the ground rules for the destiny of choice.

The agape love of God for man is evidenced by the significance of the cross,
is evidenced by the relationship borne of the content within a willing sacrifice, 
is evidenced by the will of God within a new covenant with each temple of the spirit:

of faith;
of righteousness;
of truth;

and of the fear of God.

The agape love of God for man entails a time of preparation of man to be counted as His bride,
entails God’s return for His bride in all her beauty as released,
entails both unity and purity to there abound in fullness of completion,
entails a storehouse to be filled with the treasures of the bride,
entails the confirmation of the love of God by His bride in waiting,
entails fluency in the use of the keys of heaven as bestowed on His bride in her uniqueness of 

individuality.

The agape love of God for man selects and magnifies,
refines and teaches,
supplies and feeds.

The agape love of God for man brings change and fresh objectives for the soul,
brings fresh concepts and abilities to the spirit,
brings cleanliness and gratitude to the flesh and to the heart.

The agape love of God for man seeks the responsive and the humble,
seeks the penitent and the grace-full,
seeks the meek and the wise.

The agape love of God for man welcomes all who walk within discipleship,
who know the signposts pointing home,
who seal their destinies in righteousness,
who persevere so to receive the victor’s crown.

The agape love of God for man leads man who extends a hand,
calls man repeatedly while there is life and choice,

while there is faith and grace,
while there is time whilst still today.
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The agape love of God for man offers man the sacrifice of The Son,
offers man the company of The Holy Spirit,
offers man the destinies open to his choice –

either with honour or respect –
that he may manage and overcome the hurdles placed by the devil:

to so climb the dais where the victors are acclaimed.”

Anthony A Eddy      
Hamilton, NZ  

3.10 – 4.42 pm Saturday 18th January 2014

The Lord’s 7 Books as Free PDF Downloads both in English and in Telugu

  

   
English

Book 1 God Speaks of His Return Introduces His Banner
Book 2 God Speaks in His Scrolls on the Website of The Lord
Book 3 God Speaks by His Spirit To the Coming Storm
Book 4 God Speaks to His End-time Calls for Man
Book 5 God Speaks on His Eternity With Letters from The Son
Book 6 God Speaks for His Bride via The Clouds of Conquest
Book 7 God Speaks as His Presence Unto The Edifice of God

Telugu
Book 1 God Speaks of His Return Introduces His Banner
Book 4 God Speaks to His End-time Calls for Man

    

https://secure.zeald.com/site/tact/images/items/791.%20GOD_Speaks_of_His_Return.pdf
https://secure.zeald.com/site/tact/files/images/items/792.%20GOD%20Speaks%20in%20His%20Scrolls.pdf
https://secure.zeald.com/site/tact/images/items/793.%20GOD%20Speaks%20by%20His%20Spirit.pdf
https://secure.zeald.com/site/tact/images/items/794.%20GOD%20Speaks%20To%20His%20End-time%20Calls.pdf
https://secure.zeald.com/site/tact/images/items/795.%20GOD%20Speaks%20on%20His%20Eternity.pdf
https://secure.zeald.com/site/tact/files/images/items/796.%20GOD%20Speaks%20for%20His%20Bride.pdf
https://secure.zeald.com/site/tact/files/images/items/797.%20God%20Speaks%20as%20His%20Presence.pdf
https://secure.zeald.com/site/tact/images/items/798.%20TeluguBk1.pdf
https://secure.zeald.com/site/tact/images/items/799.%20TeluguBk4.pdf
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